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When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,

When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill,

When the funds are low and the debts are high,

And you want to smile but you have to sigh.

When all is pressing you down a bit-

Rest if you must, but don’t you quit.

Success is failure turned inside out,

The silver line on the clouds of doubt,

And you can never tell how close you are,

It may be near when it seems far.

So stick with the fight when you’re the hardest hit -

It’s when things go wrong that you must not quit.

- John Greenleaf Whittier, 1892
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1
Introduction: Where light

and matter meet

“The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. ’Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?’ he asked.
’Begin at the beginning,’ the King said gravely, ’and go on till you come to the end: then stop.”

— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865



Chapter 1. Introduction: Where light and matter meet

T
his thesis concerns the manipulation of light with matter. When it comes to

manipulating light, there are a great number of methods to choose from that are

evident in our day-to-day life. Applying a coat of paint to a newly finished project is, in

a sense, a form of manipulating light, as this determines which wavelengths of light the

object will absorb, which colors it will transmit, and which colors will be reflected after

scattering [1]. The central importance of color and light is also evident from numerous

examples in nature. For instance, the color of plants is essential for their energy balance

andphotosynthesis. Animals display the brightest colors to attract amate or the subtlest

ones to hide from predators [2–4]. Hummingbirds [5], beetles [6], butterflies [7], and

even fruits [8] create a splendor of iridescent hues and vibrant patterns by growing

structures on the scale of visible wavelengths, while corals, fish, and scorpions glow

eerily under UV illumination [9].

Since the dawn of civilization, humans have joined in this competition of color.

With the hue of our clothes and other possessions, we send signals to each other,

communicating our mood, intention, status, and personality. In more recent times,

research has expanded our knowledge about the nature of light and electromagnetic

wavesmore generally. Indeed,with the development of the radio just around the turn of

the 20th century, humans entered the era of telecommunication, first using light that our

human eyes can’t observe. In 1909, GuglielmoMarconi and Karl Ferdinand Braunwere

jointly awarded a Nobel prize “in recognition of their contributions to the development

ofwireless telegraphy” [10]. Since that time, with a rapidly accelerating pace, we gained

an aptitude for worldwide and nearly instant communication that nowadays speeds

through endless lengths� of glass fiber optical cables spanning our planet, allowing us

to communicate with people across the worldwith imperceptibly small delays. Charles

Kuen Kao was awarded a Nobel Prize “for groundbreaking achievements concerning

the transmission of light in fibers for optical communication” [11], one hundred years

after the Nobel awarded to Marconi and Braun. Our current communications network

is made possible by a wealth of knowledge and skills we have acquired that allow us

to manipulate how light and matter interact. The rise of fiber-optical communication

is furthermore fueling the emergence of many data-intensive devices. Many of these

themselves leverage optics and light-matter interaction, such as optical imaging and

sensing [12–14]. The data that these applications produce in turn drives the need for

data transport and data processing technologies that go well beyond signal transport

by fibers.

At the time of writing, people are isolating themselves from each other in order

to stem a global pandemic. Physical closeness, the most natural way for humans to

connect, is kept to a bare minimum. In this time, light-based technology in many forms

is helping to bring people together.

1.1. Single photons and single quantum emitters

Within the broad field of light-matter interaction, this thesis more specifically deals

with light-matter interaction on the level of single quanta of light, i.e., single photons

and single quantum systems. The interaction of single photons with single emitters,

�Submarine fiber cables are the backbone of the internet and reportedly span 1.2 million

kilometers. Nowadays fibers go to the home, and ca 500 million kilometers is installed yearly.

Source: Fiber Optic Cable Market - Growth, Trends, and Forecasts (2020 - 2025)
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1.1. Single photons and single quantum emitters

such as atoms, quantum dots, and molecules, is pursued worldwide for a variety

of applications, which range from quantum information processing [15–17], to spec-

troscopy and microscopy of biophysical systems [18, 19]. Some of the most pressing

questions in the physics of how to make single photons and single emitters interact are

posed by the domain of information processing. Our current computers are electronic,

and use conductive transistors to do calculations with electrons. Classical photonic

computing has been proposed as a technology in which photons and their interactions

would be used to compute [20, 21]. This would allow calculations to be done at the

speed of light and could harness the very high bandwidth allowed by the PHz carrier

frequency (versus GHz for electrons). Beyond classical computing with light to replace

computing with electrons, quantum computing promises an exponential speedup of

certain algorithms through operation on entangled quantum degrees of freedom [22–

25]. In that domain, photons are expected to play a main role because they could either

be used to perform quantum calculations directly or instead they would be needed

to transport quantum information, with low loss, from one location to another, for

instance in form of streams of single photons [26].

One of the first main obstacles for such technologies is that the interaction of light

and matter is not, by itself, a strong interaction. Single emitters, i.e., quantum systems

that can absorb a single pump photon, retain that energy for a characteristic time, and

then emit the energy again in the form of another photon, are in principle readily

available (See Section 1.3). However, a typical single emitter at room temperature, such

as a dye molecule in the focus of a microscope objective, only absorbs of order 1 in 105

incoming photons [27]. Nanophotonics is a research field that seeks to realize optical

microresonators and antennas to boost such weak interactions to unit efficiency [28].

These systems are used to both retain the light for a longer period of time around

an emitter, as well as squeeze it into a smaller volume, which both boost interaction

strength, as will be discussed below. Optical resonators serve both to enhance the

absorption of incoming light and to accelerate the emission of single photons in

preferred emission channels.

A second main problem that light-based technology faces is that, much unlike

electrons, photons do not have any direct mutual interaction. Hence such interaction

needs to happen indirectly via photonically active media. Making photons interact

either requires classical nonlinear optical media or can be achieved in the regime

of strong coupling of emitters to optical modes, which in turn requires strongly

resonant nanophotonic environments. Through this mechanism, photons can be made

to interact with each other, which paves the road towards quantum technologies.

Beyond quantum technologies, the many advances in nanophotonics to harness single

emitters also finds applications in biosensing [29, 30], where cavity and plasmonic

resonances are harnessed for ultra-sensitive detection, such as improvements in blood

glucose monitoring [31]. Other applications include Raman spectroscopy [32, 33],

improvements in solar cells [34], and solid-state lighting [35, 36].

In the following parts, we will discuss the requirements of optical cavities and

antennas on the one hand, and of single emitters on the other.
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Chapter 1. Introduction: Where light and matter meet

1.2. Optical cavities and antennas

1.2.1. Cavity-emitter coupling

When a single emitter, such as a dye or a quantum dot, is coupled to an optical mode of

a nano- or microstructure, the altered electromagnetic environment can cause changes

in the behavior of this emitter [37–39]. Starting with the most general case, we consider

the transition of an emitter from an excited state |e〉 to a ground state |g〉. This transition
is governed by the interaction Hamiltonian, which describes the interaction between

the emitter and the emitted light. It is given by H = −µ̂ · Ê, where µ̂ and Ê are the

operators for the transition dipole moment and the electric field operator, respectively.

For many applications, it is desirable to couple the emitter in question to an optical

mode. This can be achieved by bringing the emitter in close proximity to a structure

that affects the optical modes available to the light. For optimal control, the structure

can often be tuned to allow only a single optical mode. If the initial state |i〉 is that of an
empty optical mode that transitions to the final state |f〉 when a photon radiates from

an emitter, it holds that 〈i|Ĥ|f〉 = ~g, where g is the emitter-field coupling rate. This is

the rate at which the emitter and the optical mode exchange energy, given by

g = µ
√
ω/2~V ε0ε, (1.1)

where µ = |〈g|µ̂|e〉| is the dipole moment for the emitter transition, ω is the angular

frequency of the field, V is the mode volume of the optical mode, ε0 is the vacuum

permittivity, and ε is the relative permittivity of the material surrounding the emitter.

Eq. (1.1) shows that the coupling constant depends on two different contributions.

Firstly, the internal electronic properties of the emitter itself are captured in the transition

dipole moment µ. Secondly, the photonic properties external to the emitter are captured

in the mode confinement V . This shows how the coupling rate can be tuned through

the choice of emitter and the mode volume of the optical mode.

Excepting a peculiar family of recently discovered dark modes (bound states in the

continuum [40]), optical modes generally outcouple to free space, which causes light

from the mode to be lost. The rate at which light escapes from the optical mode to

free space is given by κ. Providing that emitter losses are low, comparing the coupling

and loss rates of a mode to each other shows that there are two distinct regimes of

light-matter interaction, namely weak and strong coupling.

Weak coupling
If 2g < κ, the emitter is weakly coupled to the optical mode, and the energy of the light

from the emitter is lost more quickly by the optical mode than it is exchanged between

the mode and the emitter. The onset of the strong coupling regime is where g > 2κ,
where the energy is exchanged between the optical mode and the emitter faster than it

is lost. Strong coupling of single emitters is an essential ingredient in quantum cavity

electrodynamics (CQED), as it allows for coherent control over the emitter. Instead,

the weak coupling limit is the operation regime of choice for single-photon sources,

where the photonic environment is used to accelerate spontaneous emission. In the

weak coupling limit, the decay rate of the emitter is dictated by Fermi’s golden rule [41]

Γ =
∑
f

2π

~

∣∣∣〈i|Ĥ|f〉∣∣∣2δ(Ei − Ef ), (1.2)

4



1.2. Optical cavities and antennas

where 〈i| and |f〉 are the initial and final state, respectively, ρ(Ef ) is the density of states

at the energy Ef of the final state. Ĥ = −µ̂ · Ê is the interaction Hamiltonian, with

µ̂ and Ê the operator for the dipole moment of the optical transition, and the electric

field, respectively. Fermi’s Golden Rule ccan be rewritten to

Γ =
πω

3~ε0
|µ|2ρµ(ω, r), (1.3)

where ρµ(ω, r) is the local density of states (LDOS), which gives the number of states

per unit volume and unit frequency, at frequency ω, available to an emitter at position

r, oriented along µ. The concept of optical density of states for light was introduced

in the 1990’s by Sprik et al. [42], although the fact that electromagnetic environments

canmodify spontaneous emission through its mode structure was already known since

seminal experiments by Drexhage in the 1970s [43, 44].

The emission enhancement of an emitter coupled to an optical mode is governed

by the ratio of the LDOS at the position of that emitter and the emitter decay rate

in a homogeneous medium γhom, where ρhom = ω2n/(π2c3). At the resonance of

the optical mode in question, the LDOS is given by ρc = 6/πκV , and the decay rate

becomes Γc = 4g2/κ. This is used to find the Purcell factor

FP =
Γc

γhom
=

4g2

γhomκ
=

3

4π2

Q

V

(λ
n

)3

, (1.4)

with which one can characterize the enhancement of emission by the emitter w.r.t the

emission in a homogeneous background. Here, Q is the quality factor of the optical

mode, given by Q = ω/κ, which dictates the linewidth of the optical mode, and (λ/n)
is the wavelength of the optical mode in the surrounding medium. It was first stated

by Edward Mills Purcell in 1946 [45]. The first observed LDOS control of spontaneous

emission was not reported for cavities, but instead for emitters near reflective interfaces

by Karl Drexhage. He placed emitters at a well-controlled distance from a metal

mirror by preparing thin layers on the order of the wavelength of light in thickness.

Through constructive and destructive interference, the modes at a metallic interface

form standing waves, leading to a characteristic oscillatory LDOS as a function of

distance to the mirror. An alternative viewpoint on this LDOS effect is that the emitter

interferes with its own mirror image which alters the LDOS [43, 44]. At present, it

has both been possible to suppress spontaneous emission (ca 20—70-fold slow down

of emission in photonic band gap [46]), to accelerate it up to c.a. 30-fold in dielectric

microcavities by the Purcell effect [47–52], and to accelerate it ca. 500 fold in plasmonic

nano-junction systems [53].

Strong coupling
If the coupling rate between an emitter and opticalmode increases to 2g > κ, excitations
are exchanged between the emitter and the mode faster than it is lost to free space. This

regime is called strong coupling. In the above section, we have neglected losses by

the emitter itself, assuming these to be small with respect to κ. Including these in the

strong coupling condition, it reads 2g > κ+ γ + 2γ∗
, where γ and γ∗

are the emitter’s

decay rate and dephasing rate, respectively [54, 55].

In the strong coupling regime, Fermi’s Golden Rule no longer applies [56], as

spontaneous emission is no longer irreversible. Instead, after excitation of an emitter,

5



Chapter 1. Introduction: Where light and matter meet

vacuumRabi oscillations can be observed, signaling the coherent evolution of the light-

matter system [57]. Alternatively, the strong coupling between an emitter and an optical

mode can be seen in the splitting of modes in emission spectra [58]. This splitting is the

hallmark ofmode hybridization, where the eigenstates of the system are a hybridization

of light and matter excitation. These phenomena were first observed for single atoms

in highly excited states (Rydberg atoms) in interaction with mm-wave radiation by

the group of Haroche, who received the Nobel prize in 2012 [59]. Generally, outside

the strong coupling regime, photons do not interact with each other. However, the

hybridized eigenmodes of strong coupling, also known as dressed states, can be used

as a pathway to allow for photon-photon interactions. Since photon-photon interactions

are an essential element of quantumphotonic networks, it is unsurprising that since the

advent of CQED, it has been a holy grail to push single-emitter strong coupling from

the domain of atomic physics to the domain of solid-state integrated nanotechnology.

This domain can currently be reached at cryogenic temperatures in III-V resonators.

Recently reports have appeared that claim room temperature strong coupling of single

emitters in plasmonic nanojunctions [60].

1.2.2. Optical cavities

The crucial parameters for light-matter interaction are the electromagnetic mode con-

finement V that determines the coupling strength g, and the cavity quality factorQ that

determines the cooperativity, or Purcell factor. When it comes to creating the desired

optical modes, a common approach is designing and fabricating optical cavities. These

can be as simple in design as two opposing mirrors forming a Fabry-Pérot etalon, or

more elaborate, such as ring resonators [61, 62], which come in variations ofmicrodisks,

- toroids, and -spheres. Photonic crystals utilize a periodic structure in the dielectric

to create a band gap. A defect in the crystal can then function as another type of

cavity, as demonstrated for 2D photonic crystal cavities [63, 64] and photonic crystal

micropillars [65].

Microcavities are commonly used in applications for light trapping [66]. As many

dielectrics have a frequency window with low losses, impressively high Q factors can

be achieved with these structures, with experimental values up to 107
being reported

for photonic crystals [67], and even much higher, up to 109
for larger cavities such as

microtoroids and microspheres [68, 69]. The high Q allows the light to be trapped for

many oscillation cycles, which corresponds to a long interaction time with the emitter.

This makes high-Q cavities a common approach for single-emitter strong coupling.

However, they suffer from a major drawback. The confinement in these cavities is

bounded by the diffraction limit. Thus, in most cases dielectric cavities can’t achieve

mode volumes smaller than ∼ (λ/n)3 [70], although there have been reports of some

cavity designs that push this limitation by an order of magnitude by employing narrow

slits between high refractive index materials [71–73].

Emitter placement is crucialwhen it comes to achievinghigh coupling rates between

cavity and emitter. Since optical modes decay evanescently away from the cavity,

placing the emitter as close aspossible to thefieldmaximumisparamount. Inparticular,

there have been demonstrations of micropillars [74–76] and 2D photonic crystal cavity

systems [63, 67, 77–81] fabricated from materials that contain intrinsic color centers or

embedded quantum dots, such as InGaAs or GaN . Typically, for these systems, the

emitters of the system need to be located inside of it and the cavity fabricated around it.
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1.2. Optical cavities and antennas

A B C

D E F

Figure 1.1: Examples of common dielectric optical microcavities, with photonic

modes illustrated in red. (A) a Fabry-Pérot cavity, (B) a microtoroid, (C) a

microdisk, (D) a microsphere, (E) a planar photonic crystal cavity, and (F) a

photonic crystal micropillar. The red color denotes the region where the light

is trapped.

Alternatively, there have been efforts to place single emitters at a high-LDOS location

of a pre-existing cavity using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [82] and electron beam

(e-beam) lithography [83–85]. Due to the unresolved issue of precisely placing emitters

in cavities, measured Purcell factors (measured values up to FP ≈ 20) have fallen short

of theoretical expectations [48, 49, 51, 52].

1.2.3. Optical antennas

In terms of merits, optical antennas are the precise opposite of optical cavities [86].

Where optical cavities are usually made of dielectrics with high refractive indices,

optical antennas are typicallymade ofmetals, which have a negative dielectric constant.

Their metallic properties have a number of implications. Incoming light can excite

resonant oscillations of the free carries of the metal to oscillate in the antenna, a

phenomenon known as plasmon resonance [87]. This light can be lost either in the form

of heat of the antenna due to Ohmic resistance inside the antenna or to its surroundings

as a photon. Whereas dielectric optical cavities, being optimized for their high quality

factors, intrinsically avoid absorption altogether, and need 10
3
to 10

9
optical cycles

to couple light to free space, optical antennas lose their excitation within 10 to 40

optical cycles. Cavities poorly couple to free space, whereas antennas are excellent

far-field transducers. Plasmon antennas will often behave like induced electric dipole

resonators, which are well-known for their strong radiation to the far-field. Coupled

with the inherent losses of metals, optical antennas are severely limited in their quality

factor. At typically targeted valuesQ ∼ 20 half the excitation is lost as heat, and half as

far-field radiation.

The plasmonic properties and negative dielectric constants of optical antennas have

a salient benefit, however. They allow for light to be squeezed into much smaller

mode volumes than their dielectric cavity counterparts. Antennas with highly sub-
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BA C D

Figure 1.2: Examples of optical antennas, where themaximumof the plasmonic

mode is shown in red. Emittes placed here will have optimum coupling to the

antenna. (A) a phased array antnna, specifically a Yagi-Uda, (B) and (C) show

dipole antennas, where (C) is a a dimer anteanna. (D) shows an example of

patch antenna: in this case, a nanocube on a metallic surface.

wavelength gaps are typical examples of this [53, 88, 89]. It is important to note here

that the usual definition of mode volume, which is applicable to high-Q cavities, does

not apply to low-Q plasmonic antennas. A more complete discussion can be found

in [90–93].

Manydifferent designs of optical antennas have beenproposed andutilized over the

years. They roughly fallwithin the following categories: Phased-array antennas [83, 94],

dipole antennas [95], and patch antennas [60, 96, 97]. Of these, the phased-array

antennas have the largest mode volume, and patch antennas the smallest, owing to

their capacity to achieve extremely narrow gaps. A number of examples are shown

in Fig. 1.2. The lowQ paired with a small V of optical antennas allows for a strong but

short-lived interaction with an appropriately placed emitter, with the highest LDOS

achieved when an emitter is brought close to the metal interface. Patch plasmonic

antennas realized by placing monocrystalline nanocube and nanosphere particles on

ultrasmooth metallic films with just a nanometer thick spacer as separation have been

claimed to reproducibly provide mode volumes as small as (λ/n)3/105
. Observed

Purcell enhancements are of order 300 to 500 times [53].

1.2.4. Optical hybrids

In recent years, several groups have suggested to realize plasmonic-photonic hybrid

resonators with the goal to achieve structures that combine the merits and remove

the drawbacks, of plasmonics on the one hand and dielectric cavities on the other

hand. In other words, dielectric cavities are limited to poor confinement V , but allow

flexible control of Q. Conversely, optical antennas can achieve atomic-scale V , but are

severely limited in Q. Hybrids may combine subwavelength confinement and high

Q. The first experimental demonstration of optical hybrids was reported by Won-

Tae Kim et al. in 1999 in the context of Raman scattering [98]. Apart from their

use in Raman scattering [99–101], over the past two decades, many more designs of

optical hybrids have been proposed and realised, such as whispering-gallery-mode

hybrids [102–108], photonic crystal cavities [109], sensing [110], optical trapping [111–

114], nanolasers [115, 116], and near-to-far field coupling [117–121].

Recently, it was shown by Doeleman et al. that optical hybrids can be modeled as a

system of coupled harmonic oscillators to derive the LDOS in a hybrid system on basis

8
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A

ωa ωc ω→                     

Bαhom

χhom

αH

Figure 1.3: (A) The homogeneous, uncoupled antenna polarizability (blue),

and the cavity response function (green). (B) The hybrid polarizability, when

the two are coupled together. We show the bare antenna polarizability in the

background, as a comparison.

of the resonance of the constituents [122]. We will discuss this model in more depth

in Chapter 2, but in essence, this model considers both the antenna and the cavity to be

harmonic oscillators with a Lorentzian response as a function of angular frequency ω,
which is proportional to

1

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωγ , (1.5)

where ω0 is the resonance frequency and γ is the loss rate of the cavity or antenna. For

the cavity, this loss rate is typically low, much smaller than the resonance frequency.

For the antenna, this loss rate is typically much larger, with ω0/γ∼10. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1.3A, where we plot the antenna and cavity response functions. We see that the

high-Q cavity has a narrow response, and the low-Q antenna has a broad one. If the

two are coupled, the resulting combined response will have a Fano lineshape, as shown

in Fig. 1.3B. This lineshape shows that, depending on the frequency, the hybrid system

can have a more cavity-like response, or a more antenna-like response. In most cases,

it is the cavity-like response that is of interest. It presents a resonance with a quality

factor that is close to that of the cavity (usually spoiled to be lower by a factor 2 – 10 by

the perturber), and at the same time can provide an optical mode volume that can be

1 to 2 orders of magnitude below that of the cavity. Similarly to the polarizability, the

LDOS will take on a Fano lineshape.

Qualitatively, this formalism predicts that the LDOS that quantifies spontaneous

emission enhancementmay indeed showhigh-Q, yet lowV resonances byhybridization

of antenna and cavity, which expresses as LDOS Fano resonances. Evidencing such

Fano lines is highly challenging. Intensity-based measurements of enhancements

are challenging because both the LDOS and the directionality of emitted light, i.e.,

the collection efficiency of photons, simultaneously display Fano resonances. Decay

rate measurements would avoid this, but are hampered by the fact that matching the

spectra of emitters and LDOS resonances is challenging. Finally, realising hybrids with

precisely placed emitters is a hard nanofabrication challenge. Due to these difficulties,

9
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only a few demonstrations of LDOS measurements have been reported so far, with

experimental LDOS enhancements up to a few factors of 10 reported [82, 85, 123].

1.3. Single photon emitters

In the following section we will discuss basic properties of single emitters, and discuss

the main single emitter systems that are currently studied in the solid state.

1.3.1. Single emitters as two-level systems

The textbook example to demonstrate the basic physics of a single emitter is to consider

a single atom, even abstracted to a single two-level system [27]. The basic idea is that a

two level system with ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉 split by an energy ~ω may

transition between the two states by absorbing and emitting single photons of frequency

ω. After excitation, according to Fermi’s Golden Rule, the atom will typically remain

in the excited state for some characteristic time before re-emitting another photon at

a rate of γ0. For a two-level system, the emission rate, the oscillator strength, and the

transition dipole moment are equivalent indicators of the strength of the transition.

Indeed, the strength of the transition is quantified by the emitter’s oscillator strength

f =
2µ2meω

~e2
(1.6)

whereme and e are the electronmass and charge, respectively, andwhere the transition

dipole moment can be extracted from the decay rate according to

µ =

√
γ0

3πε0~c3
nω3

. (1.7)

The spectrum of emitted light in this system is Fourier-limited, meaning it is Lorentzian

with width set by γ0.

1.3.2. Single emitters as multi-level systems

Single atoms may be near-perfect two-level systems, but they are far from practical

to implement, as one requires vacuum systems and atomic physics laser cooling

equipment to hold atoms still in (macroscopic) cavities. Hence solid-state single emitter

systems are of large interest. However, all solid-state emitter systems have significant

drawbacks with respect to a perfect two-level system due to the presence of a complex

and dynamically changing environment. An excellent qualitative understanding of

emitter physics beyond the two-level system is presented by the so-called Jabłoński

diagram, developed originally for molecular fluorophores by Aleksander Jabłoński

in 1933 [124]. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1.4A. The main idea is that

each of the electronic ground and excited states, typically separated by a few eV

in energy, are in fact manifolds of more closely spaced (10s of meV) (ro)vibrational

levels. At room temperature, molecules typically reside in the vibrational ground, or

at most, first excited, state. By exciting with by pump light, it is possible to access the

vibrationally excited states in the first electronic excited statemanifold. After excitation,

the vibrations typically cool within picoseconds, leaving the emitter in the vibrational

ground state of the first electronic excited state to decay back down. This decay is
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450 500 550 600 650
wavelength (nm)

(A) (B)

Figure 1.4: (A) Jablonski diagram of different photonic interactions of a multi-

level system, showing the initial excitation (blue), the intraband relaxation (red),

and fluorescence from the excited to the ground state (green). Also shown is

the phosphoerescence pathway via the triplet state (orange). (B) The absorption

(blue) and emission (green) of Rhodamine 6G. The shift between the two peaks

is called the Stokes shift.

then possible to a multitude of the vibrationally excited electronic ground state levels.

In this picture, molecules have wide absorption bands, extending to higher frequency

from the zero-phonon transition, while fluorescence likewise shows a broad spectrum,

but extended towards the red, not the blue. The fact that emitted photons are almost

inevitably red-shifted relative to the pump due to the loss of excitation into motion, is

expressed in the Stokes shift, named after George Gabriel Stokes [125]. An example is

shown in Fig. 1.4B, where we show the absorption and emission spectra of a commonly

used organic fluorophore, namely Rhodamine 6G [126].

The width of the emission line of emitters at room temperature is thus greatly

different from that of perfect two-level systems. Due to the uncertainty principle,

the lower limit on the width of the emission spectrum of a single emitter is simply

the fluorescence decay rate ∆ω = γ0, also known as homogeneous linewidth. An

emission line that has this width is called lifetime limited. Since typical emitter decay

rates are nanoseconds, homogeneous linewidths are in the MHz to GHz range [27,

127]. Instead for room-temperature emitters in the solid states, spectra have linewidths

of 20 to 100 nm (10s of THz), due to the vibrational structure of emitters expressed

in Jabłońskis’ diagram, which is further affected by a variety of thermal broadening

effects. Thereby the inhomogeneous linewidth of emitters far exceeds the homogeneous

linewidth. The linewidth of an emitter is closely connected to another quantity known

as dephasing [128]. The dephasing rate is the sum of all decay processes, both radiative

and non-radiative, and is the rate at with a quantum state of a given emitter is lost.

For quantum optics, it is favorable for the dephasing rate to be as low as possible, as

this allows for time for the emitter to couple to the optical mode for longer, facilitating

interaction.

1.3.3. Techniques to probe single photon emitters

Since in this thesis we will present measurements on single emitters, we discuss the

most common techniques to probe the behavior of single emitters. We discuss these
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emitters

dichroic filter

laser
reference

photodiodes

spectrometer

mirror

Figure 1.5: An schematic of the setup used in this work, which is an example

of a typical TCSPC measurement setup. It shows the pump laser, the reference

diode, and the emitters under study. The red-shifted light is separated from

the pump using a dichroic mirror and cleanup filters. Using a flip mirror, the

emission can be directed towards either the spectrometer or the photodiodes.

techniques using as illustration the main instrument used in our own work shown

in Fig. 1.5, which is a confocal microscopy setup that performs time-correlated single-

photonmeasurements (TCSPC) and spectroscopy. In thesemeasurements, an emitter is

typically pumped with a blue or green pulsed laser that provides a train of picosecond

pulses at MHz repetition rates. As the fluorescence light is red-shifted with respect to

the pump light, it can be separated from the pump light by a dichroicmirror and further

cleaned up using emission filters, which are engineered to havemaximum transmission

of the emission light, whilemaximally blocking thepump frequencies. By combinations

of filters, rejection contrasts of > 108
can be reached. This technique allows the

low light levels from single-photon emitters, typically 103
-106

photons/second, to be

distinguished against the pump light, which is often upwards of 1012
photons/s.

Using a flip mirror, the emission can be sent to a spectrometer for spectral analysis.

Present-day spectrometers are equipped with CCD or CMOS cameras that can have

near-unity quantum efficiency (> 95% probability of converting an impinging photon

to a photoelectron can be reached) and very low read noise. Alternatively, photons

are counted on avalanche photodiodes (APDs). These also are available at near-unity

quantumefficiencies, andwhenoperated inGeiger countingmode can report accurately

on the arrival time of each detected photon, with a time resolution of several 10’s to

a few 100 picoseconds, though timing accuracies of >3 ps have been reported using

superconducting nanowire detectors [129]. With accurate photon arrival information,

the decay rate of an emitter can accurately be determined. When using a pulsed laser,

correlating the photon arrival times with the firing times of the laser, a histogram can

be built of photon delay times. For usual emitters, the probability of photon emission

follows an exponential decay law as a function of time. It is given by

P = e−γt = e−t/τ , (1.8)

where γ is the total decay rate of the emitter, which is the sum of radiative- and
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non-radiative decay rates. For a lifetime measurement, only a single APD is needed.

However, single emitter microscopes typically use a set of two detectors, separated by

a 50/50 beam splitter. This configuration is known as a Hanbury-Brown Twiss setup

and is required to assess the single-photon purity of an emitter can be determined.

For a single photon emitter, photons are expected to exhibit ‘antibunching’, meaning

that two photons are never emitted simultaneously. Measuring this antibunching on

a single APD is technically impossible due to the dead times of APD detectors. An

APD is essentially a photodiode biased at a voltage close to breakdown, such that a

single photon can trigger an electron avalanche. After it fires, it takes several tens of

nanoseconds to build up to this voltage again, during which no photon events can be

registered. Using two APDs overcomes the fundamental limitations of a single APD

for measuring the temporal correlation between photons for times shorter than the

APD dead time. The single-photon purity is found from the time-correlation between

the photon event data streams on the two APDs, known as g(2)(τ). The threshold

for antibunching and single-photon emission is g(2)(0) < 1
2
g(2)(τL), where τL is the

repetition time of the laser. The best single-photon emitters, with the highest purity,

have g(2)(0) = 0. Using this criterion, emitters can be selected based on single-photon

purity.

1.3.4. A portfolio of emitters

In this section we briefly summarize salient properties of solid-state emitter systems.

This thesis is motivated by the desire to establish the potential of hybrid plasmonic-

photonic resonators for controlling light-matter interaction, preferably with emitters at

room-temperature. We will discuss the properties of main categories of emitters, as

well as their benefits and disadvantages for their integration with hybrid plasmonic-

photonic resonators.

Color centers
Color centers are atomic-scale defects, typically in large band gap semiconductors.

They can be made of inclusions, vacancies, or exchanges of atom positions. The most

well-known example is the nitrogen-vacancy center (NV-centre) in diamond, which

consists of a vacancy in the diamond lattice adjacent to a nitrogen atom [41]. By virtue

of the wide band gap semiconductor surroundings, such a color center can have atom-

like electronic states that provide for highly reproducible, stable, and sometimes even

narrow linewidth emission. For instance, the NV center in diamond, when filtered

on the zero phonon line, can be a source of indistinguishable photons in quantum

optics experiments [130, 131], and has proven almost indefinitely photostable under

excitation [132–134]. Further, the main property driving the fame of the NV center is

that the emission provides a handle to read out and control electron spin. A drawback

to color centers is that they tend to have significant spectral broadening due to phonons

(lattice excitations of the surrounding medium). Even at low temperature the Fourier-

limited zero-phonon-line of the NV center only contains a few percent of the total

emitted intensity. This limitation is partially overcome by, for instance, the silicon-

vacancy in diamond, and is further amenable to photonic engineering by embedding a

color center in optical cavities that provide a high Purcell factor at the zero-phonon line.

While major strides have been taken in this regard [135–138], color centers are almost

exclusively amenable to monolithic integration: in bulk diamond color centers have
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Figure 1.6: Examples of single-photon emitters. (A) A schematic of an NV
−

center, where two atoms from a diamond lattice are displaced, and a single

Si atom takes their place. (B) The base structure of Rhodamine, a family of

fluorescent molecules. (C) A cartoon of a quantum dot.

excellent properties, but once they are within 10s of nanometer distance from surfaces,

they tend to become unstable and lose quantum efficiency. While nanodiamonds with

NV centers are an effective field of study, they have not shown emissive qualities that

compare well with those of NV centers in bulk diamond [139, 140]. Integration of such

nanodiamonds in nanostructures has been demonstrated with the very challenging

technique of AFM-based nanomanipulation [141].

Organic molecules
Organic molecules, particularly those with conjugated carbon chains, and polycyclic

aromatic molecules, can show a strong absorption, usually in the visible or UV range,

and can, depending on their particular chemical composition, be controlled to emit

photons throughout the visible and near-infrared regime [41]. Their nanosecond

lifetimes and high quantum yields are furthermore of large use for making bright

emissive nanosystems. A wide variety of organic emitter families have been realized,

optimizing for solubility in a variety of solvents, and for excellent emission quantum

efficiency, particularly in solvated settings and in polymer matrices [142–144]. Due to

the ease of solution based handling they have been an emitter of choice for deposition

on plasmonic systems. However, they are intrinsically very hard to deterministically

and selectively position in desired locations. Molecular dyes are particularly sensitive

to a process called bleaching. This generally occurs when a molecule is exposed to

a strong electromagnetic field, such as a pump laser, which can cause irreversible

structural changes to the molecule, effectively killing their luminescent properties due

to photo-activated chemical reactions with the surrounding.

As dye molecules are structurally identical, it would seem that they would offer

a perfectly reproducible emitter. However, their properties are highly sensitive to

the electronic and vibrational structure of their surroundings [143]. Some molecular

dyes are known to have markedly improved behavior when embedded in very specific

crystalline molecular host matrices. An example is dibenzoterrylene (DBT) in an-

thracene. This system, and a few similarmolecule-host combinations becomenear ideal

quantum systems at liquid helium temperatures, with Fourier-limited spectra [144–

146]. Integration of these molecules with nanophotonic structures is a main challenge,

first due to the challenge of aligned nanofabrication, and second because it appears the

optical properties of DBT are adversely affected by proximity to interfaces. A recent
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breakthrough by Pazzagli et. al is the development of nanoparticles with DBT that

show advantageous emission properties [147].

II-VI semiconductor quantum dots
Colloidal quantum dots are typically 3 to 10 nm size crystallites of a semiconductor

material. As the size is below the exciton Bohr radius, the excitons in them can

experience quantum confinement effects, with luminescent discrete levels that can

be tuned by quantum dot size. In analogy to the seminal ‘particle in a box’ model, the

diameter of a quantum dot will determine the discrete exciton energy states. Thereby

the size of quantum dots tunes their emission. Noteably CdS and CdSe quantum

dots can show strong absorption cross sections for photoexcitation, and near-unit

quantum efficiency emission properties in the visible regime, with nanosecond emitter

lifetimes. Furthermore, quantum dots can show sustained photon count rates over 10
7

per second [148].

Instrumental for good performance of such quantum dots is control of the surface,

typically obtained by growing multiple shells of larger-band gap materials over the

core. Such shells reduce the susceptibility of quantum dots for intermittent emission

behavior. Intermittency is also known as blinking, and appears as a random switching

on and off of emission. While also organic fluorophores are known to blink, blinking

behavior has gained major interest in the scientific community for II-VI quantum

dots [149–153]. A number of different mechanisms for blinking have been proposed,

and it is generally agreed upon that even a single atomic defect, and exchange of even

a single charge carrier of the quantum dot with its environment, can cause a II-VI

quantum dot to switch from bright to dark.

As regards integration of colloidal quantum dots with nanophotonic devices, a

major benefit is that quantum dots can be functionalized through ligand exchange to

have organic ligands that can selectively bind to prefunctionalized sites. This feature

has recently been leveraged for one of the first demonstrations of light-matter coupling

control in hybrid plasmonic-photonic systems [85]. Unfortunately II-VI quantum dots

have disadvantageous dephasing properties, meaning that they have strong inhomo-

geneous broadening at both room and cryogenic temperatures [154, 155].

Perovskite quantum dots
Very recently a new type of quantum dot has gained considerable attention for its

remarkable properties. This category is that of lead halide perovskites, a highly

ionic material with a chemical composition of MAPbX3 or CsPbX3, where MA stands

for the methylamonium cation, and X stands for either Cl, Br, I, or a combination

thereof. Organic-inorganic perovskites, as well as all-inorganic lead halide perovskite

materials are of large interest for emissive devices, as well as for photovoltaics. In

2015 Protesescu [156] reported the first realization of cesium lead halide perovskite

quantum dots. Emission properties can be tuned both through the size and the

chemical composition, which together provides coverage of the entire visible range.

Dots containing Cl
−
on the anion locations have the highest energy emission, as short

as 400 nm. Bromide mixtures span the region from 460 – 520 nm, where I
−

ions at

the anion position yield emissions around 600 – 700 nm. To further tune the emission

frequency, the anions can be mixed and the size of the particles can be controlled.

Lead halide perovskites have been reported to boast high quantum yields, reduced

photobleaching, high spectral purity, and a wide color gamut, which makes them
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an interesting candidate for single-photon emitters [156–159]. Moreover, lead halide

perovskites are generally understood to be highly defect-tolerant, which may be ex-

pected to combat quantum dot intermittency. However, as they are made from ionic

materials, thesematerials are sensitive to ambient humidity, which can cause their rapid

degradation when left exposed. Additionally, they lack the surface functionalization

developed for more traditional quantum dots, and thus have a reduced affinity to

surfaces, making them difficult to place inside a plasmonic or photonic cavity system.

1.4. This thesis
One of the main goals of cavity quantum electrodynamics is gaining maximum control

over an emitter placed inside an optical resonator. In order to achieve this high level

of control, there are three main building blocks that need to be completed. Firstly, an

optical system is required that has an appropriate quality factor, mode volume, and

Purcell factor, such that the light from the emitter can be adequately funneled into

the cavity. For this, a cavity with a similar linewidth to the emitter is preferable, and

small mode volumes are needed to confine the light and achieve a high Purcell factor.

Secondly, a high level of control over the emitter is needed, as well as an understanding

of its behavior. It is necessary to use the best possible tools to analyze the properties of

emitters, so that an emitter can be selected that has a high single-photon purity, as well

as the appropriate emission dynamics. The final challenge then lies in combining the

previous two, where a single emitter is placed accurately inside an optical resonator.

This thesis was conceived to follow these three steps, and was motivated by the

proposition that hybrid plasmonic-photonic resonators could be ideal candidates for

matching resonators to emitters at even room temperature, or at least liquid nitrogen,

instead of liquid helium temperatures. Realizing this promise would be an important

breakthrough for nanoscale quantum optics. The main focus of Part I of this thesis is

the design and fabrication of nanophotonic hybrids with high performance, i.e., with

high confinement, quality factor, and light-matter interaction strength. In parallel,

we have explored the physics of a particularly promising emerging solid-state emitter

system, which is reported as Part II of this thesis. Developing each of these parallel

threads has involved large challenges, and the full route fromstart to theultimate goal of

incorporation of these emitters inside the nanophotonic resonators is not commensurate

with a four-year research project. However, this work reports on main ingredients to

build towards this goal.

Part I: Plasmonic-photonic hybrids and their performance limits

Chapter 2 discusses the properties of photonic crystal nanobeam cavities when coupled

to plasmonic dimer gap antennas. We show that the combined system has a number

of advantages over the individual constituents, and also over using single plasmonic

dipole antennas without gap. We present generalized design rules for optical hybrids,

as well as the requirements of the optical system as well as the emitters for a set of

applications. The discussion includes strong coupling, weak coupling bright single-

photon sources, and single-photon indistinguishability.

In Chapter 3 we describe the experimental realization of the systems discussed in

Chapter 1. We focus on a modified photonic crystal nanobeam design as compared
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to Chapter 2 that can be fabricated from high quality Si3N4 on glass, instead of

being a suspended nanobeam in air. We report on the complex multistep electron

beam lithography fabrication procedure of the nanobeams as well as of gold nanogap

antennas, and describe the full nanofabrication process to create hybrid resonators in

which nanobeams and antennas are precisely aligned to each other.

Chapter 4 discusses optical experiments on hybrid resonators composed of Si3N4

nanobeams on glass combined with gold gap nanoantennas. We use dark field

spectroscopy to quantify the antenna resonances, and developed a tuneable diode

laser spectroscopy method to identify nanobeam resonances. For the hybrid systems

we examine the cavity quality factors and resonance frequencies as a function of the

antenna size and tuning, evidencing the effect of hybridization through perturbation

of the cavity mode. To gain access to local density of states modifications we use a

Raman-active species as reporter. Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) signals

allow to decouple pump field enhancements and LDOS effects. For both types of effects

we identify Fano lineshapes.

Part II: Intermittent behavior and single perovskite quantum dot emitters

In Chapter 5 we discuss a method to characterize the intermittency properties of single

emitters. We create a toolbox that uses Monte Carlo methods to simulate multi-level,

intermittent single emitter behavior with a wide array of properties. The same toolbox

uses changepoint analysis, a Bayesian clustering algorithm, and correlation calculations

to analyze both simulated and measured data. We use the simulated emitters to

benchmark the analysis and determine the boundaries within which conclusions can

be drawn from the available data.

In Chapter 6 we apply changepoint analysis to a measured set of CsPbBr3 quantum

dots. We find that the emitters under study exhibit a large number of gray states, where

we find an inverse correlation between brightness and decay rate. Additionally, we use

the segments found through changepoint analysis to investigate memory effects and

aging behavior of these emitters.
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Hybrid cavity-antenna

systems for quantum optics
outside the cryostat?

“’Take some more tea,’ the March Hare said to Alice very earnestly.
’I’ve had nothing yet,’ Alice replied in an offended tone, ’so I can’t take more.’

’You mean you can’t take less,’ said the Hatter: ’it’s very easy to take more than nothing’”
— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865



Chapter 2. Hybrid cavity-antenna systems for quantum optics outside the

cryostat?

2.1. Introduction

M
icrocavities are a key building block for all branches of optics, and over the last

thirty years, their development has been a mainstay of micro- and nanoscale

optics research efforts. For instance, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers in active

III-V semiconductor systems are a key technology for optical interconnects in infor-

mation processing in any data center. At the same time, the narrow spectral lines of

microcavities are key for label-free sensing down to the level of single proteins [160],

and for metrology of distances down to the picometer scale [161]. In quantum optics,

microcavities are particularly sought after for their ability to turn intrinsically slow and

isotropic emitters into directional and fast single-photon guns [27, 162, 163] and even

to bring quantum emitters into strong coupling regimes where spontaneous emission

is replaced by quantum entanglement of light and matter [56]. Notwithstanding the

large diversity of microcavity designs, generally they are characterized by two figures

of merit: the first relates to temporal and the second to spatial confinement. The quality

factorQmeasures the time duration for which light is stored in the resonator in units of

optical cycles, while the mode volume V is a measure for how tightly light is confined

in three dimensions. For actual applications, generally algebraic combinations of Q
and V determine performance. For instance, the most well-known figure of merit for

a cavity is undoubtedly the Purcell factor for spontaneous emission enhancement in a

cavity, which reads [45]

FP =
3

4π2

Q

Ṽ
. (2.1)

where Ṽ = V/(λ/n)3 is themode volume expressed in units ofwavelength cubed in the

medium of interest. This factor quantifies the Local Optical Density of States (LDOS)

at resonance [41, 42], and is thereby fundamental for many light-matter interactions,

such as creating desirable single-photon sources [27] or building sensors for analytes

that have optimum sensitivity [69, 160]. However, for other applications, ranging from

spectral filters to optical memories, building lasers [164], enhancing nonlinear optical

effects [165], and cavity QED [28, 56], other metrics apply. For instance, in cavity QED

the so-called regime of strong coupling is sensitive to Q/
√
Ṽ [56].

Approximately 15 years ago, plasmonics was proposed as the solution for the main

perceived drawback of classical dielectricmicrocavities: whether in formofmicrodisks,

micropillars, or photonic crystals, dielectric cavities are limited in achievable confine-

ment to approximately the diffraction limit, meaning that target performances tend to

require minimum quality factors (typicallyQ > 104
). In contrast, plasmonic resonators

have stellar confinement, but exceptionally poor Q in the order of 10. Indeed, plasmon

nanoantenna resonators have been reported that provide measured Purcell factor up to

103
[96, 166, 167], and recent claims are that plasmon antennas allow strong coupling

with single emitters at room temperature, as opposed to at cryogenic temperatures as

achieved in microcavities [60, 89]. Figure 2.1 shows quality factors and mode volumes

of dielectric microcavities and plasmonic antennas that are at the state of the art. The

striking observation is that even if similar Purcell factors are possible (constant F
indicated by diagonals in the diagram), there is a huge gap between nano-antennas

and microcavities.

Apparently, reaching intermediate Q/Ṽ -values, where one trades in part of the

plasmonic confinement in favor of higher Q is extremely difficult. This is unfortunate,
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BA

C

Figure 2.1: Reported quality factors andmode volumes for dielectric cavity and

plasmonic antenna systems. (A, B) Renderings of state of the art plasmonic [60]

(A) and dielectric [168] (B) microcavities. (C) Q and Ṽ values for state-of-the

art literature cavities (1: [65], 2: [63], 3: [64], 4: [61], 5: [62]) and antennas (6: [60],

7: [89], 8: [96]). Also shown are values for the cavity and antennas used in this

Chapter, shown in black — a silicon nitride (SiN) nanobeam cavity and gold

dimer antennas with dimer gaps of 1 (blue), 5 (green) and 25 nm (red). Dashed

lines indicate lines of constant Purcell factorFP. This image is reproduced from

our paper Ref. [169] under CC-BY license. To provide image credits for panels

(A) and (B)we here quote literally the image credits listed for them in Ref. [169]:

Panel (A): Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature [60], Copyright 2016. Panel
(B): Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature [168], Copyright 2016.

as plasmonic quality factors (Q = 10), and the fact that they can not be controlled at

will, canhardly be classified as apractical proposition formanyenvisionedapplications.

Moreover, the extremely low antenna mode volumes require exceptional control over

the spatial alignment of the emitter and antenna. On the other hand, the extremely

narrow linewidths of high-Q cavities make it difficult to couple to luminescent mate-

rials, which generally have much broader linewidths unless one works at cryogenic

temperatures. Working in the cryostat, however, is not an ideal solution to these

problems. In addition to high cost and reduced collection efficiency, matching narrow

linewidths of different emitters and devices becomes highly challenging at high Q.

Recently, several groups, including our own, suggested that hybrid plasmonic-

dielectric resonators can be constructed [82, 100, 102, 104, 105, 108–110, 115, 122, 170–

176], raising the idea that exactly this trade-off between confinement and Q can
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be reached. In this work we present a survey of the performance that should be

available with hybrids if one assumes access to state-of-the-art building block cavities

and antennas. To this end we discuss full-wave calculations on actually envisioned

combinations of constituents, and on basis of a simple model, propose and benchmark

a set of crucial design rules of thumb. Having mapped out that one can in principle

indeed construct hybrids of even better Q/Ṽ than the constituents, yet at essentially

any intermediate Ṽ , we critically examine if this is of any actual use towards several

applications, such as strong coupling with promising quantum emitters, bright single-

photon sources, as well as high-speed light-emitting diodes, low-threshold lasers,

sensing and vibrational spectroscopy. We have to conclude that room-temperature

strong coupling will be as difficult to achieve with hybrids as it is with plasmon

antennas alone, although once you achieve it, you have full freedom of choice over

linewidth. At the same time, we conclude that hybrids are unique for their very high

Purcell factors at any Q, even if their confinement is not as good as that in the very

best plasmon antenna. This characteristic may offer a pathway to single-emitter strong

coupling at liquid nitrogen temperatures with many different types of emitters, and to

bright, low-jitter single-photon sources that might reach indistinguishability yet even

operate at room temperature. If these findingswould be turned into actual reality in the

laboratory, this could be of large practical importance given that one could finally pass

the first litmus test of "practicability" that many of the now available, highly impressive

solid-state quantum light sources fail, namely that no liquid helium temperature is

required.

2.2. A model system of dimer antennas coupled to a

nanobeam cavity

To assess the potential of hybrid plasmonic-dielectric resonators we first numerically

explore a model system using full-wave finite-element simulations. The model system

is designed to overcome the main limitations of previous designs in our group [122],

which was strictly confined to gapless single-particle antennas that intrinsically had

quite poor LDOS enhancement characteristics, and which focused on cavities of intrin-

sically large mode volume. Here instead we obtain Q, Ṽ , and the LDOS of dielectric-

plasmonic hybrids consisting of a silicon nitride (Si3N4) nanobeam cavity and a family

of gold dimer antennas. The nanobeam cavity is among the smallest mode volume

high-Q cavities achievable in the near-infrared, while the gold dimer antennas offer

LDOS enhancements in their gap that goes well beyond the enhancements possible

with single-particle nano-antennas.

In the following sections, we first describe the separate components, followed by a

discussion of the merits of the hybrid system.

2.2.1. The bare cavity and antenna

For the cavity, we focus on a Si3N4 photonic crystal nanobeam with a design inspired

by Deotare et al. [177]. As we will show in Section 2.3, hybrid designs have best

performance if the constituent cavity and antenna themselves offer high Q and low

mode volume Ṽ . Photonic crystal nanobeam cavities have shown to be near-ideal

cavity systems, with high confinements and quality factors [177–179], where Si3N4
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D E F
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H

Figure 2.2: Properties of the separate components of the nanobeam cavity and

the dimer antenna. (A) x, y crosscut of the cavity design and of the field

distribution in the cavity. We see that the field is confined in the central defect

of the photonic crystal. (B) y, z crosscut in the center of the nanobeam cavity,

showing that most of the field is centered in the high-index Si3N4. (C) The

LDOS of the cavity system at 25 nm above the beam. It has a maximum value

of 1.16 × 103
and a width of 0.013 THz, which gives a Q of 3.0 × 104

. (D) a

crosscut of the plasmonic antenna. Clearly, most of the field is concentrated in

the 5 nm gap between the metal particles. (E), (F) magnified images of the field

profiles of the antennas with a gap separation of 5 and 1 nm, respectively. Note

that all field profiles in (A-B) and (D-F) are normalized to their maxima and

shown on a logarithmic scale. (G) Extinction, scattering and absorption cross

sections σext, σscat and σabs, respectively, of an antenna with L = 80 nm and a

gap of 5 nm, showing the increase of cross sections at resonance. Cross-sections

are normalized to the physical cross section σph. We compare values obtained

directly from simulations and indirectly via a dipole model, showing good

agreement. (H) The LDOS in the center of the antenna gap (same antenna as in

(G)). It shows a peak at the dipolar resonance. Again, we find good agreement

between our dipole model and the numerical simulations. Deviation at the

highest frequencies is due to the onset of a multipolar resonance.

is a commonly used material for dielectric cavities designed to operate in the visible

to near-infrared due to its low material losses and moderately high refractive index

(n ≈ 2). Our nanobeam cavity consists of a rectangular beam that is 400 nm wide and

250 nm thick. Two sets of 6 cylindrical holes with a pitch of 300 nm and hole radii of

100 nm form photonic-crystal mirrors. Between these, a cavity is formed by a taper

consisting of five holes, in which pitch and hole size are reduced linearly to 260 and 77

nm, respectively, towards the center of the cavity. The spacing between the edges of the
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two central holes is 52 nm. The central part of the cavity design is shown in Fig. 2.2A,

B.

Using the eigenmode solver of COMSOL Multiphysics, we calculate the eigenfre-

quency, Q and field distribution of the fundamental mode, which is confined in the

center of the beam Fig. 2.2A. We calculate the effective mode volume Ṽc for the cavity

as

Ṽc =

∫
ε(~r)

∣∣ ~E(~r)
∣∣2d3~r

ε(~re)
∣∣ ~E(~re)

∣∣2
(
n(~re)

λvac

)3

, (2.2)

where ε is the dielectric constant, n is the refractive index,
~E is the electric field

amplitude, λvac is the wavelength in vacuum, and ~re is the location of the emitter.

This is the textbook definition for mode volume (ignoring the problems with it pointed

out, resp. resolved in [90] and [92]), barring the fact that we evaluate the mode volume

felt by an emitter centered at 25 nm above the surface of the beam, at position ~re. This

is significantly larger than the traditional mode volume that is referenced to the mode

maximum, but appropriate for our envisioned antenna and emitter placement, since

placing an antenna in the center of such a nanobeam cavity is not feasible. We find

Ṽc ≈ 2 which is not that far from the diffraction limit (Ṽ = 1/23
) if one considers the

disadvantageous placement. These values are similar to experimental and theoretical

values reported previously in literature [177–179], as shown by the hexagon in Fig. 2.1.

Though methods based on further slots taken out of the cavity have been proposed

to reduce the mode volume even well below the diffraction limit [71, 73, 180], we will

show that this does not significantly improve the performance of hybrids, which is why

we choose the simpler cavity design. As verification of our eigenmode calculations, we

have also performed driven dipole calculations to determine the LDOS spectrum, as

shown in Fig. 2.2C for a dipole above the central defect of the beam, 25 nm from the

Si3N4. We find a maximum LDOS of 1.16 × 103
at 386 THz and a linewidth of 0.013

THz, which corresponds toQ = 3.0× 104
and Ṽc = 1.9. Throughout this work, quoted

LDOS values are normalized to the LDOS in vacuum at the same frequency, and LDOS

is understood to mean the sum of radiative and nonradiative effects (as contained in

the imaginary part of the dyadic Green function [41]).

Next, we turn to ourmodel antenna system, forwhichwe use a family of gold dimer

ellipsoid antennas. Currently, the smallest mode volumes in plasmonics, reported to

be as low as λ3/106
[60, 88] are achieved not in dimer gap antennas but in metal-

insulator-metal (MIM) structures composed of nanoparticles on smooth metal films,

separated by a dielectric spacer [54, 93, 181–183]. However, due to the peculiar metal-

film geometry and the dominant out-of-plane polarization characteristics, these MIM

antennas appear less amenable to hybrid integration with a cavity than, e.g., nanorod

andbow-tie antennas. In this chapter, we choosedimer ellipsoid antennas for simplicity,

ease of tunability, and high LDOS in the gap. Their performance is similar to bow-tie

antennas at equal gap sizes (see supplement). We study dimers with widths of 40 nm,

lengths L of 60, 80, and 100 nm (for a single ellipsoid), and gaps varying between 1

and 25 nm. The length controls the antenna resonance frequency, and the antenna

scattering strength. At the same time, tuning the gap tunes the LDOS enhancement at

the antenna center. Fig. 2.2D shows a crosscut of the field for one example case, with

L = 80 nm and a gap of 5 nm. As expected, most of the field is concentrated in the

gap between the antennas (magnified image Fig. 2.2E). This confinement increases with

decreasing gap size, as shown in Fig. 2.2F for a gap of 1 nm.
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Aswith the nanobeam,we performfinite elements simulations on the antenna, now

driving it with an incident plane wave polarized along its long axis. We can directly

retrieve antenna scattering, extinction and absorption cross-sections σscat, σext, σabs,

respectively, as shown by the data points in Fig. 2.2G. We observe a resonance corre-

sponding to an electric dipole mode, with an albedo (defined as A = σscat/σext) of

roughly 50%. A comparison to a dipole model, shown by the lines in Fig. 2.2G, H, is

discussed in Section 2.3. A simulation with a point source at the center of the antenna

gap reveals a significant LDOS, peaking at 3.4 × 104
at an apparent quality factor of

Q = 14, as shown in Fig. 2.2h. Increasing antenna length L causes a redshift of this

dipole mode and a slight increase of albedo (due to increased volume). As expected,

decreasing the gap enhances both radiative and absorptive LDOS in a roughly equal

manner. From these simulations we can retrieve antenna quality factor Qa and mode

volume Ṽa, which are shown by the colored markers in Fig. 2.1 for gaps of 1, 5 and

25 nm. Note that we use the term ‘mode volume’ here not as an endorsement of

the validity of this concept per se for plasmonics [90], and the term neither indicates
that we employed a formula similar to Eq. (2.2) nor that we deployed a quasi-normal

mode formalism [91, 92, 175]. Instead, we obtain antenna mode volume by inversion
of Eq. (2.1), and use it as a metric for how high the LDOS enhancement is on resonance,

given the antenna quality factor Qa.

2.2.2. The hybrid systems

To determine the properties of hybrid systems, we perform simulations of our

nanobeam cavity with a gold ellipsoid dimer placed on top of the beam (see Fig. 2.3A).

The dimer is placed above the center of the beam (antenna gap center is 25 nm above

the surface of the beam). The long axis is aligned in the y-direction, matching the cavity

mode polarization. Ellipsoid length is varied from 60 to 100 nm, and gap size from 1

to 30 nm. The source is placed at the center of the antenna gap, matching the source

positions of both the bare antenna and cavity simulations. As an implementation

note, in COMSOL we ensured that all calculations (for bare constituents and hybrid,

driven and eigenmode calculations) use the very same mesh, where we cycle through

the distinct structures by setting material constants appropriately. This approach

safeguards against small shifts in frequency and Q that can occur as function of

mesh and geometry truncation in COMSOL. Figure 2.3B and C show field profiles

of the hybrid mode, obtained from eigenmode calculations (without source) for

antennas with 40 and 80 nm short and long axes, and a 5 nm gap. In stark contrast

with the bare cavity mode shown in Fig. 2.2A and B, the hybrid mode is strongly

concentrated around the antenna. Nonetheless, the mode Q remains high (order

103
) and the waveguide crosscut also clearly shows energy density inside the beam.

These characteristics indicate hybridization of cavity and antenna. Figure 2.3D shows

the LDOS spectra of a hybrid system with an antenna length of 80 nm and gap

size of 5 nm. We observe an LDOS peak of 7.5 × 104
. This is a remarkable 64-fold

increase over the bare cavity LDOS, and a 2.2-fold increase over that of the antenna at

resonance. Moreover, the lineshape is no longer Lorentzian but slightly asymmetric;

such a Fano lineshape is characteristic of interference between a narrow resonance

and a broad background [184], and has been predicted by several groups to occur in

hybrid cavity-antenna system LDOS [82, 122, 171, 175, 176]. Strong enhancements of

the LDOS, as compared to the bare components, has also been reported in theoretical
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Figure 2.3: Properties of the hybrid system calculated with numerical

simulations. (A) Sketch of the hybrid system, with a gold dimer placed just

above the center of a nanobeam cavity. (B) Crosscuts of the field profiles of

the hybrid at x = 0, with a gap of 5 nm. Contrary to the bare cavity shown in

Fig. 2.2B, here the field is strongly localized at the antenna. (C)Magnified image

of (B), showing that locally the field resembles the bare antenna mode profile

in Fig. 2.2D. Fields in (B-C) are normalized to their maxima and shown on a

logarithmic scale. (D) Numerically calculated radiative, absorptive and total

LDOS of the hybrid. LDOS shows Fano lineshapes and we find a maximum

total LDOS of 7.5× 104
at aQ of 3000, yielding ṼH = 3× 10−3

. (E) Comparing

a selection of hybrid systems with the bare cavity and antennas for different

gap sizes. Here we show gaps of 25 nm (red), 5 nm (green), and 1 nm (blue).

HybridQ and Ṽ lie in between those of their constituents, and a decrease in Ṽa

leads to a similar decrease in hybrid Ṽ .

studies of other hybrid systems [122, 175, 176]. LDOS can be further increased in our

antenna-cavity systems using several tuning mechanisms (see next section).

We now compare this hybrid system in terms of the resultant Q and Ṽ with the

bare cavity and antenna. Hybrid and antennaQ are obtained through a fit with a Fano

or Lorentzian lineshape, respectively. Mode volumes Ṽ are again obtained through the

peak LDOS and inversion of Eq. (2.1). A selection of the obtained values for Q and Ṽ
for our cavity, bare antennas and hybrids are shown in the phase diagram in Fig. 2.3E.

Clearly, the hybrids appear right in the intermediate regime, with Q and Ṽ between

those of the cavity and antenna. Moreover, we see that hybrid systems always have

higher LDOS than their individual constituents. This highlights the great potential

of hybrids for practical devices that operate at intermediate Q, while maintaining
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high LDOS. We note that a large host of simulations of different antenna geometries

(systematically varying dimer width, length and gap size) and materials (silver and

gold) all show similar behavior: hybrids show enhanced LDOS as compared to cavity

and antenna, Fano lineshapes, and a quality factor in between that of the cavity and

antenna.

A salient feature of the data in Fig. 2.3E is the proportional scaling of the hybrid

mode volume with the antenna mode volume. As antenna mode volumes are reduced

by narrowing the gap, the hybrid mode volume reduces equally. This raises the

question: What determines hybrid Q and Ṽ , and what possibilities do we have to

optimize these parameters? In the following section, we employ an analytical model to

better understand the effects of cavity and antenna on the properties of the resulting

hybrids.

2.3. Analysis of hybrids in the coupled harmonic oscil-

lator model

Different applications of resonators in classical and quantum optics will place different

requirements on resonator frequency, Q and Ṽ . To design hybrids that meet such

requirements, it is important to understand how the hybrid’s properties depend on

those of its constituents. Here we study these properties using an analytical coupled

oscillator model [122]. We refer to [122] and to Chapter 2 of [185] for a complete

treatment, but recapitulate the main result here. This model is generally valid for any

cavity or antenna geometry, provided that

1. the antenna can be treated as a dipolar scatterer, with no higher order multipole

contributions in scattering,

2. far-field radiation overlap between cavity and antenna can be neglected, meaning

that interference between far-field loss of the antenna and cavity can be neglected

(if this is not the case, we refer to Ref. [186] for the unconventional resulting

physics).

Furthermore, we assume that the near-field gap effects that imbue the antenna with a

large local enhancement of LDOSas compared to a simple dipole picture, can be lumped

into a prefactor that does not change with environment (see appendix). Although we

expect that our systems fulfill both conditions, the purpose of this section is not to

propose a perfect model, but instead to provide simple ‘rules of thumb’ for hybrid

system design. The strength of the coupled oscillator model is that it can predict the

properties of a hybrid system, given those of the individual constituents.

2.3.1. Coupled harmonic oscillator model

In the model, the antenna response is abstracted to that of a point dipole with a

Lorentzian resonance in its polarizability. In the time domain, this corresponds to

likening an antenna to a harmonic oscillator with charge q and mass m at resonance

frequency ω0. The coupled equations of motion describing a coupled antenna-cavity

system, driven by a point dipole (i.e., classical representation of a quantum emitter) pdr
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at frequency ω are (
ω2

a − ω2 − iωγa

)
p− βEc = βGbgpdr, (2.3)(

ω2
c − ω2 − iωκ

)
Ec −

ω2

ε0εVc
p =

ω2

ε0εVc
pdr. (2.4)

where the induced antenna dipole moment p and the excitation of the cavity mode

field Ec are the free variables, ωa (ωc) and γa (κ) describes antenna (cavity) resonance

frequency and damping rate, respectively, β is antenna oscillator strength, which can

be derived from the antenna scattering cross sections. For a Drude-metal sphere of

volume Vant, β = 3Vantε0ω
2
a . Gbg is the background Green’s function determining

antenna-source coupling strength, Vc is cavity mode volume and ε = ε(~ra) is the

relative permittivity at the antenna location. Importantly, γa = γi + γr includes both

Ohmic damping γi and radiative damping γr, ensuring that the model is self-consistent

and applicable both to strongly and weakly scattering antennas [187].

At first we will consider the above equations of motion as uncoupled. That is, we

consider a standalone cavity and antenna. The antenna polarizability as a function of

frequency ω becomes

αhom =
β

ω2
0 − ω2 − iωγa

, (2.5)

where γa is the total damping rate of the antenna. The damping rate γa combines

Ohmic damping, and radiation damping into free space. We note that in the classical

Lorentz-oscillator model a charge q and massm appear, where q2/m = β.
Similarly, we can consider the behavior of the cavity in absence of an antenna. If

the field of a cavity near its resonance is dominated by just one of its orthogonal modes,

which is generally applicable in high-Q cavities, we find that Ec = χhompdr. Through

similar methods as applied to the antenna, the bare cavity response becomes

χhom =
1

ε0εṼc

ω2

ω2
c − ω2 − iωγc

, (2.6)

where Ṽc is the normalized effective mode volume of the cavity, and γc is the cavity loss

rate. This cavity susceptibility presents the response for point excitation at the point

in space where for the hybrid the antenna will be placed. Thus it it encodes for the

Lorentzian LDOS spectrum.

Next, one can consider the antenna to be placed in the cavity, with interactions

through a multiple scattering series between cavity mode and plasmon antenna. By

coupling the two systems and taking into account that the scattered fields act as

additional driving terms, the hybrid polarizability and response functions can be found

as

αH = αhom(1− αhomχhom)−1
(2.7)

χH = χhom(1− αhomχhom)−1. (2.8)

This result signifies that the antenna, and the cavity, perturb each other. For instance,

Eq. (2.8) signifies that the cavity response in presence of the antenna will be shifted in

frequency anddeteriorate inQdue to the introduction of the lossy antenna. Conversely,

Eq. (2.7) claims that the antenna polarizability, and hence scattering properties, will be

modified by the cavity resonance.
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To find LDOS, we calculate the power emitted by the source dipole, given as [41]

Pdr =
ω

2
Im {p∗dr Etot} , (2.9)

where Etot is the total field at the source position, which can be found by solving the

equations ofmotionEqs. (2.3) and (2.4) andwhich consists of severalmultiple-scattering

contributions. Normalizing Pdr to the power emitted by the source in vacuum yields

the total LDOS

LDOSH = 1 +
6πε0c

3

ω3n
Im

[
αHG

2
bg + 2GbgαHχhom + χH

]
. (2.10)

In this expression, the very first term is just the contribution of free space modes to

the emission rate. The other three terms arise from coupling of the emitter to the

antenna-cavity system. Of these, the first term indicates acceleration of the emission

due to coupling of the emitter to the antenna, however taking into account that the

antenna response is dressed by the cavity. Similarly, the very last term indicates the

Purcell enhancement experienced by the emitter due purely to the perturbed (shifted

and spoiled by the antenna) cavity. Finally, the middle term signifies interferences

between these pathways. It is also of interest to consider the limiting cases of no

antenna-cavity coupling. For an antenna alone, χhom = 0, in which case the antenna

is solely responsible for the LDOS enhancement. Indeed, if the drive dipole is in the

hotspot of the antenna, and polarized in line with the antenna’s dipole, the electric field

exertedby thepoint source on the antenna equalsGbgpdr, leading to an induced antenna

dipole αhomGbgpdr, and thereby a scattered field returning to the drive dipole that has

strength GbgαhomGbg. Similarly, in absence of the antenna, the cavity suspectibility

χH reduces to χhom, and the LDOS expression by construction reduces to the bare

cavity Purcell factor. From an operational perspective, we can use this correspondence

to match full wave numerical simulation output to analytical model input parameters.

For the antenna thismeans thatαhom is extracted from far field scattering cross sections,

and subsequently Gbg is adjusted to match calculated antenna LDOS. A decrease in

antenna Ṽ due to, for instance, narrow gaps in dipole antennas, is captured mainly by

an increase in Gbg.

We fit the simulated cavity LDOS to retrieve cavity resonance frequency ωc, quality

factorQc andmode volume Vc, as shown in Fig. 2.2C. From the antenna simulations, we

directly obtain antenna polarizability α(ω) (along the antenna long axis) by integrating

the polarization currents in the antenna under plane wave driving. For a dipolar

particle in a homogeneous medium, the polarizability α should relate directly to σscat

andσext [188], sowe can compare ‘dipolar’ cross-sections (from retrievedpolarizability)

to the directly obtained cross-sections. Fig. 2.2G shows good agreement, indicating that

our antennas are indeed dominated by electric dipole resonances.

To verify the fidelity of this retrieval, we compare analytical expressions for LDOS

to simulation data (Fig. 2.2h), which show good agreement. For further details on the

model and the retrieval of cavity and antenna parameters, we refer to the supplement.

The interpretation of Eq. (2.10) is, crudely speaking, that the LDOS in the hybrid is

that of vacuum, plus three contributions. The first (∝ Im
{
αHG

2
bg

}
) is the contribution

of just an emitter coupled to a polarizable antenna, with the caveat that the antenna

polarizability is modified by the cavity. Conversely, the last term is exactly the LDOS

one would expect from an emitter coupled to just a cavity, but with the caveat that the
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cavity is perturbed by the antenna. Thus χH accounts for the change in frequency and

Q predicted by cavity perturbation theory [189, 190]. Finally, the middle term contains

interferences between antenna and cavity contributions.

2.3.2. Hybrid system design rules

We now study the influence of four parameters on the hybrid system properties - the

antenna-cavity detuning, antenna mode volume Va and cavity Q and Vc. This leads to

four design rules for a hybrid system, which we discuss below.

Rule of thumb I: decreasing antenna-cavity detuning decreases hybrid Q and
Ṽ , at roughly equal LDOS. Figure 2.4A shows hybrid LDOS spectra for four hybrids,

each with different cavity frequency ωc. Each spectrum shows a broad peak at the bare

antenna resonance and a narrow peak close to the bare cavity resonance. The width

of this hybrid resonance, however, varies greatly with detuning. Figure 2.4B shows

this dependency of QH (the hybrid Q) on detuning more explicitly. Far red-detuned

from antenna resonance,QH approaches the bare cavityQ, yet near resonance, we see a

decrease inQH ofmore than 2 orders ofmagnitude. The basic effect at work is captured

by cavity perturbation theory, which states that the complex resonance frequency of a

cavity will shift by ∆ω = −ωα/(ε0εVc). This implies a strong perturbation of Qc only
near antenna resonance (large imaginary α). Remarkably, the hybrid mode volume

ṼH experiences a similar trend as QH , thus keeping peak LDOS (i.e. QH/ṼH) roughly

constant. This is shown by the envelope function in Fig. 2.4A, which describes peak

LDOS for varying detuning. While Q and V vary orders of magnitude, LDOS varies

only by a factor ∼ 4. Letting cavity frequency ωc vary over the spectrum in Fig. 2.4A

while keeping the antenna constant results in Q− Ṽ curves as shown in Fig. 2.4C. Just

by changing detuning, the hybrid Q and Ṽ can be changed over orders of magnitude

at roughly constant LDOS.

Rule of thumb II: Better antennas make better hybrids. Figure 2.4C also displays

the influence of the antenna mode volume. Decreasing the dimer gap size leads to

significantly ‘better’ antennas, meaning higher LDOS in the gap, or equivalently lower

antenna mode volume. Fig. 2.4C shows antennas and hybrids with gaps of 1, 5, and

25 nm. As antenna mode volume (i.e. gap size) is decreased, hybrid mode volumes

decrease proportionally. This reflects the fact that hybrids enjoy the benefits of strong

local antenna hotspots in the same manner as a bare antenna does. In other words,

the emitter-antenna coupling (captured here in Gbg) is not affected by the photonic

environment of the antenna (i.e. the presence of a cavity). Indeed, from Eq. (2.10) we

see that an increase of Gbg leads to an increase of LDOSH as well.

Rule of thumb III: Decreasing cavity mode volume decreases both hybridQ and
Ṽ , while keeping LDOS fixed. Indeed, Fig. 2.4D shows that a 10-fold decrease in

cavity mode volume Ṽc simply shifts the hybrid parameters along the diagonal lines of

constant LDOS. This is best understood by considering the expressions forQH and ṼH,

given as [122]

QH = ωc

(
κc +

ωc

ε0εVc
Im{α}

)−1

(2.11)

ṼH =
Ṽc

|1 + αGbg|2
, (2.12)

where κc = ωc/Qc is the bare cavity loss rate, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and ε
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Figure 2.4: Hybrid design rules. (A) Examples of LDOS spectra for four hybrids with

different cavity resonance frequencies ωc. We fix Qc and Ṽc to those of our nanobeam

cavity, and let ωc change. The antenna is a gold dimer with ellipsoid length L = 80 nm

and a gap of 5 nm. The dash-dotted grey line indicates the envelope function describing

hybrid peak LDOS as a function of ωc, and is given by 3/(4π2)QH/ṼH, withQH and ṼH

given in Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12), respectively. (B) Hybrid quality factor QH and mode

volume ṼH relative to cavity values, as a function of ωc. We see a dramatic decrease

of both QH and ṼH near antenna resonance. (C) The effect of changing detuning and

antenna mode volume on QH and ṼH. Combining a nanobeam cavity (black marker)

with antennas ofL = 80 nm and gaps of 1 (bluemarker), 5 (greenmarker) and 25 nm (red

marker), while letting ωc vary over the spectral range shown in (A-B), leads to hybrids

with QH and ṼH shown by the full curves (color corresponding to the antenna used).

We see thatQH and ṼH are tunable through cavity-antenna detuning, and that ṼH scales

with antenna Ṽ . The dashed lines in (C) and (D) indicate constant FP. (D) The effect

of cavity Q and Ṽ . Similarly to (C), we combine an antenna with L = 80 nm and a gap

of 5 nm (black marker) with either one of three nanobeam cavities, with Qc and Ṽc as

simulated (green marker), with a 10-fold reduced Qc (red marker) or a 10-fold reduced

Ṽc (blue marker). Hybrid parameters are indicated by the curves in corresponding color.

We see that a reduced Ṽc leads to an equal reduction in QH and ṼH, and that Qc only

matters whenQH approaches it. (E) Comparison between peak LDOS in hybrid systems

of varying antenna length as obtained by finite element simulations of the full hybrid

system (purple) and by the coupled oscillator model (yellow). Despite deviations, the

model predicts the correct trend and order of magnitude.
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the relative permittivity of the antenna host medium. As long as the hybrid QH is

dominated by antenna losses (i.e. the second term in Eq. (2.11)), both QH and ṼH

are proportional to cavity mode volume Ṽc. Thus, decreasing Ṽc decreases QH and

ṼH equally, keeping LDOS constant. This behavior breaks down when cavity losses

become dominant, which happens for large detuning (small Im{α}), and of course in

bad cavities (low Qc or large Ṽc to start with).

Rule of thumb IV: bare cavity Q is irrelevant unless the hybrid Q approaches
it. As shown in Fig. 2.4D, changing cavity quality factor has little influence on hybrid

properties. Only when hybridQ approaches that of the bare cavity, it is possible to gain

any performance in Purcell factor by increasing the bare cavity Q. This is again well

understood from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), which show that cavity losses do not affect ṼH,

and affect QH only when antenna losses are so small that cavity losses are dominant.

The strength of the coupled oscillator model used here to find these rules lies in its

simplicity, even if they are not quantitatively accurate rules of thumb (only passably

accurate on a log-log scale). For example, Fig. 2.4E shows a comparison between peak

LDOS in hybrid systems obtained directly from simulations of hybrids, and predicted

by themodel. We observe that themodel correctly predicts the order of magnitude and

the trend in peak LDOS as antenna length is varied, although exact values deviate by

up to a factor of two. This deviation is in fact easily solvable even within the analytical

model. It is mainly caused by the fact that we retrieved antenna parameters in complete
absence of the Si3N4, whereas in fact the nitride substrate induces an antenna redshift

that is completely unrelated to the cavity resonance per se. Including this nonresonant

shift largely resolves the discrepancy [122]. The rules of thumb discussed above can

be used to understand the requirements for the components of a hybrid for different

applications, which we will discuss in the following section.

2.4. Applications

The promise of hybrid plasmonic-photonic resonators is to provide resonances with

linewidths intermediate between constituent antennaand resonator, andmodevolumes

that can not be reached by microcavities alone. We have now established by full-wave

simulation that in principle a family of nanobeam-dimer antenna hybrids indeed allows

deep subwavelength confinement, high Q and high Purcell factor, and furthermore

proposed four rules for the design of resonators with quality factors andmode volumes

anywhere between those of the bare cavities and antennas. Exactly which combination

of hybrid quality factor andmode volume is desirable depends on the exact application

one targets. In the following section, we focus on select applications in quantum optics,

and discuss how hybrid systems can benefit these.

2.4.1. Single-emitter single-photon strong coupling

Strong coupling between an optical (cavity) mode and a single emitter has long been

pursued in the field of quantum optics. It is a cornerstone of cavity QED, as recognized

by the 2012 Nobel prize for its realization in atomic physics [191], and is hotly pursued

for on-chip quantum informationprocessingwithphotons andmatter in the benchmark

material system of III-V semiconductors and quantum dots at liquid helium temper-

atures [28, 61, 63, 65]. A major promise of plasmonic antennas has been to provide

room-temperature strong coupling of single emitters and light, using the exceptionally
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tight confinement and concomitantly large single-photon field strength to overcome

the poor linewidth of emitters at room temperature. This regime has been claimed to

be reached in select plasmonic nanogap antennas [60, 88, 89] that feature single-digit

or sub-nanometer gaps.

In strong coupling, the emitter-cavity coupling is sufficiently strong for energy to

be coherently exchanged between the emitter and the cavity before either the photon or

the coherence of the emitter is lost. Experimentally, the signature is typically observed

either by a spectral splitting in the frequency domain (vacuumRabi splitting for a single

emitter in a cavity) or by Rabi oscillations in the time domain. Strong coupling offers

a route to create effective interactions between single photons, as the reflection of the

cavity becomes different for, e.g., single and two photon states due to the saturable

absorption of the emitter, and the nonlinearity of the Jaynes-Cummings ladder [165].

The onset of the strong coupling regime occurs where the coupling rate between

an emitter and a cavity system exceeds the sum of the loss rates [54, 55]

2g > κ+ γe, (2.13)

where κ = ω/Q is the loss rate of the cavity, γe is the full linewidth of the emitter

(including dephasing). The coupling rate g between emitter and the cavity is given by

4g2 = κγ0FP = γ0
3

4π2

ω

Ṽ
, (2.14)

where ω is the frequency of the emitter transition and γ0 is its radiative decay rate.

This decay rate differs from the total decay rate γtot, which is the quantity usually

obtained in lifetime measurements, by a factor which is the quantum efficiency QE,

i.e. γ0 = γtot × QE. The radiative lifetime and emission frequency are related to the

emitter’s oscillator f strength via [39, 54]

f =
2µ2meω

~e2
, (2.15)

whereme and e are the electron mass and charge, respectively, and

µ =

√
γ0

3πε0~c3
nω3

(2.16)

is the emitter’s transition dipole moment. Here, n is the refractive index of the medium

embedding the emitter. Using these equations, we can determine conditions that

a resonator needs to satisfy for strong coupling if the emitters emission frequency,

linewidth, and radiative lifetime or oscillator strength are known.

At Room temperature
A starting point for the discussion is that any given emitter determines a characteristic

curve in the Q − Ṽ diagram, above which strong coupling is achieved. The condition

for strong coupling in Eq. (2.13) yields a required minimumQ for an optical cavity at a

given Ṽ for given emitter properties set by

Q >
ω√

3ωγ0
4π2Ṽ

− γe

. (2.17)
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Emitter ω/2π [THz] γe/2π [THz] 300K γe/2π [GHz] 77 K γtot/2π [MHz] n QY f

DBT [144, 192] 380 38 2 208 1.59 0.24 5.5

Rh6G [193, 194] 535 47 172 1.5 0.98 10

Methylene blue [60, 195] 490 20 7.7 1.4 0.03 0.02

Lum. F Red 305 [193, 194] 490 81 126 1.5 0.91 8.1

CsPbX3 qdots [156] 545 64 67 1.5 0.7 2.7

CdSe/ZnSe qdots [151, 196–198] 500 26 1000 61 1.5 0.8 3.3

GaN qdots [199, 200] 1050 1.09 970 3330 3.4 0.98 22

InGaAs qdots [201] 307 0.96 12 1000 3.4 1 79

SiV [202] 405 0.4 120 1000 2.4 0.05 3.2

Table 2.1: Selection of emitters at room- and liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Because in our calculations the emitter is assumed to be in vacuum, here we

correct for the index of the surrounding medium (and for the quantum yield)

when calculating oscillator strength of the emitter in vacuum, such that γ0 =
γtot ×QE/n.

This condition is plotted for several emitters at room temperature in Fig. 2.5A, that

poignantly visualizes the different roles of the linewidth and the radiative lifetime of

the emitter. The curves are typified by an inflection point at a critical combination of

mode volume andQ. The emitter’s radiative lifetime determines the left-right position

of the curve: a faster radiative decay is equivalent to a larger oscillator strength, which

shifts the curve to higher mode volumes, relaxing the strong coupling condition. At

mode volumes Ṽ below the inflection point, the dominant inhibiting factor for strong

coupling is if light is lost before a Rabi oscillation is completed. In this limit, strong

coupling can be achieved by increasing the quality factor of the cavity. If one traces

the curve to higher Ṽ , increasing the Q to match, at some point the emitter dephasing

rate becomes the limiting factor. From this point onward, no matter howmuch theQ is

improved, the system can not be brought to strong coupling. The only way out would

be to reduce the mode volume, or alternatively to cool the emitter in order to reduce

dephasing.

We have made an inventory of promising efficient single photon emitters in lit-

erature, taken from a pool of outstanding organic quantum emitters [60, 144, 192–

195], II-VI and III-V/III-N semiconductor quantum dots [151, 156, 196–201] and color

centers [202]. The relevant properties of the emitters shown here are given in Table 2.1.

For almost all single photon emitters at room temperature, the linewidths are of order

20 to 50 THz. As such, we see that at room temperature, the minimum required mode

volumes are invariably between 10−5(λ/n)3 and 10−7(λ/n)3, irrespective of theQ that

could be achieved. For reference, those systems for which room temperature strong

coupling have been claimedhaveQ∼20, and claimedmode volumes from∼10−7(λ/n)3

to 10−6)(λ/n)3, just sufficient for strong coupling. The exceptional emitters in this

diagram are the silicon-vacancy (Si-V) defect center in diamond and GaN and InGaAs

quantum dots, which retain narrow zero-phonon lines at room temperature [199–202].

Unfortunately these exceptions are also all but impossible to embed in a gap of a few

nm, making them quite unusable for room-temperature strong coupling in a hybrid

structure.

To assess if hybrid resonators will facilitate strong coupling, Fig. 2.5 shows theQ, Ṽ
values for the separate components and the curves for hybrid performance, for the

three hybrids from Fig. 2.4C. With the exception of SiV and InGaAs quantum dots, the

hybrid curves do not reach the SC regime. At the smallest antenna gap size of 1 nm,
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Figure 2.5: Strong coupling conditions for different emitters at room- and

liquid nitrogen temperatures (above dashed lines). We find a threshold for

the mode volume above which strong coupling becomes impossible. Upon

cooling the emitters to liquid nitrogen temperatures, this threshold is relaxed

by several orders of magnitude. We show the same cavity (black marker),

antennas (colored diamonds) and hybrids (full colored lines) as in Fig. 2.4C. At

room temperature (A), the Q, Ṽ are insufficient for strong coupling with most

emitters. At 77 K (B), the reduced dephasing of the emitters relaxes the strong

coupling condition such that the hybrids can reach strong coupling where the

components can’t.

the antenna could reach SCwith a room-temperature dibenzoterrylene (DBT)molecule

by itself, but the hybrid will not. This illustrates the difficulty of strong coupling with

hybrids at room temperature. Compared to the bare antenna, hybrids gain in Q but

unfortunately also in Ṽ . This means that hybrids are advantageous for high Purcell

factors at anyQ. At the same time, the peculiar upswing of the strong coupling curves

at a critical mode volumemeans that hybrids are not advantageous for strong coupling

at room temperature compared to the bare antenna. Antennas that will allow a hybrid

system to reach strong coupling with a single emitter at room temperature will usually

be able to reach it without help of the cavity. Thus, while there could still be a benefit to

have linewidth control, hybrids do not provide any alleviation of the nanofabrication

problem involved in reaching room-temperature strong coupling. Similar conclusions

can be gleaned from the work of Gurlek et al. [176]. They show that strong coupling

could be possible in a tuneable-mirror cavity hybridized with a nanocone antenna, but

only by virtue of the huge LDOS boost that the nanocone by itself provides.

At 77 K
When the temperature is reduced from room temperature, emitters become signifi-

cantlymorewell-behaved. Linewidths narrow as dephasing is reduced, while radiative

lifetimes remain mostly unchanged [200–204]. A main technological advantage would

be if liquid helium temperatures could be avoided for a platform based on single
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emitter strong coupling, ideally reaching out to temperatures achievable with Peltier

coolers (-100
◦
C), or at least no colder than liquid nitrogen. Fig. 2.5 shows that the

condition on the mode volume is relaxed significantly at these temperatures. Here,

the hybrid systems show a distinct improvement on the separate components, with

strong coupling achievable for a variety of emitters, even in cases where the individual

constituent cavity and antennas alone do not suffice. Moreover, it is possible for

hybrid systems with gaps as large as 5 nm to reach strong coupling with nearly all

emitters shown here, significantly outperforming its components. Hence, hybrids offer

a practical route to strong coupling at 77 K — compared to cavities, they offer a larger

choice in emitters and alleviate the demands on spectral alignment by operating at

lowerQ. Compared to antennas, spatial alignment criteria are relaxed since larger gap

sizes (mode volumes) can be used. For this, one pays the price of a more complex,

multi-step fabrication procedure.

2.4.2.Multiple-emitter strong coupling

Though the strong coupling of single quantum emitters to a cavity mode is generally

seen as the main path towards quantum optics on basis of single-photon nonlinear-

ities, currently many efforts are also put into achieving strong coupling with many

emitters [205–210]. Strong coupling with multiple emitters is easier to achieve owing

to the fact that the oscillator strength of an ensemble of N emitters effectively scales

with

√
N , which facilitates strong coupling at larger mode volumes and lower quality

factors. Fig. 2.6 shows the strong coupling condition for 1, 102
, 104

emitters. These

emitters have a 100 MHz radiative decay rate γ0 (typical for organic molecules) and

emit at 400 THz with a 1 THz linewidth, which lies between that of room temperature

and liquid nitrogen temperature DBT molecules (see Table 2.1). The figure illustrates

the benefit of an increased oscillator strength, where every factor of 100 emitters shifts

the inflection point of the curves by an order of magnitude.

Strong coupling with ensembles of molecules is emerging as a topic of interest in

several different fields. A main reason comes from the field of cavity exciton-polariton

physics, where it is realized that intrinsically non-interacting photons become strongly

interacting particles when hybridized with excitons into exciton polaritons [211, 212].

This is achieved in the multi-emitter strong coupling case. The resulting interacting

quasiparticles are interesting as a realization of quantum superfluids that show phase

transitions like condensation [213], superfluidity [214, 215], long range coherence [216,

217], and nonlinear states [218]. Coupled arrays of cavity exciton-polariton systems

could form the basis of quantum simulators [22, 219], a topic that is being pursued

in organic and semiconductor exciton systems, as well as novel materials like per-

ovskites [220, 221] and 2D transition metal dichalcogenides [222, 223]. From an optical

point of view, these systems could mean a new venue in which to study quantum

light sources, such as polariton lasers, and super- and subradiance phenomena. From

a more matter-oriented point of view, Hutchison et al. [224, 225] have pioneered the

notion that the coupling of collective molecular resonances to an optical mode can alter

chemical reaction energy landscapes, work functions, phase transitions, and electronic

transport. Experiments show that ensembles of molecules coupled to optical cavities

allow for optical and reversible switching between the weak- and ultrastrong coupling

regime, with Rabi splittings that approach the molecular transition energy, and with

tangible effects on chemical rate constants [205, 212, 224–228]. This line of research
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Figure 2.6: Strong coupling conditions for ensembles of emitters, at different

emitter number N (above dashed lines). We use emitters with γ0/2π = 100
MHz, γe/2π = 1 THz, and ω/2π = 400 THz. The oscillator strength scales with√
N , and a factor of 100 inN shifts the condition for strong coupling by an order

of magnitude in Ṽ . Note that even a 20× 20× 1 nm
3
gap could in principle fit

over 102
molecular emitters. We show the same cavity (blackmarker), antennas

(colored diamonds) and hybrids (full colored lines) as in Fig. 2.4C and Fig. 2.5

for comparison.

also extends to vibrational spectroscopy, in an emerging field coined (cavity-enhanced)

molecular optomechanics. For example Refs.[208, 226] experimentally and theoretically

consider scenarios of collective strong coupling of molecular vibrations to an (infrared)

cavity resonance, arguing that a macroscopic coherent superposition of molecular

vibrations arises that behaves as a single mechanical oscillator. In a related context,

researchers pursue Raman phenomena in plasmonic picocavities at the limit of strong

coupling [88, 229]. An excellent review has been published by Flick et al. [230].

Hybrid plasmonic photonic resonators could provide a new venue for few/multi-

emitter strong coupling. Currently, these type of room temperature strong coupling

experiments have used extended plasmonic lattices in order to obtain higher Q (order

102
higher than plasmonics alone provide), requiring of order 107

molecules per

plasmon antenna [207]. In microcavity systems that displayed strong coupling with

organic fluorophores [231], the number of dyemolecules per cubicwavelength of device

volume was similar within one order of magnitude. For room-temperature organic

fluorophores, hybrids have no advantage over pure antenna systems, as discussed in

Section 2.4.1. However, at slightly lower temperatures between liquid nitrogen and

room temperature, perhaps even around those provided by Peltier coolers, hybrids do

offer new opportunities. Figure 2.6 shows that there, hybrid plasmonic-photonic res-

onators could facilitate strong coupling of few-emitter ensembles of organic molecules

as small as 5-10, and upwards, at quality factors that are 100 to a few thousand.

This would thus allow to very controllably study cooperative phenomena in few-

emitter systems. As the dominant loss-channel of hybrids can be through the cavity
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input-output channels, one could really envision making individual ‘nodes’ that are

waveguide addressable, and that could be made to interact through integrated optics

networks, in vein of quantum simulator demands. This should be contrasted to the

extendedmicrocavity and plasmon array systems studied in literature. Also, one could

envision creating interacting strongly coupled nodes by hybridizing a single cavitywith

multiple antennas, each coupled to a patch of molecular matter.

2.4.3. Single photon sources: time jitter, brightness and indistin-

guishability

Single photon sources, essential for photonic quantum networks [27, 232], should fulfill

a number of conditions: Applications such as quantum key distribution require high

repetition rates and low timing jitter, meaning that there should be low uncertainty

in when the photon is emitted [233]. This is achieved by having a short lifetime, i.e.

placing the emitter in a high Purcell factor resonator. It also requires that the cavity

and emitter should not be in the strong coupling regime, as this would increase jitter

due to Rabi oscillations. Clearly, hybrids are excellent candidates for single-photon

sources due to their high achievable Purcell factors that exceed those of the individual

components. Moreover, aswehave seen in Section 2.3, through cavity-antennadetuning

the linewidth canbe chosen tomatch that of the emitter, while keeping roughly the same

Purcell factor. This facilitates the coupling to emitters at non-cryogenic temperatures.

Any quantum optical process requiring single-photon sources benefits from high

source brightness, meaning that the source should produce as many (single) photons

per second as possible [27, 96, 233]. This relates again to the lifetime, as the repetition

rate of the source can never be higher than the inverse lifetime, but also to radiative

efficiency. Hence, if resonators are used to decrease emitter lifetimes, these resonators

should not be too lossy. Again, hybrid systems have an advantage over only-plasmon

antennas, because changing the resonator linewidth also changes the distribution of

energy over the cavity and the (lossy) antenna. Hence, non-radiative antenna losses can

be mitigated by going to the red-detuned regime where a large fraction of the energy

exits the systemvia radiative cavity losses. In fact, it was shown that hybrid systems can

show highly efficient power extraction into a single mode waveguide, while keeping

LDOS high [122, 234].

Applications that rely on the interference between two single photons to create an

effective photon-photon interaction, such as several schemes for quantum computation

and communication [235, 236] or boson sampling [237, 238], also require these pho-

tons to be indistinguishable [168, 239]. This implies firstly excellent control over the

polarization and optical mode that the photon is emitted into, and secondly, emission

spectra that are (close to) Fourier-transform limited [27], i.e. no strong dephasing.

Assuming that photons are always emitted into the same optical mode with the same

polarization, the photon indistinguishability I produced by an emitter with a Purcell-

enhanced radiative rate of FPγ0 and a total linewidth γe (in absence of the cavity,

including dephasing and radiation into the background medium) is given as [39]

I ≈ FPγ0

FPγ0 + γe
. (2.18)

This implies that in presence of dephasing, a minimum Purcell factor is required to

achieve the desired indistinguishability. Moreover, to fully benefit from the Purcell
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Figure 2.7: Conditions for indistinguishable photon sources, for different

emitters at 300 K (A) and 77 K (B). We show Q and Ṽ of the same cavity,

antennas and resultinghybrids as shown inFig. 2.4CandFig. 2.5 (full curves and

markers). Furthermore, for three emitters the shaded regions indicate the range

of resonatorQ and Ṽ forwhich a single-photon sourcewith indistinguishability

I ≥ 50% can be attained, i.e. Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) are satisfied. Note that for

DBT at 300 K, this region falls just outside the plot range. We show the same

cavity (black marker), antennas (colored diamonds) and hybrids (full colored

lines) as in Fig. 2.4C, Fig. 2.5, and Fig. 2.6.

enhancement provided by a resonator, one has to be in the ‘good emitter limit’ [240],

meaning that the total emitter linewidth in presence of the cavity should not exceed the

cavity linewidth, i.e. *

γe + FPγ0 ≤ κ. (2.19)

This condition also ensures that the device operates in the weak-coupling regime.

Together, Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) define a region in the Q− Ṽ diagram, specific for each

emitter, in which good indistinguishability can be achieved. Figure 2.7 shows these

regions for a selection of emitters and a minimum indistinguishability of 50%, at room

temperature and at 77K. We notice that only a narrow region is available for each

emitter. High-Q cavities often fall outside this region, mainly because these do not

satisfy Eq. (2.19). Antennas appear amore natural choice (at these temperatures), yet in

practice, there is often another constraint to consider. Most emitters support multiple

emission lines or phonon side bands, often close in frequency to the emission line of

interest. To avoid also enhancing these lines (thus decreasing indistinguishability), one

typically tries to match the resonator Q as closely as possible to width of this emission

line. This implies that often, only the top parts of the shaded regions in Fig. 2.7 are

useful. This shows that, to make a good single-photon source at high temperatures,

good control over the exact Q and Ṽ of the resonator is essential. This is, of course,

*Note that one could also operate in the bad emitter limit, but this typically comes at the cost of

source brightness, as not all photons are emitted into the (cavity) bandwidth of interest.
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exactly what hybrids provide.

2.4.4. High-speed LEDs, lasers and label-free particle sensors

For a large number of applications besides spontaneous emission control, key fig-

ures of merit directly depend on the Purcell factor FP. An obvious example is the

modulation speed of a light-emitting diode (LED). LEDs could play a role in optical

circuits, which have been proposed [241, 242] to replace electrical interconnects on

a microprocessor. Owing to their many advantages compared to lasers, including

energy-efficient operation, low cost, and high reliability, LED’s are attractive as light

sources for such interconnects. However, LED switching speeds are currently limited

to ∼100 MHz, approximately 2 orders of magnitude slower than a typical solid-state

laser [242]. Since the switching rate of an LED is ultimately limited by the excited state

lifetime of the carriers — although in practice also other limiting factors such as device

capacitance may play a role — this rate scales proportionally with FP. Moreover,

enhancing the spontaneous emission rate additionally provides control over where

the light is going [28], which enables, for example, directional emission or efficient

collection of the light from such LEDs.

Purcell enhancements can also benefit the development of small, low-threshold

lasers. Spontaneous emission and stimulated emission are intimately linked through

the Einstein coefficients. It is therefore not surprising that, to first order, the pump

power required to reach the lasing threshold is proportional to V/Q, with Q and V
the quality factor and mode volume of the laser cavity mode [164]. Hence, large FP

decreases the minimal operation power of a laser, which can lead to a reduction of

energy usage in optical communication [164, 242]. We note that in practice, the precise

threshold power of a laser also depends on other (geometrical) parameters [243].

Besides influencing emission processes, the Purcell factor also plays a role in label-

free optical particle detection. Optical resonators can be used to sense small particles

such as single viruses or molecules [69, 160] through the fact that their resonance shifts

when polarizable objects are placed in their near-field. Generic schemes to measure

this shift convert the resonance shift in an intensity change for a narrow band laser

tuned to the resonance edge in transmission or scattering. The detection sensitivity

is determined by ∆ω/κ, i.e., by the resonator lineshift ∆ω induced by the particle

compared to the resonator linewidth. Cavity perturbation theory [190] states that, for

a single small particle of polarizability αδ perturbing a resonator, ∆ω ∝ −αδ/V . As a

consequence, sensitivity is directly proportional to the Purcell factor.

LEDs, lasers, and particle sensors can clearly benefit from hybrid cavity-antenna

systems, since these can achieve extremely large LDOS. In fact, hybrids have already

been explored experimentally for nano-scale lasers and single-particle sensors. First

hybrid lasers were demonstrated using a bow-tie antenna on a photonic crystal cav-

ity [115, 173], however these did not harness the full potential of the device since the gain

mediumwas embedded in the photonic crystal, far from the antenna mode maximum.

As particle sensors, hybrids have been experimentally studied extensively, particularly

high-Q whispering-gallery-mode cavities dressed by plasmonic antennas [102, 104,

109, 110, 170], with notable achievements including the detection of single ions in

solution [106]. Note that, while hybrids are excellent as single-particle sensors, they

prove less effective as bulk refractive index sensors [105].
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2.4.5. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is based on the conversion of pump light to light at slightly

up- or down-shifted frequency through an interaction with vibrations in a target

material [244]. It is widely used to identify materials, as each material has its own

unique spectroscopic vibrational fingerprint. Many efforts have been invested in

increasing the poor efficiency of Raman processes, for example by harnessing the field

confinement near a metallic surface or plasmonic antenna to boost pump intensity,

and to boost the emission rate at the Stokes/anti-Stokes line [245–247]. To zeroth

order, Raman signals are usually considered to scale as ηR ∝ |E/E0|4 (fourth power of

‘field enhancement’) [229, 244], yet Raman scattering is a two-frequency process, and

efficiency factorizes as the product of pump field enhancement at frequency ω1, i.e.,

|E(ω1)/E0|2, and the LDOS at the shifted frequency ω2 [175]. While in plasmonics

resonances are so broad that pump-field enhancement and LDOS contributions are

often near-identical, inmicrocavities one can separately control pump effect andRaman

emission [100, 248, 249]. Hybrid cavity-antenna resonators could provide a unique

venue here. Since the hot spot is pulled out of the cavity and into the antenna gap, it is

directly available for the Raman-active species under investigation. At the same time,

thehybridizationof resonances, especiallywhen considering thepossibility of engaging

several cavity modes and one antenna, could allow to independently structure the

enhancement factors at pump, Stokes, and anti-Stokes frequency, judiciously matching

resonances and their linewidths. This could be an especially exciting direction in the

molecular optomechanics paradigm proposed by Roelli et al. [88, 229, 250]. We will

revisit Raman spectroscopy in Chapter 4

2.5. Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have quantitatively assessed the merits of hybrid plasmonic-

dielectric cavity-antenna systems, focusing on the achievable trade-off in confinement

and quality factor, and the merits for diverse applications. For this, we have performed

a systematic survey of performance metrics achievable in hybrids composed of a state-

of-the-art high-Q nanobeam cavity and a family of plasmon-gap antennas, where the

gap size tunes the bare antenna LDOS. Full-wave simulations and a simple analytical

model all confirm that a large freedom over Q, on par with those of microcavities,

and Ṽ , deeply subwavelength, is possible within a set of four ‘rules of thumb’. These

are (1) that antenna-cavity detuning controls hybrid Q, at hybrid Q/Ṽ that remains

on par with the peak antenna LDOS, (2) better antennas in terms of LDOS, make

better hybrids (3) more cavity confinement helps more confinement in the resulting

hybrids, again at constant Q/Ṽ , (4) the cavity Q is quite irrelevant unless one targets

hybrids with similarly high Q. By themselves these ‘rules of thumb’ are approximate

- i.e., they are accurate on log-log plots, and give a general guidelines rather than an

exact quantification. With parameters extracted from full-wave simulations for the

individual components, the analytical model makes them quantitative for hybrids.

In excellent agreement with previous reports of several groups [82, 108, 122, 170,

172, 174, 176, 251], hybrids can outperform the individual constituents in terms of

Purcell factor, and can do so at any Q that bridges the gap between antenna and

high-Q cavity. Detuning allows one to choose Q while keeping FP almost constant.

That this performance is available is a remarkable result in itself, as the mechanism
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by which hybrids operate is through delicate interferences, and not through, e.g., an

incoherent addition ormultiplication ofmetrics. These interferences are directly visible

in calculated LDOS lineshapes (Fig. 2.4A) that show an entire family of Fano lines going

from LDOS enhancement to transparency. Notably, achieving a narrow LDOS peak at

plasmonic LDOS-values is best not achieved by choosing plasmon-antenna and cavity

both on resonance with the emitter.

The main purpose of this chapter is to critically assess not only the accessible

performance metrics, but also if they are of use for challenges set by promises of,

for instance, the plasmonic quantum optics community. The fact that phenomenally

high Purcell factors at tunable quality factor are available, is a big advantage for those

applications that require high Purcell factor, yet not strong coupling. These are for

instance the development of room-temperature ultra-bright sources of single photons

on demand, where Q-control is a crucial parameter for photon indistinguishability.

Moreover, the fact that hybrids can be designed to have all their loss through cavity

loss-channels, such as critically coupled waveguides, helps photon collection efficiency

exceed the values achieved in ultra-high Purcell factor nano-antennas so far [96, 166].

Intuitively, one might think that the fact that very high Purcell factors are in reach

also widens the prospects for room-temperature quantum strong coupling with single

emitters, a feat so far claimed only to occur in select plasmon antennas with single-

digit nanometric gaps [60, 89]. However, for this scenario, the huge dephasing rates

reported in literature for actual emitters at room temperature mean that extremely

small mode volumes are necessary for strong coupling to a single emitter, regardless

of Q. As a consequence, hybrid cavity-antenna structures that excel at Q, but only at

moderately subwavelength confinement, can not provide strong coupling conditions

for any emitter at room temperature except maybe the SiV color center in diamond.

Moreover, the geometrical requirements in terms of the ultra-narrow gaps that are

required for strong coupling are in no way alleviated by the hybrid structure. These

findings rationalize reports by Dezfouli et al. [178] and Gurlek et al. [176] that pointed
out hybrids as highly promising for strong coupling, but for that needed exotic antenna

shapes or gaps.

Auseful niche could be in reaching strong coupling at liquid nitrogen temperatures,

a regime that is significantly less demanding for real-life applications than the current

liquid helium conditions of solid-state quantum optics. In this temperature regime,

dephasing decreases and higher mode volumes are allowed. Consequently, strong

coupling is possible with a host of different emitter choices in hybrids at relaxed

fabrication conditions, where neither the antenna nor the cavity alone would suffice,

andwhere hybrids offer a large flexibility in choosingQ. Thus, hybrids can offer strong

coupling at both relaxed spectral alignment criteria (lowerQ), as compared to the cavity,

and relaxed spatial alignment and fabrication criteria (smaller gaps) as compared to

the antenna. Finally, hybrids can also have applications outside single-emitter optics.

These include few/many-emitter strong coupling in vein of work on the interface of

chemistry and polaritonics, high-speed LEDs, low-threshold nano-scale lasers, and

single-particle sensing.
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APPENDICES

2.A. Comparison between ellipsoid dimers and bow-

tie antennas

I
n this appendix we show a comparison between the quality factors and LDOS

enhancements (parametrized through antenna mode volumes) of ellipsoid antennas

and bow-tie antennas. As mentioned in the main text, bow-tie antennas form a good

alternative to ellipsoid dimers, as these can be lithographically fabricated (albeit not

with gaps below ∼ 5 nm) [252]. Here we argue that the results discussed in the main

text for ellipsoid dimers hold equally well for bow-tie antennas with similar gaps, since

these can achieve similar figures of merit.
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Figure 2.A.1: Comparison of LDOS spectra,Q and Ṽ between ellipsoid dimers

and bow-tie antennas. (a) LDOS spectra of an ellipsoid dimer and a bow-tie

antenna, both with a gap of 4 nm. We see similar linewidths and peak heights,

even if exact resonance frequencies are different. (b)Comparison ofQ and Ṽ for

ellipsoid dimers and bow-tie antennas with gaps of 1 (blue), 2 (green), 3 (red)

and 4 nm (purple). We see the same scaling with gap size for both antennas.

Quality factors are strongly alike and mode volumes differ by up to a factor

∼ 2. For all simulations, the point source was oriented along the antenna long

axis and situated in the center of the antenna gap.

To verify the similarity between bow-ties and ellipsoid dimers, we perform finite

element simulations of both. Ellipsoid dimer simulations are described in the main

text, and here we consider only the antennaswith an ellipsoid length of 80 nm and gaps

of 1-4nm. We design bow-tie antennas consisting of two equilateral triangles of 40 nm

height and 70 nm side length, with the tips facing each other and seperated by gaps of

1-4 nm. All edges and points are rounded with rounding radius of 2.5 nm, preventing

unphysical hot spots due to sharp edges. A point source is placed at the center of the

bow-tie gap, oriented along the antenna long axis.

Figure 2.A.1a shows a comparison between the LDOS spectra of an ellipsoid dimer

and a bow-tie with gaps of 4 nm. Resonance frequencies and albedo (ratio of scattering

to total LDOS) are different, but these can be tuned through, e.g., height and size. The

important point is that both achieve similar linewidths and peak LDOS, which is what

matters most for the hybrid performance. Figure 2.A.1b shows Q and Ṽ for ellipsoids

and bow-ties with gap sizes between 1 and 4 nm. Again, Q is almost identical and,
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although there are differences in the exact mode volumes due to the difference in peak

LDOS, ellipsoid and bow-tie mode Ṽ have the same order of magnitude and show

the same scaling with gap size. These results show that hybrids composed of bow-tie

antennas coupled to cavities should achieve similar figures of merit as demonstrated

in the main text for ellipsoid dimers.

2.B. Predicting hybrid performance using a coupled

oscillator model

Here we explain how we predict hybrid LDOS, Q and Ṽ using a coupled oscillator

model and parameters retrieved from finite-element simulations of the bare cavity and

antenna. The LDOS in a hybrid system is given by Eq. (2.10) in the main text. To

evaluate this equation, for example to produce spectra as in Fig. 4a of the main text,

we need the following information: cavity resonance frequency ωc, linewidth κ and

effective mode volume Vc, as well as antenna polarizability α and the background

Green’s function Gbg determining antenna-source coupling strength. Note that, while

Eq. (2.3) explicitly assumes a Lorentzian response for the bare antenna, this is not a

necessary condition for Eq. (2.10) in the main text to hold. If α can be retrieved directly,

knowledge of ωa, γa and β individually (which determine α for a Lorentzian dipole

antenna) is not required.

Cavity parameters are obtained from a finite-element simulation of the cavity,

driven by point dipole 25 nm above the top surface at the center of the nanobeam,

oriented in the y-direction (in the frame of Fig. 2a in the main text). We calculate

emitted power and normalize to the power emitted in vacuum to obtain the LDOS

spectrum shown in Fig. 2c of the main text. The coupled oscillator predicts a bare

cavity LDOS spectrum given as [122]

LDOSc = 1 +
6πε0c

3

ω3n
Im {χc} , (2.B.1)

that is, just the last term in Eq. (2.10) in the main text, with hybridized cavity response

χH replaced by the bare cavity Lorentzian response function

χc =
1

ε0εVc

ω2

ω2
c − ω2 − iωκ . (2.B.2)

Equation (2.B.1) is fitted to the simulated LDOS spectrum (see Fig. 2c of the main text)

to obtain ωc, κ and Vc.

To get antenna parameters, finite element simulations of a bare antenna could be

combined with a similar fit as for the cavity, as was also done in earlier work [122].

Here, however, we choose not to use a fit but instead a direct retrieval method. This

largely circumvents problems due to non-dipolar contributions to the antenna LDOS,

such as non-resonant quenching at very small gaps or multipolar resonances at high

frequencies. Polarizability α is thus directly calculated by integrating polarization

currents in an antenna driven by an external plane-wave, polarized along the antenna

long axis. We then perform another simulation of the same antenna, now driven by an

x-oriented point dipole at the center of the dimer gap (in the frame of Fig. 2d in the

main text), producing LDOS spectra as shown in Fig. 2h of the main text. The coupled
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oscillator predicts a bare antenna radiative LDOS spectrum given as [122]

LDOSr,a = |1 + αGbg |2 . (2.B.3)

If we assume that Gbg is real and positive (i.e. no phase delay between the source

dipole moment and the field driving the antenna), which is a good approximation for

a source positioned in the hotspot of an antenna dimer, we can invert Eq. (2.B.3) to get

Gbg, given α and the simulated LDOSr,a. To verify this procedure, we use the retrieved

α and Gbg to predict total and absorptive antenna LDOS, given as

LDOStot,a = LDOSr,a/A, (2.B.4)

LDOSabs,a = LDOStot,a − LDOSr,a, (2.B.5)

respectively, with A = σscat/σext the antenna albedo that we obtain from the antenna

cross-sections given by the dipole model (lines in Fig. 2g of the main text). Fig. 2h in

the main text compares the simulated LDOS data to these expressions, showing good

agreement. Note that we could have also retrieved Gbg by inverting an expression for

the total antenna LDOS, which is similar to the first term in Eq. (2.10) of the main text.

However, by using the radiative LDOS instead we are less sensitive to quenching and

higher-order multipole resonances, which mainly affect LDOSabs,a and not LDOSr,a.

With cavity and antenna parameters known, we can calculate LDOS spectra us-

ing Eq. (2.10) in the main text. Moreover, for several figures in the main text, including

the various Q-Ṽ diagrams, we determine hybrid Q and Ṽ . In that case, we use Eqs.

2.11, 2.12 in the main text.
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’Explanations take such a dreadful time.’ ”
— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865



Chapter 3. Fabrication of nanobeam-antenna hybrid resonators

3.1. Introduction

O
ptical resonators that are hybrids of plasmonic antennas and photonic micro-

cavities offer a wide range of possibilities that give them significant advantages

over single-element systems of cavities or plasmonics for light-matter interaction, as

reviewed in Chapter 2. The main two benefits are a very broad tunability of quality

factor (Q) and at the same time the ability to reach exceptionally high local density of

optical states (LDOS) due to the plasmonic confinement of field to subwavelength

dimensions [253, 254]. Due to this, they are promising systems for fundamental

studies into single- or multi-emitter strong coupling [205, 211, 212], innovative light

sources [115, 123], or single-particle (bio)sensors [104, 105, 110]. Juxtaposed to these

potential advantages of optical hybrids stand significant difficulties associated with

their fabrication andutilization. Experimental realization of these systems by top-down

methods often requires a sequence of mutually aligned (electron beam) lithography

steps, which places limitations on the design space. Current e-beam lithography

is limited to features of &10 nm [255], standing in the way of reaching ultranarrow

gaps between metals. This is a main limitation for lithographically realized plasmon

antennas such as bow ties [256], and equally applies to reaching the lowmode volumes

and high LDOS favorable for hybrids foreseen in Chapter 2. Next, both the performance

of plasmonic antennas with gaps and of photonic crystal nanobeams so sensitively

depend on geometry that a large challenge is posed by random variations between

fabricated devices. For instance, the required alignment accuracy is at or beyond the

limits of alignment in present-day multi-step electron beam lithography.

For these reasons very few lithographically realized hybrid plasmonic-photonic

resonators have been reported. Notably, the only system in which a full comparison

of antenna properties, cavity properties, and LDOS, have been attempted are Si3N4

microdisk resonators with simple nanorod antennas, functionalized with quantum

dots [85]. Beyond these, the most successful reported hybrids have used other methods

of antenna-cavity alignment. Gross et al. used a metallic tip as an antenna, which

is brought close to the cavity by the use of an atomic force microscope [89]. The

groups of Vollmer and of Goldsmith used microsphere cavities in solution, with

randomly deposited metal nanoparticles [82, 106–108, 115, 121, 257, 258], Mukherjee

et al., fabricated Si3N4 nanobeam cavities using a focused ion beam (FIB) underneath

spin-coated silver nanoparticles [259], andahybridof aplasmonantenna andaphotonic

crystal cavity using a multi-step lithography process was reported by Zhang et al [115].

In this chapter, we report on the fabrication of optical hybrids made from Si3N4

photonic crystal nanobeams and gold dimer nanoantennaswith a narrow gap, a similar

design as discussed in Chapter 2. In that chapter, we discussed the properties of a

freely suspended nanobeam crystal in vacuum. However, since free-hanging beams

are notoriously challenging to fabricate, we opt instead to fabricate a hybrid immersed

in a dielectric medium of lower index. This host medium consists of glass supporting

the nanobeam, and a polymer top layer. A sketch of this system is shown in Fig. 3.1.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section Section 3.2 we discuss our method for

fabricating Si3N4 nanobeam photonic crystal cavities using electron beam lithography.

In Section 3.3 we discuss our method to define nano-antennas in a second lithography

step that is carefully aligned to the first. In Section 3.4 we provide an overview of

the fabricated structures in terms of quality and yield on basis of scanning electron

microscopy imaging.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a photonic crystal nanobeam with a gold dimer antenna.

We will fabricate this structure from Si3N4 effectively immersed in glass (in

fact, on glass and covered with a polymer).

3.2. Nanobeam fabrication

In this section, we discuss the processes used to fabricate photonic crystal nanobeam

hybrid systems. The process to fabricate the beams is sketched in Fig. 3.2.

Design
As fabrication of thick layers of Si3N4 often yields high internal mechanical stress

that can cause cracking, we opt to alter our design from Chapter 2 to use a more

conventional 210 nm Si3N4 thickness. Also, to avoid the challenge of fabricating

suspended structures, we focus on nanobeams on a glass support, covered by PMMA

to match the glass’ refractive index. These choices are commensurate with available

wafers of ultra-low loss Si3N4 on silicon oxide produced by LioniX BV. Using COMSOL

to alter the design of Chapter 2, we converge on the following structure. We use a

440 nm wide beam, which has two sets of 20 elliptical holes with long axis 153 nm,

short axis 51 nm, and pitch 143 nm form photonic crystals on either side of a cavity.

This cavity is formed by two sets of 10 holes, where the long axis and pitch taper down

linearly to 51 nm and 228 nm, respectively. The two center holes at the center of the

cavity have a spacing of 143 nm. To couple the light in and out of the system, we taper

out the width of the waveguide to 2.5µm, followed by a grating. The gratings serve for

out-of-plane incoupling and outcoupling of light, and each consist of 6 grating lines

of Si3N4 250 nm wide, with a pitch of 500 nm. Using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 finite

element simulations, we calculate the eigenmodes of this system, which predicts the

resonance at 784 nm, with Q ∼ 3500 and V ∼ 7(λ/n)3. This is the effective mode

volume calculated 30 nm above the surface of the beam.

Wafer choice
The substrates are wafers produced by LioniX International. They consist of a silicon

wafer as structural support layer ∼1.5 mm thick, with 8µm of glass SiO2 topped

with a 210 nm layer of Si3N4, deposited using low-pressure chemical vapor deposition

(LPCVD). The glass under the Si3N4 provides a layer with a lower refractive index than

that of the Si3N4, with n = 1.47 and n∼2, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of the process to fabricate nanobeams. (A) The sample

is cleaned and a monolayer of HDMS and 430 nm of CSAR are spin coated

on top of the Si3N4. (B) The shape of the beams is exposed using e-beam

lithography, and removed using a set of developing solvents. (C) A Si3N4 etch

is used to transfer the pattern from the resist into the Si3N4 itself.

Substrate preparation
The wafer is cut into 12mm× 12mm pieces. When sawing, the Si3N4 side of the wafer

is glued to a plastic protective coating. To remove this, as well as inorganic particles and

dust, the samples are placed in a beaker of acetone for 10 minutes and sonicated. After

that, they are rinsed twice in isopropanol and dried with a nitrogen gun. Next, the

samples are placed in a beaker of base piranha solution, prepared from 50mL of water,

and 10mL of each ammonium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide, heated to 75 °C, and
kept for 15minutes. To remove residue of the piranha solution, the samples are rinsed

inwater twice, once in isopropanol, and driedwith a nitrogen gun. To functionalize the

surface, the samples are exposed to an oxygen plasma (chamber pressure 0.25mbar,
180W, with 30 s N2 flush before venting) for 5 minutes, in a Diener Electronic Pico

QR-200-PCCE (Pico).

Spin coating of electron beam resist
Prior to spin-coating e-beam resist an adhesion layer of hexamethyldisilizane (HDMS)

is applied to the surface of the Si3N4 (spinning for 4000 rpm for 35 seconds). To dry

the layer completely, the samples are put on a hot plate for 1 minute at 150 °C. After

the HDMS, a layer of positive e-beam resist (CSAR 6200.13, Allresist GmbH, nominal

resolution ∼10 nm) is applied (∼3500 rpm), with a target thickness of 430 nm, and

baked for 3 minutes for 150 °C. Finally, a conductive coating (Electra 92, 5091.02,

Allresist GmbH) is applied to the top by spinning at 2000 rpm for 60 seconds. This

prevents charging of the all-dielectric stack on the Si3N4 while writing the structures.

In order to keep the back of the samples clean, we use a piece of adhesive tape (either

one of 1008R or 1009R Silicone-Free Blue Adhesive Plastic Film) on the back while spin

coating, which peels off easily and doesn’t leave residue. This facilitates keeping the

back of the small samples free of resist spills, which could cause the samples to not lie

flat in during the e-beam lithography step.

Electron beam lithography
To “write” our structures, we use a Raith Voyager e-beam lithography system with a

50 kV thermal field column emission. In order to achieve high resolution, we operate

at a beam current of∼0.130 nA, with a 5 nm step size. The optimal dose for our process

was found to be ∼135µC/cm2
. Great care has to be taken to align the system. This is

especially important, as the antenna placement in the second lithography step needs
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to be within ca. ∼10 nm. This second alignment rests on the precise identification

in the second lithography step of alignment markers written in the first step. As the

system is more sensitive to misalignment of structures relative to alignment markers

when larger write fields are used, we use a 200µm× 200µm write field, whereas the

system’s maximum write field size is 500µm× 500µm. To enable alignment in the

second lithography step, cross-shaped markers 200µm across are placed about 3mm
from the corners of the sample. In addition, smaller alignment markers, again shaped

like crosses, are written in the four corners of each write field.

Processing the resist after exposure
Before resist development, the Electra is washed off by rinsing the samples in water

twice for 15 seconds each, followed by isopropanol. Subsequently, the CSAR is

developed in pentyl acetate for 2 minutes, gently moving the sample through the

solution to ensure a light flow of the developer around the sample. The residue left

after developing is removed by transferring the sample into a beaker with o-Xylene for

7 seconds, then into a mixture of 9 parts Methyl isobutyl ketone and 1 part isopropanol

for 15 seconds to stop the development. To remove all development solvents, the sample

is rinsed in isopropanol twice and dried with a nitrogen gun.

Etching
At this point, the shapes drawn with e-beam lithography are patterned into the CSAR.

To transfer this pattern into the Si3N4, we use CSAR as an etchmask for plasma etching

into Si3N4 (Oxford Instruments Plasma Technologies Plasmalab 100 Cobra). We use a

gas flow of 16 sccm of SF6, and 80 sccm of CHF3 for 100 seconds. We cool the table to

0 °C, with a small drop of Fomblin oil to enhance thermal contact between the sample

and a Si carrier wafer. We use a reactive ion etch (RIE) forward power of 50W, and

an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) power of 500W, at a pressure of 9mTorr. We

have found that the etch rate of Si3N4 using this recipe is 130 nm/min, while the CSAR

etches away at 240 nm/min. Before etching the sample, we run the built-in O2 cleaning

program to ensure the chamber is clean. Subsequently, we run the process described

above for 5minutes in order to flush the system of other gases and to ensure consistency

between fabrication sessions. After etching, the back of the sample is cleaned of the

Fomblin oil with an acetone-soaked swab. As the CSAR that is still on the sample

hardens considerably during the plasma etching, it is removed by O2 ashing (Sinvacon

Diener Pico).

3.3. Antenna fabrication

Similarly to the design in Chapter 2, a dimer antenna is placed on the beam, at the

center of the cavity. In order to have these antennas slightly blue detuned with respect

to the cavity resonance, we make antennas with a full width of 40 nm and full length of

each part of the dimer ranging from 50 nm to 80 nm in steps of 10 nm. The gap between

the antennas is 20 nm, close to the smallest spacing achievable with our equipment. As

seen in Chapter 2, the achievable FP of a hybrid is strongly dependent on the mode

volume of the antenna, where a small mode volume can be achieved through a very

narrow gap in a dimer antenna. A sketch of the process is shown in Fig. 3.3
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Liftoff

spin coating +
Ge deposition

Si3N4

GeResist

Gold deposition

Ge + PMMA 
etch

Lithography + 
development

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E)

PMMA

Figure 3.3: A sketch of the process to fabricate antennas on top of existing

nanobeams. (A) shows the stack of resists and Ge hard mask that is applied

over the beams. In (B), the lithography field is aligned using the alignment

markers. The top layer of resist is exposed at the location of the antennas and

removed by a liquid developing agent. (C) shows the resist stack is now etched

down to the Si3N4 underneath. When 40 nm of gold is evaporated on top, an

antenna is formed on the Si3N4, shown in (D). In (E) warm acetone is used to

dissolve the PMMA and lift off the Ge hard mask and the remaining CSAR,

leaving the antenna in place on the beam.

Resist preparation
In order to fabricate these antennas and achieve a gap of only 20 nm, we require the

highest lithographic resolution achievable in a lift-off process. In order to achieve this,

we use a stack of layers, rather than a single resist layer (Fig. 3.2A). We first spin a

∼200 nm layer of PMMA (Sigma-Aldrich, 4% solid weight in anisole) on top of the

beams. Over that, an 18 nm layer of germanium is deposited via thermal evaporation

in a Polyteknik Flextura M508 E. Lastly, a 60 nm layer of positive e-beam resist (CSAR

6200.09, Allresist GmbH, nominal resolution ∼10 nm), diluted in anisole in a 1:1 ratio,

with spin speed∼3500 rpm. Compared to the process used for nanobeam lithography,

the use of a different type of CSAR and the dilution in anisole yields a much thinner

layer of resist. The philosophy behind this material stack is that only the CSAR layer

functions as an e-beam resist, ultimately determining the resolution. Patterns in CSAR

are transferred into the Ge layer, which subsequently acts as a mask for etching into the

PMMA, in which a large undercut is created. The large undercut facilitates liftoff to

produce gold nanostructures, where the gold is evaporated onto the sample through

the Ge mask. This configuration of layers allows us to fabricate the 20 nm gap in the

dimer antenna, which would be inaccessible with a single-layer configuration.

E-beam lithography for antennas
In order to allow for a liftoff process, the PMMA on top of the nanobeams needs to be at

least 3 times the thickness of the targetedmaterial of the antennas, i.e., gold. Due to the

topography of nanobeam samples, the thickness of spin-coated PMMA on nanobeams

is different from the thickness on flat glass. To verify the thickness of the PMMA on the

nanobeams, we used a focused ion beam (FIB) to make a crosscut of a nanobeam and
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Figure 3.4: SEM of a crosscut of a nanobeam on glass. The beam is coated with

PMMA. We see here that spin coating 250-300 nm on the sample will result in

a ∼250 nm thick layer of PMMA on top of the beam. Over the PMMA are an

18 nm layer of Ge and a 60 nm layer of CSAR.

the resist stack (Fig. 3.4). For the lithography progress, no Elektra conductive polymer

is required as we benefit from the conductive properties of the germanium layer. We

again used the Raith Voyager system with a beam current of∼0.130 nA and a step size

of 5 nm. The electron dose is 150µC/cm2
. To ensure good electronic conduction, we

use two metal clamps, at opposite sides of the sample, to fix it to the sample holder.

To align antennas to cavities, the e-beam system must be meticulously aligned. We

start by performing a manual 3-point alignment on the large markers located at the

four sample corners. As the glass, Si3N4 layer, and the PMMA are not conductive, the

contrast between themarker and the background is quite low. Nonetheless, it is possible

to locate these markers. This allows us to coarsely align the system within ∼0.5µm.

We note that accurate alignment in this step is crucial for the accurate execution of the

automatic alignment procedure in the next step. The second, more precise alignment

is performed on the smaller alignment markers, which are placed in the four corners

of every write field, each 10µm across. The geometry of the markers relative to the

nanobeams is shown in Fig. 3.5. We use a built-in alignment procedure of the Raith

Voyager which, once set up, is fully automated. The procedure relies on SEM imaging

across two arms of each alignment marker. For a total of 8 scans the midpoint of each

arm is determined through an edge detection algorithm. This gives sufficient accuracy

to consistently place the antennas in the center of the cavity.

Development and etching
For resist development after e-beam lithography, we use the same sequence of steps as

for nanobeam lithography, but with slightly different timing to accommodate for the

different layer thickness. The CSAR is developed in pentyl acetate for 1 minute, the

residue is removed in o-Xylene for 6 seconds, and the development is stopped in the

mixture of 9 parts Methyl isobutyl ketone and 1 part isopropanol for 15 seconds. Next,

we etch the CSAR pattern into the Ge layer using plasma etching (Oxford Instruments

Plasma Technologies Plasmalab 80 Plus). The germanium is etched for 60 seconds

with 12.5 sccm of SF6 and 2.5 sccm of O2. The process pressure is 8mTorr, and the RF
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Figure 3.5: A full layout of a single 200µm× 200µmwrite field. The insets show

an enlarged alignment marker, a beam, and the middle section of the beam,

including the dimer antenna. In green are all areas written by the electron

beam in the first lithography step, the placement of the automatic alignment

scans are given in red, and the antenna placement is given in red. The diameter

of the smallest holes is 100 nm.
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forward power is 30W. After the Ge etch, we immediately etch the PMMA using an

O2 descum recipe, for 5 minutes, with 25 sccm of O2, at a pressure of 30mTorr and an

RF forward power is 50W.

Gold deposition and lift off
We use e-beam evaporation to deposit 40 nm of gold at 0.05 nm/s in a Polyteknik

Flextura M508 E layer deposition tool. Next we perform lift off in a beaker of acetone

heated to 50 °C, and coveredwith aluminumfoil to reduce evaporation. The samples are

scratched around the structures to provide access for the acetone, and placed upright in

the solvent for a few minutes until the gold starts to peel off. To let the PMMA dissolve

and to remove the resist stack, we gently agitate the solvent using a glass syringe. When

the gold-resist stack has sufficiently separated from the sample, we transfer the sample

to a beaker of isopropanol. After a second rinse in isopropanol, we gently dry the

sample with a nitrogen gun. We do not allow the acetone to dry on the sample, as it

leaves residues.

To complete the hybrid, we spin coat a thick layer (500-800 nm of PMMA) over the

top of all the nanobeams, including the beams that have no antenna. We then bake

the sample for 5 minutes at 150 °C. As the PMMA has a refractive index very close to

that of glass, this ensures that the beam is encased in a mostly homogeneous medium.

Without this step, the higher index of the glass substrate would draw the optical mode

away from the antenna, resulting in a much poorer coupling between the cavity and

the antenna.

Antennas on glass

For reference scattering measurements we have also fabricated arrays of antennas on

glass, instead of on nanobeams. The recipe to fabricate antennas on glass is very similar

to that of antennas on Si3N4 beams. However, there are a few small differences. First,

to obtain a similar PMMA thickness as on the nanobeams, we spin a nominally 150

nm thick layer. During etching, instead of etching the PMMA for 5 minutes, we only

etch for 2 minutes. The reason is that the thickness of PMMA on glass is much more

controlled than the thickness on top of pre-existing beams. We have verified that we

have no problems with over-etching using the longer PMMA etch times in hybrids.

3.4. Fabrication results

In order to make clear scanning electron micrograph images, we deposit a thin layer

of chrome, around 4 nm on the samples to make the surface electrically conductive.

Without this chrome layer, the fully dielectricmaterial stackswould havemade imaging

all but impossible. While for the final optical experiment the structures are covered

by PMMA, naturally, we ensure for SEM imaging that there is no PMMA on top of

the hybrids before applying chrome. To this end we deposit Cr directly on a freshly

fabricated sample. If samples are first used in optical experiments, we remove the

PMMA with acetone, with an isopropanol rinse, and blow dry. The layer of chrome

can be removed by dipping the sample in a chromium etchant (Sigma-Aldrich 651826)

and rinsing in water. This etches Cr at a rate of 4 nm/s, and should leave Si3N4 and

gold untouched. However, we have refrained from doing measurements on samples

that have had Cr evaporated and removed.
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A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of bare nanobeams is shown

in Fig. 3.6. Fig. 3.6A shows an example of a full nanobeam system including the

incoupling and outcoupling structures. Since we use a positive resist, we need to

expose a rectangle around the beam itself. Fig. 3.6B and C show details of the

nanobeam cavity. The holes in our beam are subject to some roughness, which will

likely negatively impact the devices’ quality factor. This leads to a variation in hole

diameter of about 6 nm. The sides of the beams, however, are somewhat more smooth,

with variations of about 3 nm. We note that proximity effects during the e-beam

process causes the holes closest to the center of the cavity to be slightly smaller, and

the holes further away, larger. In future designs, this can be corrected for.

Figure 3.6E and F show SEM images of 110 nm gold dimer antennas on a glass

substrate, where we have deposited 4 nm of Cr over the entire system to facilitate

conduction. We see that, using this method, we can reproducibly fabricate gold

dimer antennas with gap sizes of 20 nm. We find that antenna roughness is the main

contributor toward antenna length and gap size variation, causing a 3 nm variation.

The smallest gaps observed were 15 nm, the largest 27 nm.

Finally, Fig. 3.6G shows an example of a fabricated hybrid. We can clearly see

the gold antenna placed with an accuracy of a few nm, as well as achieving a narrow

gap of 20 nm. We have observed that accurate placement of the antenna is not always

successful, likely due to the challenges of imaging them with the electron beam in the

second lithography step. The alignment markers, discussed in Section 3.3, present a

low contrast for the electron beam, since they are only holes in Si3N4 on a substrate

of glass, covered in PMMA, which are all dielectrics. Further, the markers are imaged

through a layer of germanium. We find that a remarkably small variation in antenna

placement of about 10-20 nm can be achieved. However, in rare instances, the alignment

procedure wasn’t able to find the alignment markers, and antennas are up to 100 nm
away from their target location.

3.5. Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have shown a two-step lithography process to fabricate Si3N4

photonic crystal nanobeams with Au dimer antennas. In the first step, we use electron

beam lithography to define photonic crystal nanobeams and alignment markers in

Si3N4. In a second step we perform electron-beam lithography and lift off to create gap

antennas that are aligned to the nanobeams. A main inconvenience for the antenna

placement is thepoor contrast in electronmicroscopyof theburied, dielectric, alignment

markers. Nonetheless we are able to place the antennas on top of the nanobeam cavities

with quite high accuracy. The cavities were made of Si3N4 on a glass substrate, and

are designed to be covered by PMMA to symmetrize the refractive index environment.

The antennas are fabricated on top of the existing beams using a 3-layer resist stack

containing a hardmask of germanium. This allows us to fabricate dimer antennas with

a gap as small as 20 nm, which we can place on top of nanobeams of∼500 nmwidth in

the .100 nm space between two air holes.

In order to reduce surface roughness of the Si3N4 nanobeams, alternative develop-

ment and etching recipes could be investigated. To facilitate the lithography alignment,

an inversion of the fabrication process could be explored. If the gold antennas could be

deposited first, and the cavities could be fabricated underneath them in a second step,
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this would allow for high-contrast gold alignment markers. Higher contrast markers

have the potential to lead to improved antenna-cavity alignment due to the higher

fidelity with which their position can be extracted from electron microscopy.

Figure 3.6: SEM images of the fabricated systems. (A) A full nanobeam. (B),

(C) close-ups of the beam’s cavity. (D) A detail of the outcoupling grating. (E),

(F) show two details of antennas on glass, showing their homogeneity in both

length and gap size. (G) shows an example of an optical hybrid, with a gold

antenna placed in the center of the optical cavity.
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Chapter 4. Optical characterization of hybrid nanobeam-antenna

resonances

4.1. Introduction

T
he optical characterization of hybrid plasmonic-photonic resonances ideally follows

a sequence of steps. First, one should investigate the resonant properties of the in-

dividual components to ascertain at least the resonance frequencies and quality factors

of the nanobeams and the antennas and ideally also mode volumes and scattering

strengths. The next step is to perform mode spectroscopy on the hybrid system to

evidence if the plasmonic antenna and photonic cavity mode couple according to

theoretical expectations for mode hybridization, such as those outlined in Chapter 2. A

telltale signature of such coupling would for instance be the observation of perturbed

cavity mode frequencies and linewidths. Finally, any experiment to probe merits for

light-matter interaction ultimately requires introducing a third element into the system:

active matter located in the antenna gap to report on local density of optical states

(LDOS). This chapter applies this full sequence of steps to the photonic nanobeam-gap

antenna hybrids developed in Chapter 3. It is an agenda of steps that faces significant

practical obstacles.

A first significant obstacle comes from fabrication disorder. In order to accurately

assess the properties of a hybrid on basis of the qualities of the bare constituent

components, the components should be identical in both the hybrid and individually. In

practice, inevitable imprecisions in the fabrication process of each constituent and in the

relative alignmentbetween them,makequantitative comparisonsdifficult. For instance,

a significant body of literature exists on cavity perturbation by nanoscale resonantly

scattering objects [186, 189, 190, 260, 260–262], but to our knowledge only a single report

compares perturbation across many lithographically prepared devices as a function of

cavity mode volume, antenna scattering strength, and detuning [85]. The reason is

that the variation in resonance frequency and quality factor between devices generally

exceeds the perturbation due to the plasmon antenna or scattering element. Mapping

perturbations therefore has often used near-field scanning microscopy, which verifies

the spatial dependence of scatterer-cavity coupling, but not the absolute coupling

strength. Outside the realm of lithographic devices, an elegant approach to track

quantitatively the coupling between scatterers and cavities was reported by Heylman

et al. [263]. They used photothermal effects to correlate particle cross-sections and

cavity perturbation.

Beyond the challenge of quantitatively understanding the hybridmode resonances,

a further challenge arises when one desires to probe LDOS. Firstly, this would require

a third aligned fabrication step in order to selectively position an active species, such

as fluorescent molecules or quantum dots, in the antenna gap [83, 85]. Secondly, these

species should be matched in spectrum (peak emission wavelength and linewidth)

to the hybrid resonances of interest. Finally, one faces the usual challenge in LDOS

measurements on basis of fluorescence of disentangling pump enhancement, quantum

efficiency modifications, and emission directivity contributions, as reviewed in [264].

Regarding the assembly, important steps in literature have used AFM assembly of

NV centers and quantum dots with a bow-tie photonic crystal cavity [265]. Other

works [85] have pursued lithographic assembly of II-VI quantum dots near antennas on

microdisk cavities, following recipes originally developed by Curto et al. for coupling

quantum dots and Yagi-Uda plasmon antennas [83]. The emitters involved in these

assemblies are intrinsically not ideal to probe LDOS in the sense that the emission

linewidth is not well matched to hybrid resonator systems. NV centers and single
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colloidal quantum dots [131, 134, 266, 267] generally show broad spectra (several tens

of nanometer spectralwidth), as compared to the spectralwidth of hybrid resonances (1

to 5 nm). Conversely, for narrowband emitters, such as organic molecules in crystalline

hosts [127], if assembly is even possible, a new issue arises in form of the need for

spectral tuning of the emitter and hybrid.

In this Chapter, we report on mode spectroscopy of bare nanobeams, antennas,

and hybrids, and provide evidence for hybridization in form of observed cavity per-

turbations. Next, we present preliminary experiments that use a Raman active species

deposited on the metallic antennas to evidence pump-field enhancements and LDOS

enhancements. The advantage of Raman active species is that vibrational lines are

quite well matched in linewidth to the Q of our hybrid systems. Moreover, unlike

fluorescence lines that can generally not be tuned at will to match hybrid resonances,

Raman lines can simply be tuned through a photonic resonance by tuning the pump

laser. As we will show, it is possible to separate near-field enhancement effects acting

on excitation light from LDOS effects. This Chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2

discusses some theoretical concepts relevant for probing the behavior of the hybrids.

Section 4.3 presents methods and results for spectroscopy of the bare nanobeams.

Section 4.4 reports characterization of the antennas realized in Section 3.3, on basis

of dark field microscopy. In Section 4.5 we put the components together and present

mode spectroscopy of hybrids. Lastly, in Section 4.6 we present results from Raman

spectroscopy performed on these hybrids.

4.2. Theory of optical signatures of hybrids

In this Section, we will discuss some theoretical background required to understand

the optical signatures of hybrid resonators. First, we will discuss how the presence

of an optical antenna influences the behavior of an existing cavity mode. Secondly,

we will discuss Raman spectroscopy, which is a powerful tool for characterization of

hybrid resonators, which can be used to probe both the enhancement of the pump field

in the presence of an antenna, and to probe the local density of optical states (LDOS).

4.2.1. Hybrid resonance properties

Themain signature of hybridization that we have access to through interrogation of the

mode structure of a cavity is the perturbation of the cavity at hand by the presence of

an antenna. This perturbation expresses as a change in quality factor and in resonance

frequency. We use the language of Chapter 2 and refer to Fig. 4.1 for the scenario at

hand. Provided the hybrid nanophotonic system resides in the good cavity limit, where

the loss rate is much smaller than the resonance frequency, an antenna can be treated

as a small perturbation on a cavity mode. The antenna’s inherent polarizability will

perturb the cavity mode, following

δω

ωc
= −α(ωc)

Vcav
(4.1)

where δω is a change in the complex cavity resonance, ωc is the bare cavity resonance

frequency, Vcav is the cavity mode volume, and α is the antenna polarizability� given

�Note that in this section, we will use response functions and polarizablities that have units of

m
3
. To retrieve the polarizability in SI units, we must multiply by 4πε0
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Figure 4.1: (A) and (B) show the real and imaginary parts of an antenna

polarizability, respectively. The highlight shows a range of values of ωc

for experiments that focus on antennas that are blue-detuned from cavity

resonances.

by

α =
3Vantε

4π

ω2
ant

ω2
ant − ω2 − iγω . (4.2)

Here, Vant is the antenna mode volume, ωant is the real antenna resonance frequency,

and γ is the antenna loss rate. The real and imaginary parts of the antenna polarizability

that is typically expected for a plasmonic scatterer is shown in Fig. 4.1A and B,

respectively. This expression for the perturbation of a cavity traces towork by Bethe and

Waldron [189, 190], has been testedmainly by usingNSOM tips to perturb cavities [260–

262], and has also been invoked to rationalize whispering gallery mode biosensing

performance by Vollmer and Arnold [69]. The formalism in Chapter 2 generates the

perturbation theory result through the hybrid cavity susceptibility in Eq. (2.8).

As Eq. (4.1) describes a complex-valued resonance shift, both a frequency shift and

a linewidth change are predicted. The real part of α will determine the shift, and the

imaginary part will determine the linewidth change. As we can see in Fig. 4.1A, the

direction of the lineshift depends on the relative values of ωc and ωant, i.e., on the

detuning of the cavity relative to the antenna resonance. If ωc > ωant, the cavity mode

will experience a redshift in the presence of an antenna. Conversely, if ωc < ωant, the

cavitymodewill experience a blueshift. At zero detuning, the resonance shift vanishes.

Instead, the linewidth follows the Lorentzian lineshape of Im(α). As Im(α) is always

positive, the resonance can only broaden. This deterioration of cavity Q is maximized

when ωc = ωant. To obtain a numerical estimate that places an upper bound on the

expected resonance perturbation we use the dynamic polarizability of a plasmonic

dipole scatterer, obtained by including radiation damping into Frölich’s model for a

metallic sphere [187]. We estimate the polarizability of the antennas used in this work

to be of order (5 × 10−22 + 3i × 10−22
) m

3
. This corresponds to an expected line shift

and broadening of about 0.2%, which amounts to about 1.5 nm.

As we have discussed in Chapter 2, the highest hybrid LDOS is achievable with

antennas that are blue detuned relative to the cavity. Therefore the design space covered
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in this chapter focuses on antennas which are blue-detuned relative to the cavity mode.

We will examine hybrids with different sizes of beams and antennas, thus varying the

resonance frequencies with respect to each other within this regime of blue detuning.

The range of cavity frequencies that we have access to is limited by the tunable laser

withwhichwe interrogate the systems (ca. 765 to 810 nm). Within the accessible design

space, firstly, we expect to see a redshift of the hybrid resonance relative to the bare

beam resonance. As we increase the antenna size, their polarizability shifts to the red

and grows inmagnitude, meaning that we expect to see the hybrid resonance linewidth

broaden (Fig. 4.1, tracing the curve from the blue-shaded domain towards resonance).

4.2.2. Raman spectroscopy for hybrids

We will use surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) as a reporter for LDOS in the

hybrid resonators. When light impinges upon a molecule, there is a possibility not

only for absorption but also for elastic and inelastic scattering. The inelastic scattering

process is known as Raman scattering, named after the discoverer, the Indian physicist

Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman. The Raman scattering process couples light and

molecular motion, such that scattered light can either excite a molecular vibration or

annihilate one. The characteristic resulting spectral lines are called Stokes scattering

when photon energy is lost to the molecule (excitation of a vibration, scattered photons

are redshifted by the vibrational energy), and anti-Stokes scattering when the scattered

A

2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9
ω (1015 s−1)

B LDOS
pump
Stokes
anti-Stokes

Figure 4.2: Sketch of a fictitious Raman spectrum with Stokes (orange) and

anti-Stokes (green) lines on either side of the pump laser (red), overlayed with

a hybrid LDOS spectrum (blue). (A) The pump light is coincident with the

wavelength of the hybrid resonance. This will lead to a pump enhancement,

where all Raman lines are enhanced equally in intensity. (B) The pump laser is

blue-shifted such that one of theRaman lines overlapswith the hybrid line. This

linewill bemore strongly enhanced than the others, due to LDOS enhancement.
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photon energy is augmented by one quantum of vibrational energy [244]. At room

temperature, vibrations in molecules are only weakly populated, and Stokes scattering

dominates.

The cross-section for Raman scattering is weak. It has long been realized that by

placing the molecules in electromagnetic hot spots, such as the enhanced near fields of

tightly confined plasmonic modes, the intensity of both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes

lines can be greatly enhanced. Since the first reports of plasmon-enhanced Raman

scattering scattering [268, 269], surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has been a

topic of strong interest and hot debate. SERS enhancement factors are now understood

to be in part due to chemical effects, i.e., structuralmodifications of analytemolecules in

proximity to metal interfaces, and in part due to electrodynamic effects [100, 245–249].

Furthermore, although colloquially SERS is often stated to scale as the fourth power

of field enhancement |E|4, it is in fact well understood that the enhancement is due to

the product of two factors. The first of these is a boost of the Raman signal through

pump field enhancement Epump, whereby the local electric field strength Epump at the

driving frequency of the pump laser can far exceed the field strength of the incident

beam in free space due to coupling to plasmonic resonances. The second contributor

is LDOS enhancement at the Raman-scattered frequency. In a classical oscillator

picture for Raman scattering, Raman scattering is the radiated output of an induced

electromagnetic dipole moment oscillating at the Raman-shifted frequency, and with

a magnitude proportional to the incident optical pump field, and the amplitude of the

vibration. Since classically the radiated output of an oscillating dipole is proportional to

LDOS, the Raman signal can be enhanced by LDOS enhancements at the Raman-shifted

frequencies [100, 245–249]. The ability to separately measure pump enhancement

and LDOS enhancement makes Raman scattering a highly sensitive probe to map

out the physics of nanophotonics systems [270]. Fig. 4.2 sketches the use of Raman

spectroscopy in this work, using as illustration a fictitious Raman spectrum with both

Stokes and anti-Stokes lines, and a hybrid LDOS curve with its characteristic Fano

lineshape. Importantly, typical Raman lines will have a spectral width comparable to

or smaller than hybrid resonance linewidths. At the same time, Raman shifts well

exceed the hybrid resonance linewidth. This makes it possible to separately examine

pump enhancement effects and LDOS effects addressing individual vibrational lines.

In Fig. 4.2A we show a configuration tuned to obtain pump field enhancement at the

hybrid mode. Since all Raman lines in the spectrum are driven by the same pump field,

pump field enhancement will affect all Raman peaks equally. Tuning of the pump laser

(red line) around the hybrid resonance (blue Fano resonance) will cause all vibrational

lines to show the same intensity variation. In Fig. 4.2B we show another configuration,

with the pump laser blue detuned by an amount equal to the vibrational energy of

one the Raman lines. In this configuration, the pump does not show a narrow band

enhancement, although it benefits from the SERS enhancement that the antenna would

also provide in isolation. However, in this configuration the LDOS is enhanced at just

one of the Raman Stokes lines. When slightly tuning the pump laser, one will observe

that most Stokes line will show no significant intensity variation. Only the Stokes line

that is swept over the LDOS resonance will be subject to a strong change. Utilizing

the different peaks in a Raman spectrum, together with judicious tuning of structure

and pump laser creates a powerful tool to map out LDOS variations, and to distinguish

them from pump field enhancements.
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4.3. Characterization of bare nanobeam cavities

Wehave used twomethods to characterize the resonances of photonic crystal nanobeam

cavities. The main method is based on a scanning narrowband laser diode to perform

excitation spectroscopy. The advantage of this approach is that it can probe resonant

transmission through devices with a spectral resolution much better than the resonant

linewidths of the devices at hand. The drawback of this approach is that it is tedious

to perform, particularly if one has not first ascertained the approximate resonant

frequencies of devices. For this reason, we use photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy

imaging for initial characterization of the bare beam resonances. The merit of this

method, as opposed to excitation spectroscopy using a tuneable wavelength laser,

is that a single measurement reveals optical modes over a wide wavelength range,

allowing rapid assessment of the resonances of many beams. We discuss both methods

in this section.

4.3.1. Bare beam photoluminescence measurements

In order to find the resonance frequencies of the fabricated nanobeams thatwe reported

on inChapter 3, we use photoluminescence of Si3N4 generated by green excitation light.

The setup is described in Fig. 1.5. We use a 532 nm green pulsed laser (Time Bandwidth,

Lynx) to probe the beamswithout antennas. We align the system in a confocal reflection

mode, such that the laser spot is aimed at the center of a single nanobeam, and light

is collected with the same objective (Nikon Plan Fluor 100x, 0.9 NA). When pumped

with sufficient intensity, Si3N4 has a spectrally broad fluorescent response, which will

be subject to a small enhancement on resonance with the cavity. This results in a small

peak on the broad PL signal. We separate the reflected laser light from the PL using a

dichroic mirror (Semrock LPD01-532Rs) and an emission filter (Semrock BLP01-532R-

25), with optical densities of 2.8 and 6.4 at 532 nm, respectively. The total laser power

is 0.38mW, and we excite the center of the cavity for 30 seconds. The PL is spectrally

analyzed by an Acton Research Corporation SpectraPro-2300i spectrometer using a

grating with 300 lines/mm, and a Princeton Instrument Pixis 100b back-illuminated Si

CCD camera, with an integration time of 30 seconds. We show the results in Fig. 4.3.

For clarity, we subtracted the broad background spectrum and vertically offset the PL

spectra with respect to each other. The wavelengths of the cavity modes are clearly

visible as small peaks. We find two modes for each investigated beam, which we will

call the first (reddest) and second (bluest) modes. We engineered the structures such

that the first mode falls within the scanning range of the laser used in Section 4.3.2. The

second mode falls outside this range, and we will not investigate it further.

In order to obtain a range of nanobeam resonances, we have fabricated a number

of different sizes of beams, as indicated by the scaling factor on the right-hand side

of Fig. 4.3 according to the procedures reported in Chapter 3. While the beams after

fabrication are on glass and in air, we apply a thick covering layer of PMMA (500

— 800 nm, precise thickness not a critical parameter). This symmetrizes to a large

degree the refractive index environment around the beam, and as per the COMSOL

design reported in Chapter 3, should thereby provide reasonably high Q confined

resonances, despite the overall modest index contrast. The size scaling is applied such

that the resonance of interest (the reddest mode) sweeps through the wavelength range

available to us in experiments that use our narrowband tunable diode laser, and is
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Figure 4.3: Results from PL measurements on nanobeam cavities without

antennas. A single measurement is shown for each beam size, which is scaled

up in 0.5% increments. The plots have their common background subtracted

and are offset by 280 counts with respect to each other, to improve legibility.

applied to all parameters of the beam (width, hole diameter, etc.) except the beam

height, which is fixed by the thickness of the Si3N4. The scaling is not applied to the

gratings at either end of the beam, which are kept identical for every device. The range

of beam sizes yields resonance wavelengths of 777.4, 781.0, 784.5, 789.1, 791.1, 793.9,

797.7, 802.0, and 803.9 nm for scaling factors from 1.065 to 1.105 in increments of 0.005.

This shows that for this range this scaling successfully shifts the resonance frequencies

of the devices.

4.3.2. Bare beam transmission measurements

In order to more accurately probe the resonance frequencies and linewidths of the

nanobeams, next we measure the transmission signal of each beam. A schematic of

the setup is shown in Fig. 4.4. Using an IR LED, and a 3D translation stage, a desired

beam can be brought into focus on a simple camera (Basler Ace acA1920-40µm). With

each beam less than 50µm in length, a single beam fits into the field of view afforded

by our microscope objective (Olympus MPlan IR, 100x, 0.95 NA). The LED light is for

alignment purposes only, and is turned off for the measurement itself. Next, we align

light from a narrowband tunable diode laser (Toptica DL-Pro 780), coupled to free

space with a fiber collimator (60FC-4-M10-02, Schäfter+Kirchhoff) onto one grating

coupler of the nanobeam under study, at a power of 44.6µW. A set of Galvanometer

mirrors (Thorlabs GVSM002/M) allows us to accurately aim the laser spot through

the microscope objective (Olympus MPlan IR, 100X, NA= 0.95) and at the incoupling

grating. Using the same objective, the light from the other end of the nanobeam is

collected and sent to the camera. A beam block is placed in front of half the camera chip
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Figure 4.4: A sketch of the experimental setup used tomeasure the transmission

signal of the nanobeams. An IR LED illuminates the sample, allowing the

desired structure to be brought into focus. The light from a tunable laser is led

through a fiber polarization controller, and coupled to free space with a 10mm
fiber collimator. A set of galvanometer scanning mirrors controls the location

of the beam through the objective onto the sample. A part of the light is directly

reflected, and part is transmitted through the beam and collected by the same

objective. This light is sent to a camera using a set of beam splitters, where the

part of the laser light that is directly reflected is blocked to protect the camera.

The spectrometer allows for Raman spectroscopy.

to shield it from being saturated by the reflected laser light coming off the incoupling

grating.

The laser power is stabilized using a Thorlabs PM100D powermeter console, which

is connected in turn to an analog input port of the laser controller. An example of a

beam with scaling factor 1.075 is shown in Fig. 4.5. The top image shows an image of

the beam as it is seen with the IR LED. The red circle is centered around the middle

of the cavity. We only show this part of the beam, as the rest is shielded to protect the

camera. The lower image shows the same beam with no light from the IR LED, now

illuminated at 780 nm by the laser on the incoupling grating on the left-hand side of the

image (obscured by the beam block). We clearly see that a significant amount of light

couples out of the grating on the right-hand side of the image, indicating transmission

of laser light through the nanobeam cavity. Additionally there is a low but noticeable

background of light scattering from the general area of the nanobeam, mainly from

the area around the cavity where the hole size and pitch tapers down. We see this

consistently throughout our measurements.

We sweep the laser in steps of ≤0.1 nm across the resonance wavelengths as found

in Fig. 4.3, taking a single snapshot with the camera for every step, with a 20ms
integration time, waiting 1 s between measurements to allow the laser to stabilize.
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Figure 4.5: An example of a bare beam, (A) in white light illumination and (A)

when the incoupling grating is illuminated at 780 nm. We see some light at the

location of the cavity center, but the majority scatters out at the outcoupling

grating. The location of the center of the cavity, where the antenna is in the case

of hybrids, is circled in red.

Fig. 4.6 shows the integrated counts on the camera from the outcoupling grating for a

set of nanobeam sizes. As in Fig. 4.3, the resonance wavelength redshifts as the size of

the beam is increased. We use these curves to extract both the resonance wavelength

λ0 and the full width at half maximum (FWHM), from which we obtain the quality

factor. The behavior of all 32 measured bare nanobeams, across 8 different sizes, is

summarized in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.7A shows the resonance wavelengths, where once again

the linear increase in resonance is shownwith increasing beam size, with the exception

of f = 1.080. For these bare beams, there is quite a small dispersion, with the standard

deviation in wavelength smaller than 0.6 nm for each set of beams. Fig. 4.7B shows

the quality factors of all these bare nanobeams. The average of these quality factors is

around 550±220, at an average linewidth of 1.4 nm. This broad distribution inQ shows

there is quite some deviation between devices. We attribute this spread to the effects

of fluctuations in hole size and shape, and surface roughness of the beams, which is

created during the fabrication process. The best Q-factor devices approach Q = 1000.

4.4. Plasmon antenna scattering resonances

As discussed in Chapter 2, favorable hybrid properties can be achieved by combining

a cavity with an antenna that has a relative blueshift. We fabricated a range of dimer

antennas on a glass substrate, where the full length of a single antenna ranges from

50 nm to 110 nm, with a gap size of 20 nm. In order to characterize the antennas, we

use a dark field microscope, shown in Fig. 4.8A. The home-built microscope is based

on a Nikon LV-UEPI2 epi illumination unit, with a 100W halogen light source. The

dark field optics of this illuminator reflect the light through a collar around the lenses

of the objective (Nikon CFI Plan Fluor BD, 20X, NA 0.45), which then reflects the light

towards the sample at a glancing angle. The design of the objective allows only light

scattered by the sample to be collected by the lenses in the objective, while the specular
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Figure 4.6: The collected light from the gratings for a set of bare nanobeams

in the full size range under study in this thesis. We see that the scaling factor

defines the resonanceof thenanobeamcavity,with larger beams shifted towards

the red. We attribute the relatively broad spread in FWHM to fabrication error.
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Figure 4.7: The summary of all the measured bare beams. (A) The resonance as

a function of the scaling factor, where we see the resonance wavelength of the

cavities shift to the red with increasing size. (B) The quality factor as a function

of beam scaling factor, where we find quite a broad spread.

reflection is blocked. The dark field optics pass the scattered light back through the

illuminator. Behind the illuminator it is focused by a tube lens (Thorlabs AC254-

200A). A beam splitter (Thorlabs BS022) projects 30% of the light on a camera (Imaging

Source DFK 21AU04), while the other 70% is projected on an image plane in which

a fiber end is positioned. The 200µm core of the fiber (Thorlabs M36L01) delimits a

collection area such that only light scattered by one field of antennas is guided towards

the spectrometer (Avantes 2048TEC-2-USB2, grating-based mini-spectrometer with a

cooled Si CCD camera detector).

The resulting dark field spectra are shown in Fig. 4.8B and C, where we have

probed antennas on glass, without a coating of PMMA, and with 400 nm of PMMA,

respectively. We see that the antenna resonance shifts to the redwith increasing antenna

length, from approximately 620 nm to 720 nm when the antennas are exposed to air.
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Figure 4.8: (A) A sketch of the dark field setup used. White light is focused

onto an array of antennas with an objective. An illuminator unit blocks all but

the scattered light, with is focused onto a spectrometer or a camera using a tube

lens (TL). (B) The summary of the measured bare antennas with no PMMA top

layer, with lengths of 50 nm to 110 nm. We see that, as a function of increasing

length of the antennas, the scattering intensity both increases and redshifts,

from 620 nm to 720 nm. (C) shows similar measurements, where a top layer of

400 nm of PMMA has been applied over the antennas, resulting in a red shift

of the resonance wavelengths of ∼10%.

When the PMMA top layer is applied, we see a redshift of the resonance wavelengths

of ∼10%. The resonance generally appears stronger for larger antennas, and presents

a quality factor of order 10, commensurate with expected values for plasmon antennas

with significant radiative damping. These findings allow us to study the effect of the

detuning between the beam and the antenna, i.e. between both the constituents of the

hybrid, on the behavior of the hybrid.

4.5. Transmission spectroscopy of hybrid plasmonic-

photonic resonators

In this Section, we report on spectroscopy of nanobeams coupled to antennas. We

use the same tuneable diode-laser based transmission spectroscopy method as for the

bare nanobeams (Section 4.3.2) also to interrogate hybrid resonators. These hybrids are

fabricated in the same size range as in the above section, with the difference that each

beam has an antenna dimer located at the center of the cavity. In order to optimize

antenna-cavity detuning, we use gold antennas where each part of the dimer has a

full length of 50, 60, 70, and 80 nm, and the gap between the two is 20 nm, of which

the properties were discussed in Section 4.4. We show an example of a transmission

measurement in Fig. 4.9. As in Fig. 4.5, this beam has scaling factor f = 1.075, with a

bare beam resonance wavelength of 781 nm. This nanobeam has a dimer antenna with
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Figure 4.9: An example of a hybrid, (A) in white light illumination, where a

red circle marks the location of the antenna and (B) with the incoupling grating

illuminated at 780 nm. We see a high intensity of scattered light from the

antenna at the cavity position. The color scale is cropped to make the light

from the outcoupling grating visible.

a length of 80 nm placed on top of the cavity. In the top panel, we again see an image of

the beam under wide-field LED illumination, where the antenna is visible as a dark dot

on the beam on the left of the image. In the bottom panel, the light is provided by the

tunable laser at 780 nm, aimed at the incoupling grating located on the left-hand side

of the image (obscured due to beam block). The most salient feature is the strong light

emission emanating from the antenna, which far outshines the light coupled out from

the grating on the right-hand side. This observation clearly shows that it is possible to

drive the gold dimer antenna through the nanobeam structure, implying that there is

optical coupling between the optical cavity mode and the gold dimer antenna plasmon

resonance.

As with the bare nanobeams, we transmit light through the nanobeam hybrids,

mapping the intensity of scattered light as a function of the excitation wavelength. We

examine both the intensity scattered by the outcoupling gratings, and the light that is

scattered to free space by the antennas. For both signals we assess scattered intensity

by integrating camera counts over a small region of interest. We show an example of

the results, for a family of hybrid resonators with scaling factor f = 1.070 in Fig. 4.10

combinedwith different antenna sizes, where Fig. 4.10A shows the resulting integrated

counts from the grating (3µm×3.5µm integration area), and Fig. 4.10B shows the

integrated counts from the antennas (1.5µm×1.5µm integration area). The resonance

of the bare beams as found on the grating is plotted in a vertical dotted line. For each

antenna size, we provide two example data sets (solid and dashed lines of same color)

to illustrate the device-to-device variability.

Firstly, we see that generally, there is a clear resonance with 1 to 2 nm width for

all devices under study. In addition, the signal from the grating coupler is invariably

stronger, with less background, than its counterpart retrieved from the antenna, while

the wavelengths at which the signals peak shows a strong correlation. Finally, we see

that most hybrid modes are redshifted with respect to the bare cavity mode by of order

1 to 2 nm. The fact that we systematically see a redshift of the hybrid resonances for the
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Figure 4.10: An example of the signal from a set of nanobeam hybrids. (A)

and (B) show the total integrated counts collected over the grating and over the

antenna, respectively. We plot the curves of 4 different antenna sizes, and plot 2

hybrids for each antenna size, where half of the curves are dashed to distinguish

them. The black dotted line shows the mean of the resonance measured for the

bare nanobeams of this size (f=1.070).

blue-detunedantennas alignswith the expectations fromperturbation theorydiscussed

in Section 3.1. At the same timewenote that different realizations of nominally identical

hybridswith the same antenna length show a variability in resonancewavelength by up

to 2 nm. In otherwords, the device-to-device variability due to geometrical variations in

nanobeam geometry (bare cavity frequency), antenna size and gap (antenna resonance)

and antenna-to-cavity alignment quality cause spectral differences betweendevices that

are of the same order as the expected perturbation.

In order to survey more general trends in the data, we summarize the results of 256

hybrids and 32 bare beams. Fig. 4.11 shows the resonant wavelengths found for every

hybrid, and compares them with the resonances of the bare nanobeams. In Fig. 4.12

we show a similar graph, but for the inverse quality factor of the measured nanobeams

and hybrids as a function of antenna size, again with the systems organized in panels

separated by beam size. For the resonant wavelengths, the dominant feature is the

resonance shift with nanobeam size parameters, as also obtained for the bare beams.

For some families of hybrids (trend strongest for f=1.095) there is some evidence for

the resonance wavelengths to show a trend, i.e. a shift towards longer wavelengths for

longer antennas. Such a trend is consistentwith perturbation theory Eq. (4.1) according

to which larger antennas, as long as they are blue-detuned from the cavity, cause larger

redshifts. However, this trend is only weakly visible in the data, likely because it is of

the same order as the device variability. A clearer picture emerges from the inverse
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Figure 4.11: A summary of 288 measured nanobeam systems, where the

observed resonance wavelength is plotted against the size of the antenna for

the 8 different beam sizes. In green, at 0 nm antenna length, the bare nanobeam

resonances are plotted, in purple the hybrid resonances.

quality factor. The hybrid systems have an average Q of 400 ± 185, clearly below the

averageQ of the bare nanobeams. There is a clear trend toward lowerQ as a function of

increasing antenna size. For antennas with full lengths of 50, 60, 70, and 80 nm, we find

mean quality factors of 460±170, 440±170, 340±140, and 250±110, respectively. This

corresponds to a change in linewidth from 1.4 nm for the bare beams to 1.7 – 3 nm for the

hybrids. This trend is qualitatively commensurate with the prediction of perturbation

theory that the cavity linewidth increases in proportion to the antenna polarizability,

which increases with antenna size. Quantitatively the Q-change is of the same order,

or arguably even somewhat larger than expected from perturbation theory. Here it

should be noted that the polarizability that enters perturbation theory is difficult to

estimate precisely, while furthermore perturbation theory disregards multipolar near-

field corrections to antenna response. Such corrections could be important for antennas

directly placed on top of the Si3N4 - PMMA interface.

4.6. Probing optical hybrids with Raman spectroscopy

In order to finally investigate the hybrids with Raman spectroscopy, we remove the

previously appliedPMMAfrom thehybrids by soaking the sample in room temperature

acetone for about 10 seconds, followedby a rinse in ethanol, and blowing the sample dry
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Figure 4.12: A summary of 288 measured nanobeam systems, where the

observed inverse Q is plotted against the size of the antenna for the 8 different

beam sizes. In green, at 0 nm antenna length, the inverse Q of the bare

nanobeam are plotted, in purple those of the hybrids.

with an N2 gun. To remove further traces of organic materials, the sample was exposed

to a gentle oxygen plasma (chamber pressure 0.25mbar, 180W, with 30 s N2 flush

before venting) for 1 minute, in a Diener Electronic Pico QR-200-PCCE (Pico). We then

soak the sample in a biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) solution for 12 hours (1mmol in ethanol).

The BPT has an affinity to adhere to the gold of the antennas in form of self-assembled

monolayers, and is therefore a standard analyte for SERS experiments. It has no affinity

to the othermaterials at hand, i.e. Si, Si3N4 or SiO2 [271]. The sample is rinsed in ethanol

and driedwith anN2 gun. Lastly, 400 nm of PMMA (Sigma-Aldrich, 4% solidweight in

anisole) is spin-coated over the top of all hybrids, and baked at 160 °C for 4 minutes, in

order to restore the index-matching environment around the beam. In order to probe

Raman spectra, an additional branch in the setup for hybrid nanobeam spectroscopy

(Fig. 4.4) is implemented. Signal collected by themicroscope objective (OlympusMPlan

IR, 100X, NA= 0.95) can be routed to a fiber-coupled spectrometer (Andor Shamrock

A-SR-303i-B-SIL) equipped with a cooled silicon CCD camera (Andor iVac A-DR324B-

FI). Excitation is performed with a narrowband tunable diode laser (Toptica DL-Pro

780), spectrally cleaned with a pair of bandpass filters (Semrock TBp01-790/12) before

being inserted into the setup. Prior to insertion of detected light into the collection fiber,

the Rayleigh-scattered light is filtered out with a set to two notch filters (both Thorlabs

NF785-33). This configuration allows for the detection of both Stokes and anti-Stokes
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signal, with the tuning of the pump frequency over a relevant (tens of nm) range.

Prior to measuring hybrid nanobeam systems, we verified the SERS spectroscopy

for antenna arrays on glass, and for isolated antennas on Si3N4 in PMMA that are not

coupled to a nanobeam resonance. The main findings are, firstly, that the SERS signal

from BPT remains unaffected upon application of PMMA, and secondly, that the signal

arises uniquely from SERS enhancement right at the antenna. Here we only show

representative results for SERS of BPT at a single antenna on Si3N4, and in PMMA,

comparing different pump polarizations. Fig. 4.13A shows a full set of Raman spectra

for polarization parallel to the long axis of the antenna, where the pump laser is scanned

from 765 to 779 nm, taking a full spectrum at every step. We see a number of Raman

lines clearly, which shift as the pump laser is swept (remnant of pump laser weakly

visible, scanning through the notch filter pass band). This result demonstrates the

capability of our setup to detect Raman lines while scanning the excitation wavelength.

We will use this to perform tuning of either the pump wavelength or a Raman line

to hybrid resonances. Fig. 4.13B shows a Raman spectrum for pump polarization

perpendicular to the long axis of the antenna, while Fig. 4.13C shows the spectrum

for the same structure with the pump light along the long antenna axis. Since the

pump wavelength (775 nm) is close to the long-axis resonance, and not the short-axis

antenna resonance, we only expect SERS enhancement for the configuration in panel B.

In both panels, we see a clear Raman signature from the deeply buried silicon substrate

underneath the oxide, which has a well-known Raman line at 516 cm−1
. For the

perpendicular polarization case in Fig. 4.13B there is essentially no other signal, where

we note that it was taken with an integration time of 1200 s, as opposed to the parallel

polarization casewherewe required only 20 s (Fig. 4.13C). This caused the spectrometer

to oversaturate at the Si peak, making it appear lower in Fig. 4.13B The Raman lines for

parallel polarization are characteristic of BPT. In this chapter, wewill focus on the peaks

at 473, 1073, and 1576 cm−1
. Clearly, the Raman signal without the enhancement from

the antennas is weaker by at least two orders ofmagnitude compared to the SERS signal

when driving the long antenna axis. We can thus conclude that any measured Raman

signal on hybrids will originate uniquely from BPT molecules in the close vicinity of

the antennas.

4.6.1. SERS in hybrids - pump enhancement

We now turn to the use of SERS as a method to probe hybrid resonances. We exploit

both of the scenarios discussed in Section 4.2.2. First, we report on a nanobeam with

a resonance well within the wavelength range of our pump laser, with scaling factor

f=1.065. As a consistency check to identify the hybrid resonance frequency, we first

couple in to the grating of a bare nanobeam hybrid with a fiber coupled white light

source, and collect the light from the opposite end onto our spectrometer. As shown

in Fig. 4.14A, we find a resonance consistent with our previous, more finely sampled

transmission measurements, with Q = 323. This result indicates that the structures

are not affected by the removal and redeposition of PMMA. We then move to a hybrid

with the same size, but with an antenna with length 80 nm. Figure Fig. 4.14B shows

Raman spectra for free space excitation directly focused on the antenna, andwith signal

collection from the same location and through the same objective. We sweep the laser

across the resonance of the cavity, from765 to 780 nm,while keeping the power constant

at 400µW. For each wavelength step, we integrate the spectrum for 20 seconds. For
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Figure 4.13: Raman spectra taken from the same antenna on a nanobeam, for

twodifferent polarizations of the pump laser. (A)An image of 44Raman spectra

taken, sweeping the pump laser from 765 to 779 nm,with the polarization along

the long axis of the antennas. A number of Raman peaks can be seen, as well as

a dark band where we filter the pump laser. (B) A spectrum where the pump

polarization is perpendicular to the long axes of the dimer antenna, integrated

for 1200 seconds. We see a clear silicon signature at 516 cm−1
. We don’t see

any of the characteristic Raman peaks of the BPT. (C) We use the same hybrid,

but rotate the polarization of the pump so it in line with the long axis of the

antenna. Here, we use a 20 s integration time. Here, we again see the Si peak,

now accompanied by a number of Raman peaks of the BPT at 473, 1073, and

1576 cm
−1

. (B) and (C) were taken with a pump laser at 775 nm.

each spectrum, we integrate the counts underneath the Raman peaks at 473, 1073, and

1576 cm
−1

around the maximum of the peak, over a range of -20 cm−1
to +20 cm−1

,

completely encompassing the peaks. Curves in Fig. 4.14B correspond to the signals

under the peaks at 473, 1073, and 1576 cm
−1, respectively (blue, green, and red line

colors). The signals are normalized by the 520 cm
−1

Raman line from the underlying

substrate, which we argue can be used as an intensity reference. We see that, on this

hybrid, we have a clear signal from each of our selected Raman lines. As we are

exciting at the resonance wavelength of the hybrid, all the Raman peaks are detuned

from the maximum in LDOS. However, the pump frequency is directly swept through

the hybrid resonance Thus, we expect an identical signature from the hybrid resonance

in all Raman lines, as they experience the same Fano-line in pump enhancement, and an
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Figure 4.14: Properties of a nanobeam hybrid, with scaling factor f=1.065,

measured for Raman spectroscopy. (A) a transmission spectrumof a bare beam,

using white light that is coupled in and out from the gratings. (B,C) Spectra

on a nanobeam hybrid with a dimer antenna with length 80 nm performed by

scanning a narrowband pump laser across the resonance of the hybrid. Light

is collected from a spectrometer, and integrated underneath the three Raman

peaks, resulting in the blue, red, and green curves. (B) ismeasured by pumping

and collecting directly on the laser, and (C) is measured by coupling in through

the grating and collecting at the antenna. We see that this method ofmeasuring

causes the signal to be filtered by the cavity itself. (B, C) show that all Raman

peaks follow the same trend, demonstrating that this signal is a result of pump

enhancement on the BPT. The dashed black curve shows the results from the

CHO model, showing excellent agreement with the data.
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unstructured LDOS. This situation corresponds to the case outlined in Section 4.2.2A.

We find that the curves all follow a Fano lineshape, the signature of hybridization of

the plasmonic and cavity resonance on the local pump field.

Fig. 4.14C shows SERS results on the same hybrid, but interrogated through a

different input channel as now we excite the antenna through the waveguide and

cavity. To this end, we align the pump laser to one of the gratings, but still collect

light from the location of the antenna. We find that this method gives a sufficiently

strong waveguide-addressed SERS signal to show a clear signal. When we sweep the

laser frequency, we again find that all Raman lines follow a very similar curve as a

function of wavelength. However, instead of a Fano lineshape, the SERS enhancement

now traces an almost Lorentzian resonance. This observation can be rationalized from

the fact that again the SERS enhancement is due to a strong spectral modification of

the pump enhancement, yet an unstructured LDOS at the vibrational lines. When

pumping through the waveguide, the only condition at which the pump light can

reach the antenna is when the pump light is resonant with the perturbed cavity. The

photonic crystal cavity essentially acts as a strong spectral filter, which will only permit

light to pass when it is on resonance with the cavity. The broad plasmon resonance

that was responsible for the destructive interference in the Fano line does not strongly

contribute in this scenario.

4.6.2. SERS in hybrids - LDOS enhancement

We now turn to probing selective LDOS enhancement in hybrid systems, as opposed

to pump enhancement. To this end, we select a different cavity with a lower resonance

frequency, with f=1.105. In contrast to the previous section, we do not sweep the pump

laser across the hybrid resonance. Instead, we sweep the laser through a wavelength

interval blue detuned relative to the hybrid resonance by about 25 nm, such that a

single Stokes-shifted Raman peak tunes across the hybrid resonance. This realizes the

situation shown in Fig. 4.2B.

Once again we used a white light transmission spectrum on a bare nanobeam

(shown in Fig. 4.15A) to find the resonance frequency, establishingQ∼640 at 799.5 nm.

After this, we once again probe the hybrid under study using SERS, using the same

method for light collection and data processing as described in the previous section,

now sweeping the BPT Raman line at 473 cm−1
across the hybrid resonance. This

corresponds to sweeping the laser from 765 nm to 779 nm. Again, we interrogated

structures both fully from free space, and through the waveguide. Fig. 4.15B shows

measurements taken from free space by pumping on and collecting from the antenna,

taking Raman spectra at all wavelengths, and integrating counts under each peak. In

stark contrast to the earlier results with pump light resonant with the hybrid, now just

one Raman line shows a striking Fano lineshape, while the other Raman lines follow a

gently sloping shoulder. The fact that only the 473 cm−1
line that is swept through the

resonance shows a Fano-line, and not the other lines, is consistent with the notion that

the pump field is not strongly modified by the cavity mode, and that the hybrid LDOS

shows a Fano line that acts only on the vibration that it is resonant with. The gently

sloping shoulder in the other lines we attribute to the typical SERS enhancement of the

bare antenna, which diminishes as one tunes away from resonance.

Finally, Fig. 4.15C showswaveguide addressedSERS in this system. As thephotonic

crystal cavity prohibits any optical transport between the grating coupler and the
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Figure 4.15: Properties of nanobeamhybrid systems,with scaling factor f=1.105,

measured for Raman spectroscopy. (A) a transmission spectrumof a bare beam,

using white light that is coupled in and out from the gratings. (B,C) Spectra

on a nanobeam hybrid with a dimer antenna with length 80 nm performed

by scanning a narrowband pump such that the Raman line at 471 cm−1
is

scanned across the cavity resonance. Light is collected from a spectrometer,

and integrated underneath the three Raman peaks, resulting in the blue, red,

and green curves. (B) is measured by pumping and collecting directly on

the antenna. In this image, we normalize by the Si line, which we take as a

reference. (C) is measured by coupling in through the grating and collecting at

the antenna. We again see that the signal is filtered by the cavity. (B, C) show

that all Raman peaks follow the same trend, demonstrating that this signal is

a result of pump enhancement on the BPT. The dashed black curve shows the

results from the CHO model, showing good agreement with the data.
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antenna except on cavity resonance, we now offer the pump light from free space, and

collect light from the grating, in a reverse configuration of Fig. 4.14C. When aligning

the 473 cm−1
Stokes-shifted line to the hybrid resonance, one would expect Raman

scattered light to be transmitted through the photonic crystal nanobeam cavity, to be

collected at the grating. Similarly to Fig. 4.15B we indeed see that the curve from the

473 cm−1
line shows strikingly different behavior from the other two. Whereas the

1073 and 1576 cm
−1

lines simply follow a featureless shoulder, the 473 cm−1
line shows

a strong Lorentzian resonance. This observation is consistent with the fact that there

is no strong modification in the pump field as the laser is swept, and that the hybrid

resonance provides the LDOS and the collection efficiency into the waveguide required

to enhance and efficiently collect the Raman emission.

4.7. Coupled oscillator model for Raman scattering

Recently, Shlesinger et al. proposed a model [272] that extends the reach and scope

of the coupled harmonic oscillator model discussed in Chapter 2 by adding terms that

couple the cavity to input and output waveguides. In brief, for this model it is useful

to cast the equations of motion in Eq. (2.4) into a symmetrized form that maps onto

coupled mode theory [273]{
−i (ω − ωa + iγa/2) a− iKc =

√
ηa,inγa sa,in

−i (ω − ωc + iκ/2) c− iKa =
√
ηa,inκ sc,in.

(4.3)

Here, the symbols c, a label the cavity, resp. antenna, the second order order frequency

dependence has been changed to first order by assuming ω2
a,c − ω2 ≈ 2ω(ωa,c − ω)

(limit of small detuning), and the quantities have been rescaled for symmetrization as

a ≡ ω√
2β
p, K ≡

√
β

2

Ẽc

2
=

1

2

√
β

ε0εVc
and

√
ηa,inγa sa,in ≡

i

2

√
βa
2
Eext, (4.4)

where Vc is the mode volume of the cavity mode at the position of the antenna.

Compared to Eq. (2.4) the main change lies in the terms on the right-hand side,

where sa,c,in quantify resp. the waveguide, and free space input-output channels.

The ηa,c parameters are coupling efficiencies that measure which fraction of antenna

loss radiates into our objective collection NA, resp. which fraction of cavity loss is into

the waveguide. Assuming coupling efficiencies ηa,c this model can be elaborated to

predict pump field enhancements, LDOS enhancements, and extraction efficiencies of

SERS signal inwaveguide and free space channels [272]. We compare ourmeasurement

results with results from this model. The input parameters for the model were chosen

based on a number of sources. Previous transmission measurements yielded Q = 520
at 389THz for this cavity, while dark field measurements yielded Q = 10 at 403THz
for the antenna (which pins the magnitude of the polarizability at β = 0.1C2/kg, given
that the antenna linewidth is limited by radiation damping). Full-wave COMSOL

simulations yielded a mode volume of 8 (λ/n)3 for the cavity and 10−4 (λ/n)3 for

the antenna. We insert these values into the model, together with estimated coupling

efficiencies for the cavity to waveguide coupling set at ηc = 0.025, a pump efficiency to

the antenna of ηa,in = 0.07, and from antenna to our collection ηa,out = 0.35, at NA=
0.9. It should be noted that constant values for ηa,c give rise to frequency-dependent
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Fano structures in the extraction efficiency of SERS signal into the waveguides and into

free space [122, 272].

The curves predicted by this model are shown in the black dotted curves

in Fig. 4.14B, C, for the case of pump enhancement signatures. We find that our

measurements can be well parametrized by this modified CHO model. We have also

applied this model to the case of LDOS enhancement. As the coupling gratings and the

antenna are unchanged, we use the same model parameters as above for the antenna

and coupling properties, and only make changes to the nanobeam cavity parameters.

We now useQ = 500 at 375THz, with a slightly larger mode volume of Ṽ = 11 (λ/n)3.
The results of this model are shown in the black dashed lines in Fig. 4.15B and C, for

the curve extracted from the 473 cm−1
line. We again find a good agreement for the

lineshapes in both observables. While one must be very careful when interpreting

these results, given the coarse efficiency estimates, the fact that the model matches the

lineshapes in all four configurations simultaneously is remarkable. This indicates that

the CHO model provides a good understanding of the physics of pump enhancement,

LDOS enhancement, and extraction efficiency. As long as the coupling constants

for the grating couplers and antenna are unknown, measuring an absolute LDOS

enhancement is out of reach. However, from the CHO model, it is possible to estimate

the ratio of the LDOS enhancements of the bare antenna and the hybrid system. We

find that hybridizing the antennas at hand with a nanobeam cavity reduces the LDOS

by a factor of 3.34 at the dip of the Fano, and increases it by a factor of 1.35 at its peak.

Much more substantial suppressions and enhancements are predicted by this model

for geometries that use cavities with smaller mode volumes as starting point, and

through optimization of the tuning of antenna and cavity relative to each other.

4.8. Conclusion
To conclude, we have reported the optical characterization of Si3N4 photonic crystal

cavity hybrids with a narrow-gap dimer antenna, fabricated through a 2-step lithog-

raphy process. We demonstrated that we can tune the resonance of the cavities and

antennas with respect to each other by scaling their sizes, allowing us to detune the two

components with respect to each other. The hybrids can be addressed through input

and output waveguides to which we couple via a set of gratings. When doing so, we

see a clear optical signal from the antenna. We observe that the presence of an antenna

on a nanobeam cavity causes the resonance to redshift with respect to that of the bare

cavity by ∼1.2 nm, and to broaden by ∼1 nm on average. Stronger effects are observed

for larger antennas, which is in line with predictions from perturbation theory. We see

that almost all devices are functional and follow this trend, indicating a high success

rate in the fabrication of the beam, the antenna, and the antenna placement.

In the second part of this chapter, we have shown that we can use SERS as a

means to probe the hybrid properties in terms of field enhancement and LDOS. The

SERS signal is highly selective for molecules that probe LDOS and field enhancement

right at the antenna position, as it is only visible when addressing the antennas in

the correct polarization. We have shown that we can effectively probe the properties

of the nanobeam hybrids with SERS, and can make a clear distinction between SERS

signal that is mainly enhanced through the pump, and enhancements originating from

the narrow LDOS line of the hybrid resonance. There is good qualitative agreement
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between the measured SERS signal and the signal predicted in a coupled harmonic

oscillator model. While it is difficult to convert these observations into absolute field

and LDOS enhancements, these observations validate our model understanding of

hybrid resonators as developed in Chapter 2. Finally, we note that instead of viewing

SERS as a probe of a hybrid nanostructures, there is also a strong interest in developing

hybrids to leverage SERS. In particular, the paradigm of molecular optomechanics

suggests that sideband-resolved SERS, wherein optical resonances are used that are

narrower than the Raman shift, can be instrumental for applications of SERS beyond

spectroscopy. These include transduction of THz and IR to visible light, cooling and

parametric driving of vibrations, and vibrational strong coupling for chemistry. Our

work evidences important steps to this goal, including sideband resolved SERS, and

waveguide addressing of sideband resolved SERS hot spots. Important next steps will

be to benchmark and improve SERS enhancement factors, and to realize multi-resonant

systems in which both the pump and vibrational lines are controlled through on-chip

pathways.

Towards the goal of improving Purcell enhancement factors, we note that the low

index contrast between the Si3N4 and the surrounding media of PMMA and SiO2 limit

the confinement that can be achieved by such cavities. Free-standing nanobeams have

the potential to achieve higher Q and smaller V , resulting in higher-quality hybrids.

Likewise, the antenna properties can be enhanced by improvements in design and

fabrication. This work demonstrates that Si3N4 photonic crystal nanobeam hybrids

have the potential to harness light-matter interaction, perhaps to the point of achieving

strong coupling. Especially if we could improve confinement and Q by working

with suspended instead of immersed nanobeams and if the gap could be reduced

by a factor ∼ 2, these systems could contribute towards spanning the gap between

photonic microcavities and plasmonic nanoantennas. This regime has a number of

useful applications, including few/many-emitter strong coupling and single-particle

sensing.
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5
A python toolbox for

unbiased statistical
analysis of fluorescence

intermittency of multi-level
emitters

“’Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’
’That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said the Cat.

’I don’t much care where -’ said Alice.
’Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’ said the Cat.

’- so long as I get SOMEWHERE,’ Alice added as an explanation.
’Oh, you’re sure to do that,’ said the Cat, ’if you only walk long enough.”

— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865



Chapter 5. A python toolbox for unbiased statistical analysis of

fluorescence intermittency of multi-level emitters

5.1. Introduction

S
ince the seminal first observation of single molecule emitters in fluorescence mi-

croscopy three decades ago [274], single quantum emitter photophysics has taken

center stage in a large body of research. On one hand, single quantum emitters as

single-photon sources [27] are held to be an essential part of quantum communication

networks and are deemed essential for building optically addressed and cavity-QED

based quantum computing nodes [26]. This has particularly spurred research in III-V

semiconductor quantum dots [28, 168], color centers in diamond, silicon carbide, and

2D materials [275–277], and organic molecules at low temperature [127]. On the other

hand, classical applications of ensembles of emitters for displays, lighting, lasers, and

as microscopy-tags drive the continuous development of new types of emitters, such as

II-VI self-assembled quantumdots 20 years ago [267, 278, 279], and inorganic perovskite

quantum dots just recently [156, 157, 280–285]. For all these systems, understanding

the photophysics on the single emitter level is instrumental, whether the intended

use is at the single or ensemble level. A common challenge for almost all types of

emitters is that they exhibit intermittency, also known as blinking [286, 287]. Under

constant pumping emitters switch, seemingly at random, between brighter anddimmer

states, often corresponding with higher and low quantum yield (QY), and different

fluorescence decay rates. Frequently the switching behavior also shows peculiar,

power-law distributed, random distributions of durations of events. Determining

the mechanism through which emitters blink, i.e., the origin of the involved states,

the power-law distribution of residence times, and the cause of switching, have been

the topic of a large number of studies particularly for II-VI quantum dots as recently

reviewed by Efros and Nesbitt. [288]. Recent studies on inorganic perovskite quantum

dots uncover intermittency behavior that does not fit commonmodels for intermittency

in their II-VI counterparts [157, 280–285].

In order to quantify intermittent behavior, the simplest and most commonly em-

ployed method is to subdivide a measurement stream of individual photon-arrival

times into short bins of a few ms, to calculate the intensity (in counts/second) of each

bin. Every bin can then be assigned to a state (on, off or grey) according to its brightness

so that on/off times as well as intensity levels can be defined and analyzed [286].

For pulsed laser excitation, also quasi-instantaneous fluorescence decay rates can be

obtained [266, 289]. However, it is well known that this method of binning time

streams and histogramming binned intensities causes detrimental artefacts [286, 290–

296]. Retrieved parameters of the quantum dot behavior often exhibit a dependency

on the choice of the bin width, which affect estimates of switching time distributions

and power laws, and also the objective assignment of intensities to intrinsic levels.

Narrower bin widths in principle allow better resolution, but run into shot noise limits,

while conversely choosing larger bins suppresses noise, but will render the analysis

blind to fast events.

To overcome these issues, Watkins and Yang [290] proposed changepoint analysis

(CPA) as a Bayesian statistics approach for the unbiased determination of switching

times that is optimal, i.e., gives the best performance given the constraints of shot noise

in the data. Changepoint analysis and clustering is one example of Bayesian inference

methods to determine the transitions andunderlying levels in single photon trajectories.

In the domain of high-throughput single-molecule analysis [297] many methods to

process single photon trajectories have appeared, that one can classify as supervised
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Figure 5.1: A schematic overview of the working of the toolbox. (A) An

illustration of the two methods available to obtain TCSPC data, either by

photoluminescence TCSPC measurements of a single emitter (top panel) or

through simulation of a single emitter (bottom panel). The latter is provided

in the toolbox. Both will result in a stream of timestamps that can then be

further analyzed by the toolkit. The simulation part of the toolbox simulates

dots of m0 levels, with associated count rates and fluorescence decay rates Im
and γm, with the dot visiting levels in random order, and with residence times

for each segment chosen drawn according to specified power law exponents

αm. The output simulated data consists of time stamped photon arrivals over

a total time span T , where for each photon k = 1, 2, 3 . . ., a time stamp sk
is recorded. These time stamps are randomly distributed over two detector

channels SA, SB . The delays of each of the photon time stamps relative to

the time stamp in the third channel SR, representing the periodic pump laser

pulse train, is chosen in accordance with the set emitter decay rate. (B) Starting

out with this stream of photon events, using CPA (C), the changepoints are

found, and with these, the instantaneous intensities. (D) Subsequently, these

events are grouped in order to find the most likely underlying intensity levels

between the behavior. Following this, a number of analyses can be done,

such as (E) ascertaining whether the time between switching events is power

law distributed, (F) the visible separation of states in FDID/FLID (fluorescent

decay rate intensity diagrams, resp. fluorescent lifetime intensity diagrams),

and (G) the presence of memory in the switching behavior. Here we show an

example of a simulated, 4 level emitter, with simulation parameters chosen for

clarity of illustration.
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learning methods with a priori model assumptions on one hand, and unsupervised

approaches on the other hand. Prominent are so-called hidden Markov Model (HMM)

methods [298] that view photon data streams as experimentally measured output of

transitions between hidden transition states. Bayesian inference can then estimate

parameters such as transition probabilities if one a priori postulates the number of

levels and the allowed transitions. As this underlying model is a priori often not

known, one can applyHMMwithdifferent possiblemodels, and rank themaccording to

probabilistic criteria, such as the Bayesian Information Criterion. Also, the requirement

for a priori knownmodels is relaxed in so-called aggregatedMarkov models [299], and

non-Markov memory kernel models [300].

Juxtaposed to such supervised analysis methods are unsupervised approaches.

Suchmethods apply changepoint analysis to partition data into time segments between

jumps, and subsequent clustering of intensity levels. The CPA method pioneered by

Watkins and Yang is essentially such a combination of changepoint detection and

hierarchical agglomerative clustering, using the Bayesian Information Criterion to

determine the best clustering of measured intensities in distinct levels (states) with

as sole assumption that intensity in each segment of time wherein the emitter is in a

given level, the counts are Poisson distributed [290, 293]. A main drawback is that

particularly the clustering is slow. We refer to Ref. [301] for recent developments

in machine learning to mitigate this problem. A main advantage of CPA is that no

underlying model is required, and that the data is segmented and clustered to the

level that the data allows, given that the data is Poisson distributed in intensity, and

given a required confidence level stipulated by the user. Variations on CP for other

types of noise, such as Gaussian noise, have also appeared [302, 303]. Despite the

well-documented superior performance over binning of photon counting data, in the

domain of single photon counting data from quantum dots only very few groups have

adopted these methods [152, 282, 290, 292, 293, 296, 304].

In this chapter, we provide, benchmark, and document a Python toolbox for

changepoint analysis, state clustering, and analysis of fluorescence-intensity-decay rate

correlations that is posted on GitHub [305]. Amain motivation lies in the emergence of

new quantum emitter systems with complex photophysics. While II-VI quantum dots

for which CPA was originally developed, are generally understood to switch between

just two or three states, the problem of accurate analysis of intermittency is gaining in

prominence with the advent of novel emitters, such as perovskite quantum dots which

appear to switch not between just two, but instead a multitude of states [157, 280–

285]. There is hence a large need for a toolbox that provides unbiased, model-free

analysis of photon counting data, for which reason we provide a CPA implementation

and benchmark it for complex multilevel emitters. Our toolbox is both applicable to

real quantum dot data, and valuable as a testbed for both testing models and analysis

techniques on synthetic, i.e., numerically generated data. Indeed, the code toolbox

includes code to generate numerically random photon time arrival data streams for

‘synthetic’ quantum dots that jump between an arbitrary set of intensity levels and

decay rates, with jump time statistics and photon budgets that can be set by the user.

As results we provide benchmarks on the performance of CPA for detecting change

points in function of the number of intensity levels and total photon budget, and

we explore the limits to the number of distinct states that the clustering analysis

can reliably separate. Moreover, the toolbox allows to us test the accuracy of jump

time statistics, such as power law statistics, for such multilevel dots. Finally, the
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test suite also allows to benchmark the accuracy of fluorescence decay model fitting

with maximum likelihood estimation, and we discuss the construction of fluorescence-

intensity-decay rate correlations from CPA-partitioned data. The applicability of the

toolbox to experimental data will be illustrated in Chapter 6. We note that some

other approaches such as HMM methods may be more suited for processes where

more knowledge on the underlying physical processes is available. In contrast, our

toolbox is ideal for cases in which one wants to make no a priori assumption on

the physical mechanism behind intermittency. Furthermore, the CPA method in the

toolbox operates on the finest level of information available in photon counting, i.e.

the distribution of individual photon arrival times, as opposed to methods that are

optimized to work on camera frame data [297]. This Chapter is structured as follows.

In the Methods section we summarize the Bayesian statistics tools we implemented to

analyze all aspects of our data. Next, we benchmark the performance of changepoint

analysis to pinpoint intensity jumps, and of level clustering to identify the number of

levels between which a dot switches on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations. Next

we present considerations on the dependence of on-off time distributions, decay rate

fit, and so-called ‘fluorescence decay-rate versus intensity diagrams’(FDIDs) on count

rates.

5.2. Methods

In this Section, we present all the methods implemented in our Python toolbox, as well

as the methods for benchmarking them. Benchmark results are presented in the results

section. We refer to the supporting information of [306] for a full manual to the code

and to our GitHub repository [305] the code itself.

5.2.1. Changepoint analysis
First, we summarize changepoint analysis (or CPA), a Bayesian statistics method for the

unbiaseddetermination of jumps or ‘changepoints’ in time traces of discrete events [150,

152, 153, 282, 290, 292, 293, 296, 303, 307–309]. Bayesian statistics is a paradigm that

reverses the usual standpoint of probability theory. Usual probability theory views a

data set as a random draw from a probability distribution, given a hypothesis on the

parameters of the underlying physical process. In this framework, one can calculate the

likelihood of drawing the specific measured data set. Bayesian statistics, on the other

hand, compares the likelihood of distinct hypotheses, given a measured data set and

assumptions on the underlying measurement noise.

We consider time-tagged single photon counting data consisting of an ordered list

of measured photon arrival times sk, collected over a measurement time T . For a

single emitter with no memory that emits at a count rate ofN photons in a time T , the
waiting times - i.e., the times between photon arrivals - are exponentially distributed

with waiting time τw = T/N . In order to determine whether there is a changepoint in

some segment q, CPA compares the likelihood of two distinct hypotheses, (1) there is a

jump in emission intensity (i.e. the average waiting time τw jumping from some value

to another) against (2) there is the same intensity throughout themeasurement interval.

When testing for a jump at photon detection event k at time sk in this trajectory q with

time duration Tq containing Nq photon events, this leads to a log-likelihood ratio, or
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‘Bayes factor’ [290, 292, 293]

Lk = 2k ln
k

Vk
+ 2(Nq − k) ln

Nq − k
1− Vk

− 2Nq lnNq, (5.1)

where Vk = sk/Tq . Derivation of this log-likelihood ratio involves several steps. First, it

incorporates the assumption that inbetween jumps, thewaiting timebetweenphotons is

exponentially distributed, on basis of which one can assess the likelihood of measuring

the given data set for a given hypothesis on the exponential waiting time τw. Second,
it uses maximally non-informative priors for Lk to compare the hypothesis of presence

versus absence of a changepointwithout further restrictive assumptions on the involved

intensity levels.

It should be noted that there are other ways to arrive at the same log-likelihood

ratio test. One alternative starting point is a binary time series in which there is an

underlying uniform and small probability distribution of photon detection per bin

(e.g., imagining the time axis binned in by the timing card resolution (of order 0.1 ns

for typical hardware)) [304]. Such a uniform distribution would emerge as a direct

consequence of exponential waiting time distributions. In this case one should start

fromabinomial distributionandultimately arrives at the same formula after application

of Stirling’s formula. Another starting point is CPA applied to binned data with wider

bins with multiple counts, i.e. to series of Poisson distributed intensities instead of

discrete events [290, 293]. However, the binning would introduce an undesirable time

scale through the chosen bin width. Of these three methods, working with photon

arrival times is themost data-efficient approach and introduces no artificial partitioning

whatsoever. We refer to Ref. [293] for a derivation of the log-likelihood ratio in all these

three scenarios, which includes a precise description of the use of maximally non-

informative priors.

Following Watkins and Yang [290] and Ensign [293], the most likely location of a

changepoint, if any, is at the k that maximizes the Bayes factor Lk. The hypothesis

that this most likely changepoint is indeed a real event is accepted if Lk exceeds a

critical threshold value for Lk or ‘skepticism’. This value is chosen to balance false

positives against missed events. A full data set is partitioned recursively, i.e., by

recursively checking if data sets between two accepted changepoints themselves contain

further changepoints. This results in a division of the data set into segments, each of

which starts and ends at an accepted changepoint, and with the level of skepticism as

stop criterion for the recursion. The resulting segmentation provides the most likely

description of data as consisting of segments within which the intensity is constant,

given the value chosen for the degree of ‘skepticism’, and given the amount of data

collected. Since the algorithm works with the list of individual photon arrival times

this segmentation entails no arbitrary partitioning. An accepted rule of thumb is that

if the Bayes factor Lk exceeds a ‘skepticism’ value of just between 1-3, the evidence for

a changepoint is highly ambiguous, while values in the range 7-10 are deemed strong

evidence. The toolbox is supplied with a default value of skepticism of 8, set following

the analysis of [290] and [293]. The reader is warned that for a given photophysics

scenario (intensity levels, segment duration statistics) it is advisable to set the level of

‘skepticism’ on basis of simulations, in order to optimize the trade-off between missing

changepoints altogether (false negatives) and precision (avoiding false positives). Our

result section provides an example of such an optimization.
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5.2.2. Clustering
Changepoint analysis splits the data into segments separated by jumps (a list of Q
jumps delineate Q − 1 segments). One can now ask what the statistical properties

are of the segmentation, i.e., what the statistics are of the length of segments, the

intensity levels most likely corresponding to the segments, and the fluorescence decay

times associated with the segments. For instance, it is a nontrivial question how

many distinct constant intensity levels, or states,mr actually underlie theN − 1 found

segments, with intensities I1 . . . IQ−1. To answer this question Watkins and Yang [290]

proposed a clustering approach. The recent work of Li and Yang [303] provides a

detailed explanation of the reasoning involved, though quoting results for Gaussian

instead of Poissonian distributed data. The idea is that with theQ− 1 found segments,

eachwith their associated recorded intensities Iq one can use expectationmaximization

to calculate, for a hypothesized and fixed number of levels nG what the most likely

underlying intensity levels Im are (withm ∈ 1 . . . nG), and how probable it is that each

segment is ascribed to a given level (probability pmq). Subsequently, Bayesian inference

is used to establish what the most likely number of levels (i.e. states)mr and associated

intensities Im, withm ∈ {1 . . .mr} is that describes the data.
Following Ref. [290, 303], the expectation minimization in our toolbox is imple-

mented as an iterative algorithm started by a first guess of the segmentation. This

guess is obtained by a hierarchical clustering of Q− 1 segments inm = 1, 2, . . . Q− 1
levels that proceeds recursively. In each step, it identifies the two segments in the list

with the most similar intensity levels as belonging to the same level. This provides an

initial clustering of the measured data in any numberm = 1, 2, . . . Q− 1 of levels. For

the expectation maximization, the idea is to simultaneously and iteratively optimize

the probability pmq for segment q to belong to themth level, as well as an estimate of the

intensities of these levels Im. In each iteration, the intensities of all levels are estimated

from the level assignment from pm,q . Following this, the probability distribution

pmq is updated to redistribute the segments over the levels. In this calculation, it is

important to understand the type of noise statistics the data obeys. In the case of single-

photonmeasurements, and for the purpose of this discussion, the intensities are Poisson

distributed. The iteration is repeated until pmq converges (practically also capped by a

maximum number of iterations). The final outcome is a most likely assignment of the

measured segments into nG levels. Next for each value of nG one assesses the ‘Bayesian

information criterion’ (BIC). This criterion is a measure for how good the description

of the segmented intensity trace is with nG intensity levels given the assumption of

Poisson counting statistics for each fixed intensity level. Beyond a mere ‘goodness of

fit’ metric that would simply improve with improved number of parameters available

to describe the data, this metric is penalized for the number of parameters to avoid

overfitting. For Poisson distributed data the criterion is derived in [290] as

BIC = 2LEM − (2nG − 1) lnQ−Q lnN (5.2)

where Q again is the number of change points detected, nG is the number of available

levels. The term LEM is the log-likelihood function optimized in the expectation

maximization step, i.e LEM =
∑
q

∑n
G

m=1 pmqln[pmP(Iq; Im)]with P(x;λ) the Poisson
probability function at mean λ, pm the probability of drawing levelm. The second term

in the BIC is the term penalizing the BIC for overfitting. The accepted best description

of an emitter in nG-levels is taken to be at the value of nG where the BIC peaks.
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5.2.3. Intensity cross/autocorrelation and maximum likelihood

lifetime fitting

Many single photon counting experiments are set up with pulsed laser excitation for

fluorescence decay rate measurements, and with multiple detectors to collect intensity

autocorrelations (e.g., to verify antibunching in g(2)(τ) for time intervals τ comparable

to the fluorescence decay rate, and shorter than the commonly longer detector dead

time). In a typical absolute-time tagging set up, this results in multiple data streams

SA, SB, SR of time stamps corresponding to the detection events on each detector, and

the concomitant laser pulses that created them, respectively. Our Python toolbox

contains an implementation of the correlation algorithm of Wahl et al. [310] that

operates on timestamp series, and returns, for any combination of channels S1, S2

(1, 2 ∈ {A,B,R}), the cross correlation C(τ)∆τ , i.e., the number of events in the time

series S1 and the time series S2 that coincided when shifted over τ , within a precision

∆τ .

Cross-correlating detected photons and laser arrival times, taking ∆τ to be the

binning precision of the counting electronics and the range of τ equal to the laser pulse

repetition rate, returns a histogram of the delay times between photon detection events

and laser pulses. To obtain g(2)(τ) to investigate antibunching, streams of photon

events from two detectors in a Hanbury-Brown Twiss set up are cross-correlated. ∆τ
is taken to be the binning precision of the counting electronics and the sampled range

of τ as an interval is taken symmetrically around τ = 0 and several times the laser

pulse interval. Finally auto- or cross correlating detector streams over τ -ranges from
nanoseconds to seconds, coarsening both τ and ∆τ to obtain equidistant sampling

on a logarithmic time axis, results in long time intensity autocorrelations of use in

intermittency analysis [295]. Our toolbox also provides this logarithmic time-step

coarsening version of the correlation algorithm of Wahl et al. [310]

Of particular interest for intermittent single emitters is the analysis of fluorescence

decay rates in short segments of data as identified by changepoint analysis, that may be

so short as to contain only 20 to 1000 photons. For each of the photon detection events

in a single CPA segment, cross-correlation with the laser pulse train yields a histogram

of the Nq photons in segment q. In each of the bins (with width ∆τ ) the photon

counts are expected to be Poisson distributed. Therefore the optimum fit procedure to

extract decay rates employs the Maximum Likelihood Estimate procedure for Poisson

distributed data, as described by Bajzer et al. [311]. In brief, for a decay trace sampled

at time points τi relative to the laser excitation, with counts per bin D(τi), the merit

function reads

M = −
∑

all data bins i

{D(τi) log [FA(τi)]− FA(τi)} . (5.3)

Assuming a chosen fit function FA(t) the parameter set A that minimizes this merit

function provides the parameter values that most likely correspond to the data. The

estimated errors in these parameters then follow from the diagonal elements of the

inverse of the Hessian of M relative to the parameters A. Importantly, the fact

that the Poisson distribution is tied to absolute numbers of counts, implies that this

approach requires that the data is neither scaled nor background subtracted. Instead,

the background should be part of the fit function either as a free parameter or a known

constant. Furthermore, it should be noted that time bins with zero counts are as

informative to the fit as non-empty ones, and should not be left out.
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5.2.4. Generating synthetic quantum dot data

To benchmark theCPAand clusteringmethod and to test its limits, our toolbox provides

an example routine to generate artificial data mimicking quantum dot intermittency.

To obtain mimicked quantum dot data, we first choose a numberm0 of intensity levels

I0,m between which we assume the dot to switch. Next, we generate switching times

for each of the states. In this work, we choose all switching times from a power law

distribution. For benchmarkpurposes, wewill present resultswithpower lawexponent

α = 1.5, though any exponent can be set in the code. On the assumption that intensity

levels appear in a random and uncorrelated order, this segments the time axis into a list

of switching events T0,j , j = 1, 2, . . .m0, where for each segment we randomly assign

one of the nominal intensities I0,m. Next, to mimic a pulsed excitation experiment, we

imagine each of these segments to be subdivided in intervals of length τL equivalent

to a laser repetition rate (τL = 100 ns in the examples in this work). We assign each

of these intervals to be populated with one photon at probability pm = I0,mτL. This

ensures that the number of photons Nq in every segment is drawn from a Poisson

distribution at mean T0,qI0,m. By removal of all empty bins, the binary list is translated

into a list S = (t1, t2, t3, . . .) of photon arrival time stamps at resolution τL to which one

can directly apply CPA to attempt a retrieval of switching times, and apply clustering

to retrieve the number of states.

To also enable fluorescence decay rate analysis, we further refine the photon arrival

time list. Recalling that we have generated switching events T0,q between intensity

states I0,m, we now also assume fluorescence decay rates γ0,m. As each segment

q, was already chosen to correspond to some level mq , we now impose decay rate

γ0,mq on the photon arrival times. To do so, for each of the photon events k = 1 . . . Nq
already generated at resolution τLwenow randomly drawadelay time∆k relative to its

exciting laser froman exponential distribution characterized by rate γ0,mq . Tomimic the

behavior of typical TPSPC counting equipment, the delay time is discretized at a finite

time resolution∆τ (in thiswork chosen as 165 ps tomatch the hardware in the provided

example experimental data measured in our lab (Becker & Hickl DPC-230), though of

course in the toolbox the value can be set to match that of any TCSPC card vendor).

Testing of fluorescence decay trace fitting can operate directly on the generated list of

delay times, or alternatively one can synthesize a TCSPC experiment by re-assigning S
to represent laser-pulse arrival timesSR, and defining photon arrival times as the events

in SA, SB each shifted by its delay time, i.e. SX = (t1 +∆1, t1 +∆2, . . .),with X ∈ A,B.

Cross correlation of SR and SX returns the delay time list. We note that although our

work does not focus on antibunching, our quantum dot simulation routine provides

data distributed over two detector channels, where emission events antibunch, while

an uncorrelated background noise level of the detectors can also be set.

5.2.5. Practical implementation

We have implemented the toolbox ingredients in Python 3.8. As timestamp data can

be substantial in size, we use the ‘parquet’ binary format to store timestamps as 64-bit

integers. Processing and plotting the data is dependent on Pythons’ standard libraries

numpy, matplotlib, while we use Numba, a just-in-time compiler, to accelerate the

time-stamp correlation algorithms. An example script to generate synthetic data, and

to run the entire workflow on simulated data is provided. We refer to the supporting

information for a guide to the practical implementation and use of our toolbox. The
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toolbox comes also with example experimental data on single CsPbBr3 quantum dots

from the experiments in Chapter 6. Table 5.1 list scaling and performance metrics for

the algorithms contained in the toolbox.

5.3. Results
The remainder of this work is devoted to presenting benchmarks of the provided

methods. Benchmarks for emitters with ‘binary’ switching, i.e., two well-separated

intensity levels as is typical for II-VI quantum dots, have already been presented in

literature [290, 296, 304]. However, emitters under current study, such as perovskite

quantum dots appear to have a multitude, or perhaps even a continuum, of intensity

levels. Our tests hence focus on determining the performance of CPA and level

clustering for many-level single photon emitters.

5.3.1. Precision of identifying individual changepoints

Figure 5.2(A) and (B) show examples of CPA analysis applied to a simulated quantum

dot with a single jump in its behavior, from an intensity level 104
to 103

cts/s resp.

from 4.5 × 102
to 2.25 × 102

, with ∼ 900 and ∼ 150 photons left and right of the

changepoint, respectively. Purely for visualization purposes, the data is plotted in a

binned format, as the analysis itself does not make use of any binning. Alongside the

binned intensity trace, we also show the log-likelihood ratio Lk. In both cases, the

log-likelihood ratio clearly peaks at or close to the point where there is a changepoint

in the data. Since the Bayes factor is actually a logarithmic measure for the comparison

of hypotheses, the algorithm indeed identifies the changepoint with high probability

and to within just a few photon events, even where the jump is far smaller than the

Algorithm Scaling Timing
CPA O(N

√
N) Ca. 10 s for N = 106

Grouping Initial clustering dominates over iterative algorithm

Initialization* O(Q2) 0.5 s for Q = 3× 102

Iterative optimization� Overhead dominated 0.75 ms per iteration (Q < 500)

g(2)� O(Nn
plot points

) 8 ms per plot point at N = 106

Long-time autocorr.§ O(Nn
cascade

) Ca. 2s for full plot

* For large Q this is accelerated by first clustering subsets, merging, and continuing clustering

� Typically 5 to 10 iterations are required when nG ≈ m.

� Numba JIT acceleration assuming int64 provides over 2 orders of magnitude accelation. A

typical g(2)
plot has ca. n

plot points
) = 2000, and hence requires 10 to 20 seconds to evaluate.

§ Essentially repeating g(2)
and logarithmic coarsening every n

cascade
points.

Table 5.1: Algorithm scaling and computation time as function of the total

number of photons N and total number of changepoints Q. Timings were

obtained on a standard desktop [Intel I7 4790 at 3.6 GHz, with 16 Gb of DDR3

RAM), and are obtained onbasis of 5× 100 photon trajectories (100 independent

draws for 5different trajectory record lengthswith fromca. 104
to 3×106

photon

events).
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Figure 5.2: Demonstration of changepoint detection applied to a synthesized

data set with a single changepoint, with equal photon counts before and after

the changepoint. In (A) and (B) the contrast between intensities is a factor of

10 and 2, respectively, while the total photon budget is approximately 2000 and

300. The bottom panels show the log-likelihood ratio test, which clearly peaks

at the changepoint in both cases. The y-axis unit cts/ms stands for counts per

millisecond. The robustness of the method is demonstrated in (C) and (D),

where we show the likelihood of detecting a changepoint in such a series for

different intensity contrasts, and the variance of the found times, respectively,

as a function of the total photon numbers. To gather accurate statistics, 104

photon traces were generated for each data point. The data is plotted in a

binned fashion (1 ms bins) for visualization purposes only.

shot noise in the binned representation in the plot, at a relative intensity contrast of just

a factor of 2. Generally, the probability with which the algorithm identifies or misses

the changepoint is dependent on the total number of photons recorded both before and

after the changepoint, and on the contrast in intensities, consistent with the findings of

Watkins, and Ensign [290].

5.3.2. Intermittency and on-off time histograms

To identify the limits of CPA [293, 296] we consider the feasibility of identifying

changepoints of contrast I2/I1 as a function of the total number of photons in the

time record. The results are shown in Figure 5.2C for the likelihood of detecting a

changepoint, and Figure 5.2D for the error in identifying the precise event k at which

the changepoint that is identified occurred. Here, we only consider the case where

there are roughly an equal number of photon events before and after the changepoint.

This data is obtained by simulating 104
switching events of the type as shown in

Fig 5.2(A,B) for each contrast and mean photon count shown. The range of contrasts

is chosen commensurate with reported on-off contrasts for typical quantum dots in
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Figure 5.3: (A) Typical time trace of a simulated quantum dot. The intensity

duty cycle switches between 0.5 × 104
and 2 × 104

counts/s. It shows an

on/off input duty cycle generated with a power-law distribution (orange), the

duty cycle with Poissonian noise (purple), and the retrieved duty cycle (green).

Overall, the original intensities and lifetimes (B) are retrieved well.

literature, which generally fall in the 1.5 to 5-fold contrast range. At high intensity

contrast, exceeding a factor 5, a total photon count as low as 300 is enough for near-

unity detection. Moreover, for sufficiently high photon count left and right of the

changepoint, even very small changes in intensity have a high likelihood of being

accurately detected, even if in binned data representations the jump is not visible

within the shot noise. Figure 5.2(D) provides a metric for the accuracy within which

changepoints are pinpointed. Changepoint analysis returns the most likely photon

event k in which the jump occurred, which in our analysis can be compared to the

actual photon event index k0 at which we programmed the Monte Carlo simulation to

show a jump. Figure 5.2d reports the mean error (

√
var(k − k0) as a metric of accuracy.

At jump contrasts above a factor 2, changepoints are identified to within an accuracy of

almost one photon event even with just 102
photon counts in the total event record. At

very small contrasts, the error in determining the location of a changepoint is generally

on the level of one or two photon events, only worsening when there are fewer than

200 counts. This observation highlights the fact that if the photon record has just a few

counts in total, the error in estimating the count rate before and after the jump becomes

comparable to the magnitude of the jump.

As next step in our Monte Carlo benchmarking we turn to time series with many,

instead of single, jumps. Fig. 5.3A shows a representative example for a simulated

intermittent quantum dot with two states, assuming a contrast ratio between states

of 2 × 104
and 5 × 103

s
−1

. We generally observe that the recursive CPA algorithm

accurately identifies switching events, barring a number of missed events of very short

duration.

From the CPA analysis we retrieve the time duration between switching events.

Figure 5.4A shows a histogram of time durations, plotted as a probability density
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Figure 5.4: (A) A histogram of the number of switching events as a function of

their duration. Each data point represents 10.000, 10 s power-law distributed

time traces. The input shows the initial power-law distribution, the lighter

colors show the number of retrieved changepoints, after applying Poisson noise

and CPA, at different contrasts, with I1 = 105
. counts/s. We can see that even

at low contrast, events with long times between switching are retrieved, but

each contrast has a characteristic duration below which changepoints can’t be

accurately retrieved. This puts a fundamental limit on the information that can

be extracted from a given data set. (B) An occupancy diagram illustrating the

behavior of the clustering algorithm for a system with m0=4 intensity levels.

The color scale indicates the amount of time spent in each state mi after the

assignment of states for a given number of available states nG. We see that

when nG > m0, effectively all segments are distributed across only nG ≤ m0

intensity levels.

function obtained from a whole series of Monte Carlo simulated time traces of varying

contrast between states (see legend). Notably, if we simulate quantum dots that

have switching times that are power-law distributed, the retrieved distribution indeed

follows the assumed power-law, particularly for long times. At shorter times, the

histogram remains significantly below the power law, particularly at low intensity

ratios between the two assumed states. This indicates that CPA misses fast switching

events, and is consistent with the observation from Figure 5.2C that aminimumphoton

count is required to observe switching events of a given contrast. As a rule of thumb,

usual II-VI colloidal quantum dots have a contrast between dark and bright states of

around 5, meaning that of order 200 photons are required to detect a change point

with near-certainty. At the assumed count rates (2 × 104
s
−1

for the bright state) this

means one expects CPA to fail for switching times below 10 ms, where the on-off time

histogram indeed shows a distinct roll-off. This result suggests one should interpret

on-off time histograms from changepoint detection with care: one can generally rely

on the long-time tail, but should determine the shortest time scale below which the

histogram is meaningless on basis of the intensity levels present in the data.
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5.3.3. Error analysis for trajectories with multiple jumps

The changepoint analysis results in Figure 5.2(C) essentially quantifies the algorithm

performance in termsof the fraction of correctly identified changepoints (truepositives)

for traces with a single step in intensity, as a function of contrast and photon budget.

Actual single emitter photon trajectories have a plethora of steps, where CPA is mainly

likely to miss short segments as only those changepoints are accepted for which the

evidence in the data is compelling, relative to the shot noise in it. Indeed, the short-

time roll-off in Figure 5.4A highlights exactly this tendency of CPA to under-report on

closely-spaced changepoints (false negative rates high for short segments). The level of

skepticism set as parameter for running CPA sets the overall accuracy of the algorithm,

essentially trading off the rates of false positives, and false negatives. When using the

toolbox for a particular photophysical scenario, the reader is recommended to study

the error rates as a function of skepticism. To demonstrate that type of study, here we

report on algorithm performance as a function of skepticism using the error metrics

accuracy, precision and recall. To this end, we generate synthetic data and match the list

of nominal changepoints and retrieved changepoints to determine the rate TP of true

positives, the rate FP (false positives) of detected transitions for which no transition

was actually present, and the rate FN of false negatives, in which a true transition is

not detected by CPA. The standard definition for the error metrics reads [298, 301]

accuracy =
TP

TP+FN+FP

(5.4)

precision =
TP

TP+FP

(5.5)

recall =
TP

TP+FN

. (5.6)

The accuracy benchmarks overall performance, whereas precision measures the false

positive error rate, and recall quantifies the false negative rate. Since firstly changepoint

detection is not accurate to the level of a single photon arrival time, and secondly the

set of stored nominal switching times in our toolbox may fall in between synthesized
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Figure 5.5: Accuracy (A), precision (B), and recall (C) for changepoint analysis
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Figure 5.6: Examples of the BIC for simulated quantum dots, withm0 = 2, 3, 4.
Themost likely number of levels is indicated by a small peak inLk. In the inset,

we show that the distributions indeed peak at their respectivem0. It should be

noted that the BIC shows a very sharp rise, and then fromm0 onward appears

almost flat. There is in fact a shallow downward slope. Here one should keep

in mind that the BIC is a logarithmic metric. On a linear scale the maximum is

significant.

photon events, such a comparison requires a tolerance range to be meaningful. Figure

5.5 presents the algorithm performance as a function of the level of skepticism (vertical

axis), and as a function of the tolerance range within which change points are accepted

as true positives, measured in milliseconds. The results are for a more challenging case

than a two-level dot, namely a 4 level system with mean count rate 5× 104
counts per

second, and 4 equidistant intensity levels (2, 4, 6 and 8×104
counts per second), and

power law distributed segment residence times (exponent 1.5, with shortest residence

time of 10ms in a segment). Presented results are obtained from 200 photon trajectories

with on average 5× 105
photons and 102

changepoints each.

If the time axis for the tolerance is chosen as short as the inversemean count rate, the

apparent algorithm precision is low, indicating that changepoints are generally found

close to, but not quite at, the moment where the switching event occurs. At tolerances

of 2 to 5 ms (containing of order 50-250 photons typically at the given rate, and for the

various assumed intensity levels) the error rate saturates at above 90%. The accuracy
for this example peaks at a skepticism of ca. 7.0 ( Figure 5.5A). At higher levels of

skepticism, the precision increases, i.e., the number of false positives reduces further

(Figure 5.5B). However, this is at the expense of recall, i.e., the number of missed

changed points. The false negatives rate decreases only with skepticism lowered to

below 10 (Figure 5.5C).

5.3.4. Performance of level clustering

Next, we consider the performance of the grouping algorithm applied to the segmenta-

tion of simulated time traces. For reference, Figure 5.6 shows the Bayesian Information

Criterion versus nG for the example of simulated dots withm0 = 2, 3, 4 intensity levels.

Generally, the BIC rapidly rises asnG approaches the actual number of levelswithwhich

the data was simulated, and gently decreases once nG exceeds the actual number of
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Figure 5.7: Likelihood P of finding mr levels for a simulated system, given

m0 initial intensity levels and 〈N〉 the mean number of photon counts. We

see that the photon budget plays a defining role in the total number of states

that one can reliably resolve. At low photon budgets, the number of levels is

systematically underestimated, whereas at high photon budgets, P (mi = m0)
remains high even at highm0. We see thatmr is never overestimated.

levels in the data m0. The fast rise indicates that within the assumption of Poisson

distributed intensities, the data can not at all be described by fewer thanm0 levels. The

slow decrease is due to the penalization of the BIC by the number of fit parameters.

Since the BIC criterion actually relates to the logarithm of the probability with which nG

states are the appropriate description of the data, even an apparently gentle maximum

in BIC actually coincides with an accurate, unique determination ofm0.

Togauge the accuracyof the retrieval of thenumberof states formulti-state quantum

dots, we simulated quantum dot data with power-law distributed (α = 1.5) switching

events, assuming switching between from m̃0 = 2 to 10 equally likely levels, where we

assumed intensity levels to be assigned to segments randomly, and where we assumed

levels for simplicity evenly spaced from dark to bright. Lastly, all segments were

reassigned an intensity according to Poisson statistics. In other words, we introduced

shot noise.

5.3.5. Accuracy of decay rates versus photon budget

For many random realizations with differentm0 and 〈N〉we determine the most likely

number of statesmr (BIC(mr) = max(BIC)) according to the clustering algorithm, and

construct histograms of outcomes. The total photon budget is set by the product of

assumed record length and the mean count rates of the different levels. The outcome

of these calculations are shown in Figure 5.7(A-D), where each panel corresponds to a

different photon budget. A plot with only diagonal entries signifies that the number

of levels retrieved by the clustering algorithm always correspond to the number of

levels assumed, so mr = m0. At high photon budgets (Figures 5.7C, D), the retrieval

of the number of states is indeed robust, even for simulated dots that switch between

as many as 10 intensity levels. At low total photon budgets (Figures 5.7A, B), we

see that mr is often underestimated. This signifies that there is high uncertainty due

to shot noise in the assigned intensity levels, so that levels can not be discriminated

within the photon budget. It is remarkable that at photon budgets of 106
photons, as

many as 10 intensity levels can be robustly discerned even though the smallest contrast
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Figure 5.8: (A) Two examples of decay traces (γ = 0.1, 1 ns−1
) with low photon

count (N = 300) fitted to a single-exponential decay. (B) The standard error of

the fitted decay rate w.r.t. the input decay rate as a function of the total photon

count, for different decay rates. Each data point is the average of 103
simulated

decay traces.

between levels is as small as 10% in intensity in view of Fig. 5.2, where it is evident

that detecting changepoints for small intensity jumps is difficult. Here, however, one

should realize that in contrast to Fig. 5.2C, where single small-contrast changepoints

are studied, here many levels are visited in random order. Thus the correct detection

of small level differences is not reliant on the detection of small changepoint contrasts,

but on having sufficient photon statistics to resolve the segment count rates of already

identified segments. As a secondary metric, additional to the BIC, is the occupancy

of the levels assigned by the clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm assigns to

each data segment the most likely intensity level that it was drawn from. Occupancy is

a metric for how often each of the nG levels available to the algorithm is actually visited

by themeasured intensity sequence. We find that if one allows the clustering algorithm

to use more levels than originally used to synthesize the quantum dot data (nG > m0),

the additional levels take essentially no occupancy. We show this in Figure 5.4B for

an example of a dot assumed to have four intensity levels with a total photon count of

5×105
. As soon as additional states (m ≥ 5) are offered to the grouping algorithm, these

additional states take no occupancy anddonot change the distribution of segments over

the states found at the correctm. Thus we confirm again that the grouping algorithm

does not over-estimate the number of states.

Figure 5.8(A) shows examples of fitted simulated data for slow and fast decays,

as examples of the Monte Carlo simulations we have performed to benchmark the

accuracy of decay rate fitting in function of photon budget, and decay rate (panel (B)).

We find that the error in γ very roughly follows roughly a power law with an exponent

of 0.9− 1.1, with slower decay rates showing higher errors. Consistent with Ref. [312]

we find by Monte Carlo simulation that one requires approx. 200 (50) counts to obtain

an error below 10% (20%) in decay rate if one fits mono-exponential decay with free

parameters. A problem intrinsic to the use of CPA is that fast switching events may be

missed, leading to an averaging of short time intervals with others. This leads to decay

traces that are in fact not attributable to a single exponential decay.
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5.3.6. FDID diagrams

Correlative diagrams that plot correlations between intensity levels and fluorescence

lifetime [266, 289, 296] form a powerful visualization of quantum dot photophysics.

Our toolbox contains code to generate both fluorescence decay rate intensity diagrams

(FDIDs), and fluorescence lifetime intensity diagrams (FLIDs). The considerations in

this section hold equally for FDID and FLID diagrams, although the provided example

is for a FDID analysis. Essential to the construction of FDID/FLID diagrams is that for

each detected photon also the delay time to the laser pulse that generated it is known so

that decay rates can be fitted even to short segments of a time trace segmented by CPA.

Here we discuss the construction of FDID diagrams derived from CPA-analysis, again

illustrated by examining simulated data for a quantum dot that switches between two

states of distinct intensity and lifetime. FDID diagrams are conventionally constructed

from time-binned data, where it is interpreted as a simple histogram in which each

time-bin contributes a single histogram count to one single intensity-decay rate bin.

It is not trivial to extend this notion to CPA-segmented data since CPA segments

intrinsically have very different time durations instead of having equal width as in

conventional time-binning. We propose two modifications to the construction of a

FDID as a histogram. First, instead of representing FDID entries as a single binary

entry in just one histogram bin (one time segment contributes one count to a single

pixel in a FDID), we propose to incorporate the uncertainty in intensity and decay rate

that is associated with each time segment. To this end, each segment contributes to

the FDID diagram according to a 2D Gaussian function centered at the CPA-segment

decay rate and intensity (total countsCj in segment j divided by segment duration Tj),
where the width is given by the fit error in the decay rate and the shot noise error in

the segment

√
Cj/Tj . If one would apply this logic to regular time-binned data, giving

each Gaussian contributor the same integrated weight, one obtains a diagram similar

to a regular FDID histogram except that the results is smooth andwith less dependency

on a chosen histogram binwidth. Instead, the feature size in FDID represents the actual

uncertainties in intensity and rate.

As a second modification, we propose to reconsider the weights of the Gaussians

— i.e., the integrated contribution to each entry in the FDID. For time-binned data, one

assigns each segment equalweight so that equal lengths of time contribute equalweight.

Since CPA results in segments of unequal length, several choices for constructing

FDID diagrams are possible, which to our knowledge have not been discussed in

CPA literature. Giving equal weight to each CPA fragment will lead to FDID diagrams

from those obtained from binned data, since effectively long time segments are then

underrepresented compared to short segments. This leads to under-representation

of states with steeper powerlaw distributions in their switching times. The direct

equivalent to regular FDID-weighting for CPA-segmented data is that a segment of

duration Ti has a weight proportional to Ti (henceforth ‘duration-weighted FDIDs’).

Alternatively one could argue that since time-averaged intensity and fluorescence decay

traces are rather set by the contribution in emitted photons, one could instead use the

total number of photons Ci in each segment as weight (henceforth ‘count-weighted

FDID’).

It has been established in a multitude of studies of II-VI quantum dots that the

distribution of on/off times follows a power-law (exponents αon,off ) truncated by an

exponential with specific time τl, giving the distribution [286–288] t−αe−t/τl . We
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Figure 5.9: Four FDID diagrams of a simulated bimodal quantum dot with

(I, γ) = (2 × 104
s
−1

, 0.1 ns
−1

) and (0.5 × 104
s
−1
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−1

). The color scale

indicates the height of the 2D histogram. In each diagram, we apply a different

cutoff time Tc to the simulated powerlaw at∞, 10 s, 1 s, and 0.1 s. We find that

a shorter cutoff causes an increasingly strong smearing effect between the two

states.

analyze Monte Carlo simulated FDIDs to establish if there are conditions of the trun-

cation time under which a two-state quantum dot would appear not as a bimodal

distribution. Figure 5.9 shows duration-weighted FDIDs for simulated quantum dot

data. For panel (A) we consider a two-state quantum dot with power-law distributed

switching times. In panels (B-D) we show a quantum dot simulated with similar

parameters, but with the maximum duration of the segments Tc = 10, 1, 0.1 seconds.

Evidently, the bi-modal nature of the quantum dot is faithfully represented by the

FDID diagram constructed through CPA. This remains true also for power laws with

a long time truncation (t−αe−t/τl ), unless truncation time τl are as short as 20 ms,

so that there are no segments with over approximately 10
2
counts. This limit of our

benchmarking space zooms in on the regime where CPA intrinsically fails (Fig. 5.2(C)).

In this regime, the originally assumed bimodal quantum dot behavior no longer results

in a bi-modal FDID. Instead a significant broadening is evident. We can conclude that

for most realistic quantum dot systems, CPA-generated FDIDs will not suffer from this

artificial broadening artifact.

5.4. Conclusion
In this work, we have provided a Python toolbox for change-point analysis, and for de-

termining themost likely intensity level assignment for intermittentmultilevel emitters.

We investigated the limits of changepoint analysis and clustering as fundamentally set

by photon budget, and for the case of many state emitters. We have shown that for

long switching times, the typical power-law behavior of many quantum emitters can be

accurately retrieved. We also show that in the case of many-state emitters, the number

of intensity levels can be retrieved with high fidelity, provided the photon count is high

enough. At low photon counts, the number of states is systematically underestimated.

This shows in which way the photon budget puts a fundamental limit on the amount

of information that can be retrieved from a given TCSPC data set. We show that

the photon budget also poses a limitation on the accuracy at which the slope of a
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single-exponential decay can be retrieved. Additionally, we investigate the commonly

used intensity-decay time diagrams. We show that with CPA, a two-state simulated

quantum dot is well-represented in an FDID, but when a cutoff is introduced to match

that commonly found in literature, the states become increasingly poorly defined in

an FDID representation. While the Bayesian inference algorithms in this toolbox were

reported earlier for application to quantum dots with just two or three intensity states,

this toolbox and the provided benchmarks point at the applicability even to emitters

that jump between many closely spaced intensity levels, which will, in our view, be

of large practical use for many workers analyzing the complex photophysics of, e.g.,

perovskite quantum dots. Also, the toolbox can be used for theory development,

following a workflow in which hypotheses are cast in synthetic photon counting data,

which in turn can be subjected to the CPA analysis suite, to assess how hypothesized

mechanisms express in observables, and in how far they are testable. The limit of this

testability generally depends on an interplay of total photon budgets, residence time

in each level, intensity contrast between levels, and segment durations. For a given

photophysics scenario, the user can easily deploy the toolbox to directly assess data

segmentation in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall error rates, in dependence

of the level of skepticism that the user wishes to apply in order to accept assertions

regarding the segmentation of data in segments and intensity levels. These error rates,

andhence the testability of a hypothesizedphotophysics scenario, are ultimately limited

by the evidence in the counting statistics, and not the segmentation algorithm.

The full code base used for this paper has been made freely available on

GitHub [305].
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APPENDICES

5.A. Processing toolbox - overview

I
n this supplement, we will briefly discuss the different uses of the Python toolbox

for unbiased statistical analysis. For a full discussion, we refer to the supplementary

material of [306]. The toolkit accepts both data taken in a TCSPC measurement and

data created inMonte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Wewill first discuss the data processing

of photon time stamp files, and subsequently the provided routine to simulatem0-level

single photon emitters. The full toolkit is available for use on GitHub [305].

Figure 5.A.1 shows the different parts of the data analysis tools provided in the

toolbox, and describes a workflow to perform a full analysis. The diagram shows main

functions as dark blue ellipses, input and output files as green boxes, with blue frames

indicating groupings or related tasks the code performs.

Figure 5.A.1: Flow chart of the processing toolbox.
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The starting point for the code is a provided set of three lists of timestamps,

which represent three channels, i.e., two photon counting channels, and a pulsed

laser reference record. These timestamps are provided as sorted lists of 64-bit integers

through binary "parquet" files. The data is expected to be in "reverse start-stop" format

as usual for TCSPC experiment, meaning that the pulsed laser reference trace contains

time stamps for the laser pulses immediately after each photon event.

The processing code has the following functionality. First, the data, eithermeasured

or simulated, is segmented into intervals using either changepoint analysis, or with

fixed-width binning, shown in the "Make segmentation" block in Fig. 5.A.1. This

returns the jump times at which the emitter at hand jumps in intensity, and between

which the dot is constant in intensity, within the CPA threshold. It also yields the index

of the corresponding photon event, from which intensities can be extracted. With a

fixed bin width, it will return the times and photon indices at the bins’ edges.

Next, for each segment, the detector and photon channels are time correlated

(block "segmented correlations") to obtain fluorescence decay trace photon counting

histograms per segment, to which a decay rate is fitted with the maximum likelihood

estimator (MLE). These processes lead to a set of intermediate, ASCII-formatted files

that contain the segmented jump times, intensities and decay rates.

The reminder of the routines are found on the right hand side of the diagram. The

top block "timestamp functions" acts not on the segments, but on the timestamp list

as a whole. They convert the timestamp list into time-correlations between detectors,

and detector and laser, across the whole data set, to provide a decay trace, g(2)(τ),
the full decay trace, and the long-term autocorrelation trace, discussed in Section 5.2.3

and Section 6.4.3.

The remainder of the blocks post-processes the segmented data. This includes on

one hand grouping according to Bayesian analysis, and on the other hand plotting of

the segmented data as time traces, FDID diagrams, and switching time histograms.
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5.B. Simulating N-level emitters

We provide a routine to generate time-tagged data of an m0-level single emitter for

Monte Carlo simulations testing the toolbox, or for testing how assumed photophysics

would appear in experiments. This routine is independent from the processing toolbox.

It produces timestamps in parquet file format that, together with an appropriately

specified preamble files, can be processed in exactly the same manner as the example

experiment data set.

The steps followed by the routine are shown schematically in Fig. 5.B.1. The input

parameters are shown in orange. The first is the number of desired levels, and the

others are their exponents for powerlaw switching, their intensities, and their decay

rates. Lastly, it takes some level of background noise. Wewill walk through the routine

in order of its operations. First, a random selection is done, to create a list of levels. This

will provide the which-level information, used in the subsequent steps. The second

step is determining the length of each segment, bounded by switching events. This is

done by sampling a powerlaw with the chosen exponents. When the length of each

segment is known, they can be filled with photon events. This is done by drawing from

a uniform distribution, to create a constant intensity for the duration of each segment.

This step only defines forwhich excitation events a photon event is registered. So for the

next step, the routine determines the delay w.r.t. the excitation event. This is done by

drawing from an exponential decay with the appropriate decay rate for each segment.

Figure 5.B.1: Flow chart of the routine to simulate multi-level emitters.
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At this point, all photon events which are not background have been defined. In

order to simulate antibunching, the events are divided randomly into two channels,

which are equivalent to two detectors. Now the background noise can be added, the

timestamps of the simulated photon events are written to the binary parquet files, and

can be analyzed using the main routine. The philosophy of the code is that it can

interchangeably run on experimental and simulated data simply by setting a Boolean

switch in the code.
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an unbiased statistical analysis

6.1. Introduction

C
esium lead halide perovskite nanocrystals, introduced in a seminal paper by Prote-

sescu et al. [156] have emerged as highly attractive quantum dots, with advanta-

geous properties in comparison to traditional colloidal II-VI semiconductor quantum

dots. These include very large photon absorption cross sections [159], a wide degree of

tunability by both size and halide (Br, I, Cl) composition [156], and reportedly a very

high luminescence quantum yield without the need of protecting the nanodot core

with epitaxial shells, as is required for CdSe quantum dots [157, 158]. Furthermore,

inorganic halide perovskite materials generally show an exceptionally high tolerance

to defects [313]. Owing to these properties perovskite nanocrystals are intensively

pursued as solar cell materials [314], as emitters for LEDs, display technologies and

lasers [156, 315, 316], and could be interesting as single photon sources. For the

purpose of single photon sources, emitters need to satisfy a variety of requirements

beyond brightness, tunability and high quantum efficiency, which includes single-

photon purity, tight constraints on inhomogeneous spectral broadening, and stability

in spectrum, decay rate and intensity [27].

Perovskite nanocrystals unfortunately follow the almost universally valid rule that

solid-state single emitters at room temperature show intermittency [157, 280–285]. In

the field of II-VI quantum dots, intermittency has been studied for over two decades,

with the aim of identifying the nature of the usually two or three distinct bright, dark,

and gray states, and the mechanism by which switching occurs, by analysis of the

apparently discrete switching events between dark and bright states [288, 317], and

concomitant jumps in spectrum and lifetime. For instance, for II-VI quantum dots a

popular model (reviewed in Ref. [318]) is the charging/discharging model whereby

quantum dots turn from bright to dark upon acquiring a single charge.

Many efforts have been made to explain the typically power-law distributed res-

idence times for on and off states, for instance through hypothesized mechanisms

by which charges are exchanged with the environment [286, 287, 317, 319]. In this

respect another powerful model is the so-calledMultiple Recombination Center (MRC)

model proposed by Frantsuzov et al. in 2009 [320, 321], which argues that the wide

distribution of on/off times underlying binary blinking is due to typically of order 10

available recombination centers. This model furthermore is applicable to a wide array

of systems such as quantum dots, rods and wires, as it can explain also qualitatively

different intermittency behavior, such as systems that do not show two but multiple

intensity levels, in function of assumed underlying recombination center physics [322].

For perovskite nanocrystals several groups studied intermittency [157, 280–285] and

found quite different physics. A set of works observe that perovskite quantum dots

do not show bimodal behavior, like II-VI quantum dots do, but instead a continuous

distribution of states betweenwhich they switch [280, 281, 283]. These observations are

difficult to rationalize in a charging-discharging model, but can be described within

the MRC model of Frantsuzov et al. [320, 322], as pointed out for CsPbBr3 dots by Li et

al. [281]. Within this model activation of individual recombination centers can provide

a wide distribution over intensity and rate. An important observation consistent with

the MRC model is a linear dependence between emitted intensity and fluorescence

lifetime. Further evidence for multiple recombination center physics in the context of

perovskite PL has been reported in the context of emitting perovskite microparticles

that shownoquantumconfinement but nonetheless blink, for instance in a recent report
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by Merdasa et al. that evidences extremely efficient dynamic quenching sites that can

appear and disappear [323]. In contrast to Refs. [280, 281, 283], another group has

analyzed intermittency on basis of changepoint analysis and cluster analysis, which are

Bayesian inference tools for the unbiased estimate of the number of states, reporting

that just of order 2-4 states are involved instead of a continuum [282]. Finally, a recent

study points at memory effects in intermittency, visible in that work as correlations

between subsequent dwell times in the brightest state [285]. These reported memory

effects for perovskite dots are similar to those observed over 15 years ago for II-VI dots

by Stefani and coworkers [324], which were explained by the MRC model [321].

Intermittency analysis is a field known to be fraught by statistical bias in analysis

methods [319], primarily due to binning of data prior to analysis. This is a recognized

problem already for interpreting data from bimodal dots. These artifacts may be even

more severe for multilevel dots. In this work we report a study of cesium-lead-bromide

nanocrystal intermittency, analyzing the photon statistics of a large number of dots

using unbiased Bayesian statistics analysis tools, tracing brightness and fluorescence

lifetimes simultaneously, and screening for memory effects. These Bayesian statistics

methods were first developed by Watkins and Yang [290, 292, 293] and have since

been applied in a small set of papers to two/few-level II-VI dots, and in one recent

work to CsPbBr3 dots [282]. Our implementation is through a freely available Python-

based analysis toolbox [306], which we have specifically benchmarked by Monte Carlo

methods for application to highly multi-state, instead of bi-modal, systems. In this

work, a first main purpose is to obtain statistically unbiased estimates, or at least lower

bounds, for the number of dark/gray states of perovskite quantum dots from a large

number of single dot measurements. Our conclusions solidly support [280, 281, 283],

but not Ref. [282], since we find blinking between a single well-defined bright state

and a continuum — or at least over 10 — gray/darker states. These are findings that

fall within the class of phenomena explainable by the MRC model [281, 320, 322].

Next, our purpose is to screen for memory effects in residence times, intensity levels

and decay rate sequences in data that has been separated into segments by unbiased

changepoint analysis, thereby extending Ref. [285], which did not leverage the benefit

of CPA analysis. We find no evidence for memory in residence times, but do find that a

substantial fraction of dots tend to switch back and forth repeatedly between the quite

uniquely defined bright state and the band of gray states, instead of jumping through

all states in an uncorrelated random fashion.

6.2. Experimental methods

To introduce our measurement protocol and the photophysics of the CsPbBr3 dots at

hand we first present in Figure 6.1 the typical behavior of a CsPbBr3 quantum dot,

as analyzed with the standard approach of plotting time binned data. We prepare

quantum dots according to a modified literature report [156, 325].

Preparation of cesium oleate. We load 0.814 g of Cs2CO3 into a 100 mL 3-neck

flask along with 40 ml of octadecene (ODE) and 2.5 ml of oleic acid (OA) and dry this

for 1 hour at 120
◦
C. This is then heated under an N2 atmosphere to 150

◦
C until all

Cs2CO3 has reacted with OA. To prepare for the next step, we preheat the resulting

cesium oleate to 100 ◦C before injection. This is necessary as it precipitates out from

ODE at room temperature.
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Figure 6.1: Properties of a CsPbBr3 quantum dot. (A) a SEM image showing

a cluster of CsPbBr3 quantum dots. The scale bar is 100 nm. A time trace of

the (B) intensity and (C) fluorescence decay rate of a typical quantum dot when

split into bins of 10 ms (green). We find a single peak in both the intensities and

lifetimes around 60 counts/ms and 0.05 ns
−1

, respectively. For visualization

purposes, we also show the photon events binned into 0.5 ms bins (purple). (D)

The g2(τ) of this qdot. The dots used in this analysis were selected for having

g2(0) < 0.5 · g2(100ns). (E) The PL spectrum of this qdot when exciting at

450 nm. We find a peak in the emission at 505 nm. (F) The decay trace of all

the photon events combined. We have excluded an electronic artifact between

20 and 30 ns. We have a reasonable fit to a bi-exponential decay with rates of

γ1, γ2 = 0.43, 0.03 ns
−1

, respectively. (G) The FDID diagram of this dot. We

see a main peak at I, γ = 0.7× 105
cts/s and 0.09 ns

−1

Synthesis of CsPbBr3 nanocubes. We load 0.188 mmol of PbBr2 in 5 ml of ODE,

0.5 ml of oleylamine and 0.5 ml of OA into a three-neck round bottom flask and dry this

under vacuum at 120
◦
C for an hour, after which the reaction atmosphere is made inert

by flushing the flask with N2. After complete solubilization of PbBr2, the temperature

is raised to 200
◦
C and 0.4 ml of the preheated cesium oleate is injected into the three-

neck flask. After the injection, the color of the solution turns from colorless to greenish

yellow indicating the formation of perovskite cubes. Then we lower the temperature

to 160
◦
C and anneal the solution at that temperature for 10 min to get uniform size

dispersion of the cubes. After that, we cool down the solution using an ice water bath

for further use.

Isolation and purification of CsPbBr3 cubes. After the synthesis, we centrifuge

our solution twice to collect the cubes. First, we take 1 ml from the stock solution just

after the synthesis and centrifuge at 8000 rpm for 20 min to collect all CsPbBr3 particles

from the solution. We discard the supernatant, gently wash the inner wall of the tube
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using tissue paper and add 2 ml of toluene to disperse the CsPbBr3 solid. The second

step of centrifugation is run at 2000 rpm for 5 min to get rid of all the particles that are

too large. In the supernatant, we have 2 ml of toluene containing CsPbBr3 nanocubes

having a size distribution around 10-15 nm. As the scanning electron micrograph in

Figure 6.1(A) shows our quantum dots are essentially cubic in shape.

Before the measurement, about 400 µL of the solution is spin-coated at 1000 rpm

on glass coverslips that had been cleaned in a base piranha solution. In order to protect

the quantum dots frommoisture in the air, the quantum dots were covered by a layer of

PMMA (8% solidweight in anisole), by spin-coating for 60 s at 4000 rpm. Quantumdots

stored in solution were found to be unchanged in their properties over& 6months. For

the optical experiments we preparedmicroscope slides with samples from solutions no

more than 1 month old, and then performed microscopy on a given substrate within

a time span of 7 days. We found no differences between data taken directly, and data

taken after 7 days.

Single emitter microscope. For optical characterization and measurements, we

use the inverted optical microscope shown in Fig. 1.5 to confocally pump the dots at

450 nm (LDH-P-C-450B pulsed laser, PicoQuant) at 10 MHz repetition rate of < 70 ps

pulses, with 90 nW inserted into the microscope. An oil objective (Nikon Plan APO

VC, NA=1.4) focuses the pump laser onto the sample and collects the fluorescence. The

excitation provides similar pulse energy density as in [282]at the lowest energy density

〈N〉 � 1 quoted in that work. With the estimated efficiency of our setup, the excitation

probability per optical pulse is estimated at<0.1 from the count rate. The fluorescence

from the sample is directed either to a camera (PCO.edge 4.2, PCO AG), a spectrometer

(PI Acton SP2300) or two fiber-coupled avalanche photodiodes (APDs) (SPCM-AQRH-

14, Excelitas) in a Hanbury-Brown & Twiss configuration. The APDs are coupled to a

photon correlator (Becker & Hickl DPC-230) that measures the absolute photon arrival

times.

Measurement protocol. Using the camera and wide-field pump illumination, we

select an emitter that appears to be diffraction-limited. After driving it to the laser

spot, we do a time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) measurement to collect

photon arrival times. To calculate the photon correlations we use a home-built TCSPC

toolkit that utilizes the algorithm developed by Wahl et al. [310] to calculate g2(τ) and
the lifetimes for the different emitters and for the individual CPA segments. From g2(τ)
we select the emitters with a strong anti-bunching signal (normalized g2(τ = 0) < 0.5)
to ensure single quantum emitter behavior. Of the 75 dots measured, 40 passed this

test. We note that within those 40 dots we found no systematic correlations between

any of the variables (brightness, decay rates, apparent number of levels, residence time

power law exponent) and the normalized g2(τ = 0) value. Our TCSPC measurements

are taken over 120 seconds of acquisition time. We note that in our decay traces taken

using a Becker-Hickl DPC 230 photon-counting and correlator card in reverse start-stop

configuration, a small time interval centered at around 30 ns is subject to an electronic

artifact which we attribute to a ringing in the DPC-230 TDS timing chip. Therefore we

exclude this time interval for decay rate fitting.

Initial characterization. Figure 6.1 presents initial characterization of an exemplary

single dot on basis of standard time-binned analysis, where the data is sliced in 10 ms

long segments, to each ofwhich intensity and decay rate is fitted. Throughout thiswork

we consider photon counting data, in which absolute time-stamps are collected with

0.165 ns resolution for all collected photons and concomitant excitation laser pulses,
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on two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss configuration.

This allows to construct a posteriori from one single data set the intensity, fluorescence

decay rate, and the g(2)(τ) photon-photon correlation. In our optical measurements we

post select all single nanoparticles on basis of photon antibunching (g(2)(τ = 0) < 0.5).
For the example at hand, the selected emitter shows clear intermittency in intensity

and decay rate (panels Fig. 6.1(B,C) discussed further below), while Fig. 6.1(D)

shows a marked anti-bunching at zero time delay in the g(2)(τ) that is constructed

from the full photon record. The quantum dot in Fig. 6.1(E) shows a time-averaged

emission spectrum that peaks at around 505 nm and has a spectral FWHM of 20

nm, which is consistent with reports by Protesescu et al. [156], and together with the

antibunching photon statistics points at quantum confinement. The time-integrated

fluorescence decay trace (Fig. 6.1F) is markedly non-single exponential. Fitted to a

double exponential decay we find decay rates of γ1, γ2 = 0.43, 0.03 ns
−1

. We must

note, however, that a double exponential is often not sufficient to fit these emitters, and

typical decay rates for our dots range from 0.05 to 0.9 ns
−1

. At these decay rates, the

fastest decay rate component of the quantum dots generally spans at least 10 timing

card bin widths.

Figure 6.1(B, C) shows just a fraction of the intensity and decay rate time trace,

plotted according to the common practice of partitioning the single photon data stream

in bins. The fluorescence decay rate for each bin is obtained by fitting data within

each 10 ms bin to a single exponential decay law employing a maximum likelihood

estimator method that is appropriate for Poissonian statistics [311]. As expected from

prior reports on single perovskite nanocrystal blinking [157, 280–285], the intensity and

decay rate time trace show clear evidence for intermittency. The intensity varies from

essentially zero to 150 counts per ms. Figure 6.1(B, right panel) shows a histogram

of intensities, binned over the entire time trace (for all dots in this work, 120 s, or till

bleaching occurred). The histogram shows a broad distribution of intensities with the

most frequent intensities around 60 cts/ms. This is in contrast with the typical bi-

or trimodal physics of II-VI quantum dots, which usually show distinct bright and

dark states [149, 286–288, 317, 318]. However, the width of the peak well exceeds

the Poisson variance expected at these count rates, suggesting that there are many

intensity levels. The decay rate histogram also displays intermittent behavior, in

step with the intensity blinking. The most frequent decay rate is around 0.07 ns
−1

.

Fig. 6.1G displays a Fluorescence Decay Rate Intensity Diagram [FDID], a 2D histogram

displaying the frequency of occurrence of intensity-decay rate combinations. This type

of visualization was first introduced by [266, 289, 296] to identify correlations between

intensity and fluorescence decay rate (FLIDs in those works, using lifetime instead of

decay rate). For II-VI quantum dots, FDID diagrams typically separate out bright and

slowly decaying states from dark, quickly decaying states [266, 289]. Instead, for the

perovskite quantum dot at hand, the FDID diagram presents a broad distribution with

a long tail towards dim states with a fast decay.

The picture that emerges from Fig. 6.1 is consistent with recent observations of

several groups [280, 281, 283], showing a continuous distribution of dark, gray states.

This should be contrasted to typical II-VI quantum dot behavior in which blinking

usually involves just two or three apparent intensity levels, and also the recent report

by [282] onvery similarCsPbBr3 dots, but takenundervery lowrepetition rate excitation

conditions (fs pulses at very low repetition rate, as opposed to picosecond pulses at

≥ 10MHz— at similar 〈N〉 < 0.1).
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6.3. Computational methods

Since extreme caution is warranted when scrutinizing photon counting statistics to

determine quantitative intermittency metrics due to artifacts of binning [290, 292–

294, 296], we proceed to analyze the data of a large number of dots with state-of-the-art

bias-free statistical analysis to determine a lower bound to the number of involved

states, and the switching dynamics and memory effects therein. We apply tools of

Bayesian statistics, specifically, changepoint analysis (CPA), discussed in Chapter 5, to

partition the data in segments separated by switching events, and level-clustering to

determine (a lower bound to) the number of states, as a rigorous and bias-free approach

to investigate the intermittency of quantum dots. These tools were first proposed by

Watkins and Yang [290], and later also used and extended in the context of quantum

dot intermittency by [150, 152, 153, 282, 292, 293, 296, 307–309]. We have discussed

changepoint analysis and clustering extensively in Chapter 5, but will summarize the

salient features here.

CPA performs segmentation of the time record of single photon counting events

into intervals within which the count rate is most likely a constant value, delineated

by switching events or ‘changepoints’ at which the count rate changes, in as far as can

be judged given the shot noise in the data. Since CPA works on a full time series with

many jumps by finding a single jump at a time, and successively subdividing the time

stream until segments with no further jumps are found, the ultimate performance is

ultimately set by how well CPA can pinpoint in the last stage of the subdivision single

jumps in short fragments of the photon stream. For significant intensity contrasts CPA

detects changepoint in very short fragments (e.g., to accurately resolve a jump with

a 5-fold count rate contrast, a record of just 200 photons suffice), with single-photon

event accuracy. Smaller jumps are missed unless fragments are longer (e.g., factors 1.5

contrast jumps require fragments of ca. 103
photons for near sure (> 90%) detection.

At typical practical count rates of 105
counts/s, this means that switching events further

apart than 10 ms are accurately identified as long as jump contrasts exceed a factor 1.5

(ca. 100 ms for contrasts as small as 1.2). Switching events that are even closer in time

are missed by CPA. This is intrinsic to the photon budget, i.e., the ultimate information

content in the discrete event time stream fundamentally does not allow pinpointing

even more closely spaced switching evens.

After dividing the time trace into segments spaced by changepoints, one is left

with sequences containing the residence times Tq for each segment, photon counts

Nq and instantaneous segment intensities (Iq = Nq/Tq), as well as decay rates γq ,
obtained by maximum likelihood fitting of the decay trace from each segment to a

single exponential decay. The question how many actual intensity levels most likely

underlie the measured noisy sequence Imr can be determined using Watkins & Yang’s

clustering algorithm [290]. While Watkins and Yang considered Poisson distributed

noise, as in this work, we recommend also the work of Li and Yang [303] as a very clear

explanation of the method, though applied to Gaussian distributed noise. The idea

is that expectation-maximization is used to group the most similar segments together

into nG intensity levels, where nG = 1, 2, 3, . . .. After this, the most likely number of

levels, nG = mr , required to describe the data, given that photon counts are Poisson

distributed, can be determined by a so-called Bayesian InformationCriterion (BIC) [290,

303]. We have extensively verified byMonte Carlo simulations the performance of CPA

and level clustering for dots withmany assumed discrete intensity levels in Chapter 5 In
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brief, at small photon budgets in a total time series, only a few levels can be detected, but

conversely at the total photon budgets in this work, exceeding 5 · 106
events, clustering

has a > 95% success rate in pinpointing the exact number of levels in dots with at

least 10 assumed intensity levels. Moreover, for photon budgets that are too small to

pinpoint all levels exactly (e.g., at 104
counts in a total measurement record, only up

to 4 levels can be accurately discerned), clustering always returns a lower bound for the

actual number of intensity states.

6.4. Results and discussion

6.4.1. Changepoint analysis and FDID diagrams

We have applied the unbiased CPA analysis and Bayesian inference tools to data from

40 single CsPbBr3 quantum dots. We first discuss an exemplary single dot as example,

and then discuss statistics overmany single dots. The example dot is identical to the one

considered in Figure 6.1 and refer to the supporting information for results on all dots.

In Figure 6.2Awe see that CPA is able to accurately follow the intensity trace of a typical

CsPbBr3 quantumdot. We show only a section of the total measurement for clarity, and

strictly for plotting purposes only, binned the photon arrival times in 0.5 ms intervals.

Note that this binning is only for visualization, and does not enter the CPA algorithm.

Figure 6.2B displays the fitted decay rates for the same selected time interval, obtained

by fitting each of the identified segments. The right-hand panels of Figures 6.2A and

B show histograms of intensity and lifetime as accumulated over the full time trace. It

should be noted that these histograms are intrinsically different from those in Figure 6.1

for two reasons. First, binned data has entries from bins containing jumps, leading to

a smearing of the histogram. Second, since histogramming of segment values Iq is

agnostic to segment duration, events are differently weighted. Thus the histogram of

intensities now shows a bimodal distribution. The histogram of the decay rates still

exhibits only a single peak at ca. 0.05 ns
−1

.

Next, we construct correlation diagrams of fluorescent decay rate versus intensity

(FDIDs) from CPA data. Customarily FDIDs are 2D histograms of intensity and

decay rate as extracted from equally long time bins in binned data. As the length

of segments found by CPA can vary over many orders of magnitude, an important

question is with what weight a given segment should contribute to a CPA-derived

FDID. A first approach is to give all segments an equal contribution to the FDID, which

emphasizes the probability for a dot to jump to a given intensity-decay rate combination.

Alternatively, one could weight the contribution of each segment to the histogram by

the number of counts it contributes. This histogram hence emphasizes those entries

that contribute the most to the time-integrated observed photon flux. Lastly, if one

uses the segment durations as weights for the contribution of segments to the FDID

one obtains an FDID closest in interpretation to the conventional FDID diagram, which

presents the probability density for being in a certain state at a given time. Figures 6.2C,

D and E provide all three visualizations. The data shows variations in intensity levels

over approximately a factor 10, with concomitant decay rates also varying over an

order of magnitude. Overall, all diagrams suggest an inverse dependence qualitatively

consistent with the notion that the dots experience a fixed radiative rate, yet a dynamic

variation in the number of available non-radiative decay channels, that make the

dot both darker and faster emitting. This inverse dependence was also observed
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Figure 6.2: (A) An example of the intensity time trace of a measured quantum

dot (purple, binned in 0.5 ms bins for visualization purposes), and the intensity

segments found by CPA (green). In the lower panel (B) the lifetime for the

found CPA segments is shown. On the right are histograms of the occurrences

of the intensities for both treatments with segments weighted by their duration.

(C-E) Three FDID plots weighting each CPA segment (C) equally, (D) by their

number of counts, (E) by their duration. The choice ofweights puts emphasis on

different parts of the intensity-decay rate diagram, as they report on differently

defined probability density functions.

for perovskite dots by [281], and can be explained by the MRC model [320, 322].

The unweighted and photon count weighted FDIDs show a peak at similar intensity

and decay rate at (γ, I) = (0.06 ns
−1

, 12×104
s
−1

), indicative of the most frequently

occurring intensity/rate combination that is simultaneously the apparent bright state.

The different FDID weightings emphasize different aspects of the data. For instance,

weighting by counts highlightsmainly the emissive states and underrepresents the long

tail of darker state, with respect to the other weighting approaches. This qualitative

difference can result in a quantitative difference for extracted parameters, such as the

apparently most frequently occurring combination of intensity and decay rate.

For essentially all dots (see supporting information), FDIDs are much like the

example shown in Figure 6.2, showing a slow decaying bright state with a long tail

towards both lower intensity and faster decay. In fact, we can collapse the FDIDs of

all 40 dots onto each other by summing histograms (no weighting by, e.g., segment
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Figure 6.3: FDID of all 40 single dots, obtained by summing single dot FDIDs

for which the segment intensities were normalized to the mean intensity. A

simple histogrammingwas used (no specificweighting of entries by duration or

counts). Overplotted is a parametric curve of the form (γr+γnr, B+I0γr/(γr+
γnr)) with as input a fixed value γr , and a background B = 0.06I0, with I0
adjusted to match the peak in the FDID, and γnr scanned.

duration) of normalized intensity I/〈I〉 versus γ, which further underlines this generic

behavior, see Figure 6.3). An appealing explanation for the observed dynamics is if

the perovskite dots are characterized by always emitting from one unique bright state

that is efficient and has a slow rate of decay γr [labeled as radiative decay rate], while

suffering fluctuations in both brightness and rate through jumps in a nonradiative

rate γnr , as in the MRC model [281, 320, 322]. In this picture, one would expect the

FDID feature to be parametrizable as I ∝ B + I0γr/(γr + γnr). The feature in the

collapsed FDID plot can indeed be reasonably parametrized as such a hyperbola. This

parametrization is consistentwith Ref. [281] inwhich a linear relation between intensity

and fluorescence lifetimewas reported. The required radiative decay rate for the bright

state is γr ∼ 0.075 ns
−1

, while the parametrization requires a residual background

B = 0.06I0. This residual background is not attributable to set up background or

substrate fluorescence, suggesting aweak, slow luminescence component from the dots

themselves. Moreover, we note that the FDID feature clearly has a somewhat stronger

curvature than the hyperbolic parametrization (steepness of feature at γ < 0.1 ns
−1

,

and I/〈I〉 > 1.0).
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6.4.2. Clustering analysis

The FDID diagrams at hand qualitatively support the continuous distribution of states

also observed by Refs. [280, 281, 283]. As quantification of the number of states involved

we perform clustering analysis [290, 292], discussed in Chapter 5 to estimate the most

likely number of intensity states describing the data on basis of Bayesian inference.

A plot of the Bayesian Information Criterion as a function of the number of levels

nG allowed for describing the data of the specific example dot at hand is shown in

Figure 6.4A. Strikingly, the BICdoes not exhibit anymaximum in the rangenG = 1 . . . 5,
but at nG = 13. Recalling that the BIC criterion in clustering analysis for multistate dots

at finite budget generally reports a lower bound, this finding indicates that the data for

this dot requires at least as many levels to be accurately described, if a discrete level

model is at all appropriate.

Similar conclusions can be drawn from Figure 6.4B. We have found in Monte

Carlo simulations that if one allows the level clustering algorithm to find the best

description of intensity traces in nG levels for dots that in fact have justm < nG levels,

then the returned description of the data utilizes just m levels, with the remaining

levels having zero occupancy in the best description of the data returned by the

algorithm. Figure 6.4B shows the occupancy assigned by the clustering algorithm

for our measured quantum dot as a function of the number of states offered to the

algorithm for describing the segmented intensity trace. Each additional state offered

to the clustering algorithm is in fact used by the algorithm, whereas Monte Carlo

simulations, discussed in Chapter 5, have shown that at the photon budgets involved

(5.5 × 106
photons) the clustering algorithm generally does not assign occupancy to

more thanm levels to simulatedm-levels dots. The occupancy diagram hence confirms

the conclusion from the BIC criterion that the dot at hand requires many levels, or even

a continuous set of levels, to be described.

For all 40 dots, we extracted wavelength, brightness, and performed the same

CPA and clustering analysis as for the example dot. Moreover, we examined segment

duration statistics for power law exponents. The supporting information contains a

detailedgraphical overviewof theCPAresults for eachof the 40dots,while summarized

results are shown in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.5A shows that the dots have a low dispersion

in peak emission wavelength, with emission between 500 and 510 nm. All considered

dots offered between 2 and 8×106
photon events (Figure 6.5B) for analysis (120 seconds

collection time, or until photobleaching). The mean intensity per measured dot (his-

togram Figure 6.5C) is typically in the range from 15× 103
and 80× 103

cts/s, with one

single dot as bright as 110× 103
counts/s. According to the Monte Carlo analysis in, as

discussed in Chapter 5 the total collected photon count for all dots therefore provides a

sufficient photon budget to differentiate with high certainty at least up to 10 states. We

can thus with confidence exclude that intermittency in these perovskite quantum dots

involves switching between just two or three states as in usual quantum dots. Instead,

any physical picture that invokes a set of m discrete levels requires a description in

upwards ofm = 10 levels. In how far further distinctions between> 10 discrete levels,
or instead a continuous band can be made on basis of data is fundamentally limited by

the finite photon budget that can be extracted from a single emitter. This quantification

matches the observation in Ref. [280, 281, 283, 285] (based on examining time-binned

FDID diagrams). The main other work that applied CPA tools to perovskite dot by

Gibson et al. [282], however, arrived at an estimatemr = 2.6, which is at variance with
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Figure 6.4: (A) BIC criterion for level clustering analysis of a single CsPbBr3

quantum dot. We see that the BIC of this dot peaks at nG = 13. (B) The

occupancy diagram of the same quantum dot. The number of occupied states

keeps growing with the number of available states, saturating around nG = 15.
(C)Histogram showing the durations ofCPA segments of theCsPbBr3 quantum

dots as scatter plot. For this dot we fit (line) a powerlaw tail with an exponent

of α = 2.9. (D) Long-term autocorrelation trace of a single CsPbBr3 quantum

dot. Quoted coefficientsB,C refer to parameters inAt−Cexp(−Bt) fitted (line)

to the data (scatter plot).

our findings as well as with Ref. [280, 281, 283, 285].

This difference may be attributable to the different excitation conditions that are

unique to Gibson et al. [282] relative to all other works. Gibson et al. [282] report that

the lower excitation duty cycle resulting from both lower repetition rate (sub-MHz) and

shorter pulse (order 0.1 ps versus 10 ps) excitation, promotes photostability. We note

that fromapurely experimental point of view, this benefit is not immediately clear to us,

at least not when expressing photostability in number of excitation cycles as we observe

dots for 2 minutes at 10 Mhz repetition rate, versus 10 minutes at 0.3 MHz in Ref. [282],

at similar count rates per excitation pulse. Among possible explanations, we can

exclude effects purely due to thermal load: according to established thermal analysis of

nanoparticles under pulsed excitation [326] a nanocrystal and its environment cool

down within nanoseconds after excitation, meaning that although our work and

Refs. [280, 281, 283, 285] use higher repetition rates (up to 20 MHz), there is no ground
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to believe that heating effects build up more strongly than in Ref. [282]. Regarding

electronic processes, several works recently claimed that intermittency in perovskite

dots arises not from one, but from several competing mechanisms including non-

radiative bandgap carrier recombination, trion-mediated recombination, and hot car-

rier blinking [327, 328]. There is a wide range of involved time constants, some of which

are hypothesized to be slower than the typical MHz laser repetition rates. For instance

Ref. [328] argues that there is evidence for shallow trap states with long lifetimes (> 250
ns), and some reports claim microsecond timescale delayed emission for lead halide

perovskite quantum dots [329–331] which is hypothesized to originate from carrier

trapping/detrapping between the band edge state and energetically shallow structural

disorder states. We note that this means that laser repetition rate is ideally a variable

in experiments. However it is not trivial to extend CPA studies to deep sub-MHz

repetition rates as the concomitant fall in overall count rate means that the tail of dark

states will become comparable in strength to the fixed background of the single photon

detectors (which contribute of order 250 counts/s in our work, summing over both

Excelitas detectors).

6.4.3. Residence times

In Figure 6.4C we show a histogram of the segment lengths found by CPA. In other

works, on-states and off-states are often separated explicitly by thresholding following

which on-times and off-times are separately analyzed, for instance to ascertain the

almost universally observed power-law dependencies and their exponents. In the case

of our CsPbBr3 quantum dots a level assignment in on and off states is not obvious.

Therefore we simply combine all segment lengths irrespective of intensity level in

a single histogram. These switching times are power-law distributed, at least from

minimum time durations of 10 ms onwards. The short-time roll-off is consistent with

the limitations of the information content of the discrete photon event data stream:

for segments shorter than 50 photons or so, even if physically there would be a jump,

the photon number would not suffice to resolve it. Thus the roll-off does not exclude

that power-law behavior also occurs for shorter times, but instead signifies that the

testability of such a hypothesis is fundamentally limited. Fitting the power law t−α for

time > 10ms indicates a power-law exponent of α = 2.9± 0.1.

The peculiar segment-duration power law statistics with exponent α ∼ 2.5 of our

example dot also extends to the full ensemble. Figure 6.5E shows the distribution

of power-law exponents that were fitted to the tail of the switching time histograms.

We find a broad distribution of power-law exponents ranging from 1.5 to 3.0, with

the bulk of the dots showing exponents in the range of α = 2.0 to 3.7. These values

are significantly higher than the values found for many semiconductor quantum dots,

which generally are close to 1.5 [286]. Also, these values are significantly higher

than the exponents reported for on-times of CsPbBr3 dots extracted from intensity-

thresholded time-binned data. We note that one can (somewhat arbitrarily) threshold

CPA-segmented data in an attempt to isolate ’on-times’ for the bright state from the

‘residence times’ associated with the long dark/gray tail of states. Doing so with

thresholds I/〈I〉 > 1.3 (on-state) and I/〈I〉 < 0.7 (tail of gray/dark states) estimated

from Fig. 6.3, resulted in residence-time histograms for on- and off-times with similarly

high slopes as we obtain for the full set. We thus find no support in our data for

power laws generally being close to 1.5 or even below, as reported in other recent
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Figure 6.5: Summary of the behavior of the 40 measured single quantum dots.

We show the distribution of found (A) peakwavelengths, (B) total photon count,

(C) intensities, (D) most likely number of states, (E) powerlaw exponents of the

switching time α, and (F) the power-law exponent of the autocorrelation C.

reports [282, 285]. Wenote that apart from themethodological difference of notworking

with binned thresholded data but with CPA analysis, also the selection of dots reported

on may matter. In this work we report on all dots identified as single photon emitters

by their g(2)(0). Instead in Ref. [285] dots are reported to have been selected as those for

which inspection of binned time traces suggested the most apparent contrast between

bright and dim states, qualitatively appearing closest to bimodal behavior. According

to our analysis of FDIDs and in light of the MRC model, this post-selection may not

single out the most representative dots.

An alternative approach to quantifying blinking statistics and power law exponents

that requires neither thresholding binned data nor CPA is to simply determine intensity

autocorrelation functions g(2)
for time scales fromms to seconds, as proposed byHouel

et al. [295]. According to Houel et al. [295] the normalized autocorrelationminus 1may

be fit with the equation At−C exp(−Bt). Figure 6.4(D) show such an analysis for the

exemplary dot at hand, for whichwe find a reasonable fit withC = 0.39. As Figure 6.5F

shows, across our collection of dots we generally fit exponents C in the range 0.10 to

0.75 to intensity autocorrelation traces. We note that the relation α = 2−C put forward

by Houel et al. [295] is only expected to hold for two-state quantum dot, and C does

not relate directly to α for quantum dots in which more than two states are at play.
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6.4.4.Memory effects, aging and correlations in CPA sequences

Finally, we examine the dots for aging andmemory effects, leveraging the fact that CPA

gives an unbiased data segmentation into segments n = 1 . . . N that are classified by

segment duration T1, T2, . . ., intensity in counts/sec I1, I2, . . ., and decay rate γ1, γ2, . . .
that is established without any distorting temporal binning. Memory effects were first

studied by Stefani et al. [324] for II-VI quantum dots, and later for perovskite dots

in [285], in both systems evidencingmemory effects in on/off times. We present results

again for the same example dot as in Fig. 6.1 in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. With regard to

aging, one can ask if over the full measurement time in which a dot undergoes of order

108
excitation cycles, the distribution of segment duration, intensity, and decay rate

show any sign of change. To this end, we subdivide the total measurement period

(e.g., Fig.6.6(A-C), total measurement time 60 s for this dot) in 100 slices that are equal

length in terms of wall-clock time, and examine the evolution of histograms of In,
γn and Tn for these short measurement intervals as a function of their occurrence in

the measurement time. As the residence times are very widely distributed, we plot

histograms of log
10
Tq , with q the index of the segments. There is no evidence that any of

these observables change their statistical distribution over the time of themeasurement.

While Fig.6.6(A-C) shows an example for just one dot, this conclusion holds for all dots

in our measurement sets, with the caveat that for some dots drifts in microscope focus

caused a small gradual downward drift in intensity. We observed no photobrightening

of dots during the experiment.

Clustering allows us to ask questions that are not accessible with simple binning

of data, as we can examine the data sets for correlations between parameters and

between subsequent segments. In terms of cross-correlating different observables,

beyond FDIDs that correlate intensity and decay rate, one can also examine correlations

between intensity and segmentduration, andbetweendecay rate and segmentduration.

Histogramming the clustered data to screen for such correlations (Fig.6.6(D,E)) show

that both the distribution of intensities and of decay rates are uncorrelated, or only very

weakly correlated, with the segment duration. In other words, we find no evidence

that within the distribution of states between which the dot switches, some states have

different residence time distributions than others.

Memory effects [285, 324] should appear as correlations in the values for any given

observable in subsequent segments, i.e. in conditional probabilities that quantify what

the probability P∆n(A|B) is that a chosen observable to obtain a value A is given that

it had a value B in the previous segment (∆n = 1), or generally counting ∆n events

further back into the history of previous segments. Figure 6.7 shows such conditional

probabilities for ∆n = 1 (panels A-C) and ∆n = 2 (panels D-F) , for intensity (panels

A,D), decay rate (panels B,E) and segment duration (panels C,F). These diagrams are

obtained by applying a simple 2D histogramming approach, listing the value of B as

x−axis, the value of A as y−axis, and normalizing the sum of each of the columns to

obtain a conditional probability. We note that this approachmeans that at the extremes

of the histograms (far left, and far right), there are few events to normalize to, leading to

large uncertainty. When screening for memory in intensities, it’s important to consider

that the CPA algorithm itself selects for intensity jumps. Due to this the intensity after

one jump (∆n = 1) is a priori very unlikely to achieve a similar value, which leads

to a near-zero conditional probability at the diagonal of Figure 6.7A. Nonetheless, the

distinct features in the diagram at∆n = 2 (Fig. 6.7D) do suggest that the dot generally
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Figure 6.6: Analysis of (absence of) aging during photocycling of a single

perovskite quantum dots, histogramming intensity (A), decay rate (B) and

segment duration (C) in slices of 0.9 sec for a total measurement of 90 sec.

(D, E) correlation histograms of intensity versus segment duration, and decay

rate versus segment duration, evidencing that these are uncorrelated quantities.

alternates repeatedly back and forth between a bright and a dark state. More telling

than diagrams for intensity are those for decay rate. They show that if, in a given step

the decay rate is low (slow, bright feature in FDID at< 0.1 ns−1
), then in the subsequent

step the decay rate is usually fast, yet widely distributed from 0.1 to 1 ns
−1

, and vice

versa from any of the fast decaying states, the dot is likely to jump to the quite narrowly

defined slow rate of the bright state. If one considers the conditional rate at ∆n = 2,
the conclusion is that if the dot is in the bright state with its slow decay rate at a given

step, then likely after two jumps it comes back to this bright, slowly decaying state. If,

however, the rate was fast anywhere in the interval from 0.1 to 1 ns
−1

, then after an

excursion to the slow rate at ∆n = 1, the dot likely in the second step again takes on

a fast rate in the interval from 0.1 to 1 ns
−1

but without a particularly clear preference

for any value in that wide interval. Finally we note that there is no indication in our

data that subsequent residence times (P (Tm+∆n|Tm) show any memory (Fig. 6.7(c,f),

showing result for log
10
Tm). Thus our data do not confirm the observation of Hou

et al. [285] that there are memory effects in subsequent on-off times. Those memory

effects mirror the mirror effects observed by Stefani et al. in 2005 for II-VI quantum

dots [324], and indeed the MRC model [321] predicts memory effects in subsequent

on/off durations. We note that the analysis in these previous works is contingent on

thresholding to define on-off states and times, a process counter to the findings of CPA

analysis that there are not simply two intensity levels. Moreover, we note that in this

work we indiscriminately report on all dots we identified as single photon emitters by

their g(2)(0), instead of post selecting those that qualitatively appear closest to bimodal

behavior as in Ref. [285]. The fact that the very definition of on-off time is unclear

for these quantum dots rather defies analysis of memory in these quantities in the

terms used by [285, 321, 324]. Since it appears that the dots at hand switch between
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Figure 6.7: (A-F) Conditional probability of observing a value for intensity (A,

D), rate (B, E) or segment duration (C, F), given the value of the same observable

one or two steps earlier, respectively. (G,H,I) Normalized autocorrelation

(difference from 1) of the sequence of intensity, decay rate and segment

durations. This data is for the same single dot as considered in Fig. 6.6.

a reasonably unique bright state and the entire tail of dark gray states suggests to

define on-times, as selected from CPA by thresholding at circa I/〈I〉 > 1.3. With this

approach, we found no memory effects for the sequence of on-times.

One could speculate that the information gleaned from such conditional probability

diagrams could be advantageously condensed in autocorrelations of the traces Iq , γq
and Tq . We plot normalized autocorrelation traces G(∆q)− 1 where for any sequence

H ∈ Iq, γq, Tq , one defines

G(∆q) = 〈H(q)H(q +∆q)〉/〈H(q)〉2

(where 〈.〉 denotes the mean over q are all segment indices and ∆q is 1, 2, . . .), so that

at long times Gm − 1 vanishes.

In Fig. 6.7(G-I) we plot G(∆q) − 1 for intensity, rate and segment duration. Such

segment-autocorrelations are distinct from, e.g., the usual intensity autocorrelation

traces that one might examine to determine blinking power laws, since here one

autocorrelates subsequent intensity segments without any regard for their time duration.
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For a conventional two-level dot, the autocorrelation trace Iq would oscillate with large

contrast up to very large q. Instead, we find that the dot at hand shows an oscillation

with a distinct contrast in the intensity segment autocorrelation contrast for up to 5—10

cycles. In the normalized autocorrelation for decay rates, thememory is far less evident.

We attribute this not to a lack of memory, but note that if a dot switches between a

state of well-defined slow rate, and an array of states with highly distributed fast rates,

then upon averaging the wide distribution of fast rates washes out any autocorrelation

signature. Finally, the residence times, which we already found to be uncorrelated

between subsequent jumps, show no autocorrelation signature for z 6= 0. A similar

behavior to that shown in Figure 6.7G was observed for circa 30% of the dots studied,

with other dots showing no clear intensity autocorrelation.

6.5. Conclusion
To conclude,wehave reported on intermittencyproperties of a large number ofCsPbBr3

quantum dots on basis of a Bayesian inference data analysis. This approach works with

raw, unbinned, photon counting data streams and thereby avoids artifacts commonly

associated with the analysis of time binned data. We find that dots have in addition

to their bright emissive state a tail of gray states that qualitatively appears continuous

in FDID diagrams, and that according to clustering analysis requires at least 10 to 20

levels to describe, if a discrete-level description would be appropriate. Thereby our

work provides a confirmation of claims in earlier works [280, 281, 283] under similar

excitation conditions, with the distinction that we do not use time binned data but

rigorously exploit all the information in the data stream to the level that its intrinsic

noise allows. We note that the same type of dots have displayed a different behavior,

indicative of 2 to 3 levels, in Ref. [282]. Since that work uses almost identical Bayesian

inference methods, we conclude that this distinction is really due to the different

physical realization. Alongside possible differences in sample preparation, we note

that Ref. [282] also stands out from all other reports due to its quite different excitation

conditions, particularly using shorter pulses and significantly lower pulse repetition

rates. While Ref. [282] states that this choice improves photostability, when expressed

in number of excitation cycles, our experiment is not actually at a disadvantage in

terms of photostability since we follow dots for 2 minutes at 10 MHz repetition rate,

versus for 10 minutes at 0.3 MHz. Also, our estimates exclude the idea that higher

pulse repetition rates but at similar per pulse excitation densities, would cause a more

significant heating of the dot that would explain thermally activated modifications

since nanoparticles under pulsed excitation loose their energy to the environment

in nanoseconds [326]. A possible explanation might lie in the fact that perovskite

quantum dots have been reported to have slow-time constant electronic processes, such

as delayed exciton emission (microsecond time scales) [329–331], and shallow trap

states with lifetimes exceeding 250 ns [327, 328]. These observations imply that there

are photophysical processes that may be involved in blinking and flickering, and that

may not fully relax at higher laser repetition rates. Finally, a caveat on experimental

limitations in the effort to determine dim intensity levels is that, even if the physics

is unchanged, lower repetition rate experiments are less likely to identify many gray

/dark states once the dark state count rates approach detector background levels. In

our setup, the combined dark count rate of both detectors is of order 200—250 counts
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per second, meaning that the darker levels would be comparable in count rate if we

would reduce the excitation rate 30-fold.

Overall, our results support [280, 281, 283], and as in the first report proposing the

validity of the MRC model [320, 322] for perovskite dots [281], we find that the tail of

gray states display an inverse correlation between intensity and rate, suggesting that

the dots have a unique bright state with a given decay rate, to which random activation

of recombination centers add nonradiative decay channels. However, we note that

this observation merits further refinement of models: while plotting intensity versus

lifetime may point at strict proportionality, plotting rate instead of lifetime accentuates

deviations, notably a deviation in curvature of our data relative to inverse proportional

dependence. Finally, we have analyzed correlations in the measured CPA-segmented

sequences of intensity levels, decay rates, and segment lengths. We find no evidence for

aging, i.e., gradual shifts in e.g., decay rate or blinking dynamics during photocycling

of dots through 106
to 107

detected photons (i.e., well over 108
cycles). Also, our data

indicate that residence times are not correlated to the state that a dot is in. The residence

times can be fiducially extracted for a limited time dynamic range from ca. 5-15 ms,

limited intrinsically by count rate, to ca. 10 s, limited by the length of the photon

record. We note that in residence time histograms determined by CPA, according to

Monte Carlo simulations at long times the analysis fiducially reports on power laws

without introducing artifacts, such as apparent long-time roll-offs. The exponents

that we find are in the range from 1.5 to 3.0, which appears high compared to the

near-universal value of 1.5 observed for II-VI single photon sources. In the domain of

CsPbBr3 dots, reports have appeared of even lower exponents (down to 1.2) [282, 285]

with exponential roll-offs at times∼ 0.1 s that cause a steepening of the residence time

histogram at longer times. We note that although exponential roll-off certainly steepens

slopes in the residence time histogram, our histograms do not point at exponential, but

at high-exponent power law behavior.

Regarding memory, we found a distinct memory effect in intensity and rate in

the sense that dots appear to switch between a quite unique bright state with a slow

decay rate that is evident as the bright pocket in FDIDs, and the entire tail of dim

states in the FDID. Moreover, the dots do not appear to return preferentially to this

dim state, but explore the entire tail anew at each transition from the bright state.

This is an important refinement on the MRC model which in itself leaves open if dots

return at all to the bright state before choosing another dim state, and which does not

specify if dots make repeated visits to the same dim state or not. In terms of analysis,

this memory is only partially visible in autocorrelation traces of sequences of CPA

intensity and rates, as the dim states are so widely distributed. The averaging involved

in evaluating autocorrelations washes out some memory effects that do appear more

clearly in conditional probability histograms reporting on subsequent jumps. Finally,

we found no evidence in our data set for the apparent memory in residence times

(segment lengths Tq) reported by Hou et al. [285] for on-times.

In our view, this rich data set will stimulate further theory development in the

domainof inorganic quantumdot intermittency. Compared to the case of II-VI quantum

dots, a host of different effects could be at play in perovskite quantumdots. For instance,

vacancy concentrations inperovskites are orders ofmagnitudehigher than those in II-VI

materials, and vacancies are highly mobile, which may affect photoluminescence [325].

Also, halide perovskites are known to undergo reversible surface (photo)chemical

reactions. Given the role of surface defects in blinking (as understood for II-VI dots), this
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may be highly important for perovskites. Blinking studies in different environmental

gases could elucidate this [332]. Also, one could speculate that the strong polaronic

effects in perovskites affect blinking, through involvementwith the screening of trapped

charges [333]. Finally, in terms of electronic structure perovskite materials are different

from II-VI dots not just in weak versus strong confinement, but also in having strongly

anharmonic potentials, near-equal hole and electron effective masses, and a band

structure that causes defect levels to be at shallow trap levels, instead of deep trap

levels (see Ref. [327–331] for possible relations to intermittency).
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“’Speak English!’ said the Eaglet. ’I don’t know the meaning of half those long words,
and what’s more, I don’t believe you do either!’ ”

— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 1865

L
ight drives human life. As a species, sight is by far the dominant sense we use to

navigate the world. With the advent of radio, optical fibers, and nanofabrication on

basis of optical lithography, our uses and dependency on light has only increased. It is

used on a global scale for optical fiber communication, which enables the World Wide

Web. Ever improving techniques in nanofabrication enable us to carry smartphones

in our pockets that are more powerful than the computers that brought humans to

the moon. The uses of light-based technology are immensely diverse, from using

luminescent markers to study the life cycle of single cells, tracking minute chemical

changes in blood, to improving solar cells. Light is used in applications on scales

as small as visualizing single atoms and molecules, and as large as mapping out our

intergalactic neighborhood.

In this thesis, we study the interaction of light and matter at the nanoscale, and we

aim to bring together a number of different components. The first of these concerns the

trapping of light in so-called optical hybrid resonators. Such hybrids bring together

different methods of containing light, where the goal is to hold on to the light as long

as possible, while simultaneously squeezing it into the smallest possible volume. The

other building block we investigate is that of single emitters. These are systems that

absorb and emit only a single photon at a time, making them excellent communicators

for small-scale electronic information. The second half of this thesis is dedicated to

studying a particular type of these emitters, as well as how to best investigate their

behavior.

When it comes to light trapping, there are two main approaches. The first is that of

optical microcavities. This is a class of systems, often made from transparent materials,

that can trap the light for very long times, while it reverberates many hundreds or even

thousands of times, giving them what is called a high quality factor (Q). The other

approach is that of optical antennas. These are made of metallic materials, often gold

or silver. Just as a radio antenna has a strong interaction with radio waves, an optical

antenna resonates in tune with visible light. These systems are capable of squeezing

the light into volumesmuch smaller than the wavelength of that light for a short period

of time, usually only about ten cycles.

Combining an antenna and a cavity creates an optical hybrid, which can be used

to combine the positive qualities of either component. In Chapter 2 we examine how

small a volume the light can be squeezed into, and how long it can be retained in these
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hybrid systems. These characteristics together determine the strength of light-matter

interaction through a figure of merit that is known as the "Purcell factor". On basis of

the achievable Purcell factors we examine themerits of hybrids for various applications

in classical and quantum optics, particularly asking if hybrids can avoid the need to

cool to temperatures close to absolute zero, which is −273.15 °C.
The approach of Chapter 2 is to first derive design rules for hybrid resonances

from a simple analytical model. These rules are checked against full-wave simulations

of hybrids composed of nanobeam cavities and gap antennas. Specifically, we study

nanobeam optical hybrids, made of silicon nitride (Si3N4) and gold. Si3N4 is, just like

glass, transparent to visible light. Our optical hybrid design is somewhat similar to

an optical fiber to guide light, together with periodic variation of refractive index to

reflect light by constructive interference, much like the reflective properties of opals

and mother of pearl. The nanobeam design consists of a rectangular beam of Si3N4

with holes drilled into it at regular intervals. These holes reflect the light, creating a

mirror. In the middle of the beam, we change the size and distance between the holes,

which creates an optical cavity between two of these mirrors, where the light can be

trapped. On top of this nanobeam cavity, we place an optical antenna, which has the

shape of two ellipses with the pointy ends nearly touching. This traps the light mostly

in that narrow gap. Combining the beam and the antenna creates the optical hybrid.

We find that hybrids can outperform the plasmonic and cavity constituents by

combining a bit of the best of both methods of trapping. Additionally, we find that by

changing the resonance frequency of the antenna and cavity with respect to each other,

we can trade off the confinement of the light against the duration of the light trapping,

while keeping their ratio roughly the same. This detuning of the components allows

us to span the full range of parameters in between the two components.

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we report on our experiments to realize and optically

interrogate our design of optical hybrids. We modified the design with respect to

Chapter 2 slightly to a system that is easier to fabricate. Instead of beams suspended in

air, weworkwith a design thatworks for beams lying on glass. In Chapter 3we describe

the process to physically realize these systems using nanofabrication techniques. We

start with a thin substrate of silicon that acts as a mechanical support layer. On top of

that there is a thin layer of glass, and an even thinner layer of Si3N4, only 200 nm thick,

which is over 100 times thinner than a human hair. Since Si3N4 has a higher refractive

index than glass, it can support guided modes. Using a tightly focused electron beam,

we write the structures of these nanobeams on a polymer, which are then transferred

into the Si3N4 using a high-power plasma. Using a different polymer, we inscribe the

antennas over the existing beams, again with an electron beam. This forms a mold that

allows us to evaporate gold onto the cavities in the shape of our antennas, resulting in

two ellipsoidal nanoparticles with a 20 nm gap between the pointy ends. With proper

alignment of the cavity and antenna, we create an optical hybrid.

In Chapter 4 we study the behavior of the components of these hybrids inde-

pendently, and subsequently the behavior of the hybrid as a whole. To identify

the nanobeam resonances we use a combination of techniques. First, we study the

nanobeam cavities by using photoluminescence of the Si3N4. When we shine a green

laser on the center of the cavity, the Si3N4 will emit light in the yellow and red, which

have lower energy than green light. At the resonance frequency of the cavity, the light

experiences interaction with the cavity, and slightly more light is emitted, allowing us
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to determine the resonance of the cavity. We find that these resonances lie between

777 nm and 802 nm, where we can control the resonance by scaling the size of the beam

during fabrication. Amore precisemeasure of the cavity resonances and quality factors

is obtained in a next step, whereweuse a narrowband tunable laser tomeasure resonant

transmission through the nanobeam cavities. To study the antennas, we use a so-called

dark field microscopy setup, where light is sent onto the antennas at a glancing angle,

and only light that is closer to straight up is collected. This way, we look only at light

that interacts with the antennas. By looking at this light as a function of its wavelength,

we can determine the resonances of the antennas. We find that the antennas have

resonances between 600 nm and 680 nm, where the resonance wavelength again scales

with antenna size.

We study the behavior of the hybrids systems using optical gratings, fabricated on

either end of the beams. This allows us to send light into the beam on one end and

collect it from the other. We find that the presence of an antenna shifts the resonance

of the hybrids with respect to that of the cavity by an average of 1.2 nm, with stronger

shifts observed for larger antennas, and vice versa. We also find that the presence

of an antenna broadens the resonance of the hybrids with respect to that of the bare

antennas, shifting from a width of about 1.4 nm to 1.7 nm to 3 nm. This is in line with

our expectations, where we had predicted a maximum shift and broadening of around

2 nm. Finally, we have also explored LDOS effects of hybrids, using the vibrational

Raman scattering signature of reporter organic molecules deposited on the antennas.

The gold antennas were functionalized with BPT (biphenyl-4-thiol) molecules which

show a distinct SERS (surface enhanced Raman) signal. The SERS signal is proportional

to theproduct of pumpfield enhancement, and theLDOSenhancement at the frequency

of the interrogated vibrational sideband. Byusing our tuneable diode laser as pump,we

can arrange either the pumpwavelength, or the frequency of an interrogated vibration,

to be resonant with a hybrid mode. We indeed find that if the pump wavelength

is resonant with a hybrid mode, all vibrational lines in Raman spectra are equally

affected. Conversely, if the pump is not resonant but just one vibrational line is, only

that vibrational line is modified by the hybrid resonance. The enhancements generally

show Fano lineshapes consistent with the expected behavior for hybrids. We can obtain

SERS signal both by purely free-space addressing, and through using the waveguide

as either the pump, or the detection channel.

The second building block of this thesis concerns single photon emitters. Many

applications in, for instance, quantum communication and information processing

require the combination of single quantum emitters that emit single photons at a time

with resonators such as microcavities, antennas, or the hybrids that we realized. A

significant challenge for building such applications on the basis of single emitters is

presented by the fact that many emitters show blinking, also known as intermittency.

The signature of intermittency is that emitters seemingly randomly lose and regain

their ability to emit light. That is, an emitter that is continuously pumped with light

will, seemingly randomly, switch from emitting many single photons, to emitting only

a few, and back. A main challenge in the field is to identify novel promising single

photon emitters, and to assess if they suffer from intermittency, and if so, why they

suffer from intermittency.

In Chapter 5 we discuss a Python-based toolbox for statistical analysis of fluores-

cence intermittency properties of single emitters. When analyzing data collected from
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blinking single emitters, many methods introduce some form of bias in determining

the characteristics of intermittency, such as in the identification of intensity levels and

in the identification of the switching timescales. This results in artifacts that hinder

accurate interpretation of the intermittency. Themethodused in this toolboxmaximally

eliminates bias, allowing one to retrieve maximum information from the data at hand,

with minimal artifacts.

The basis of the Python toolbox lies in Bayesian inference, which objectively iden-

tifies the most likely hypothesis for the process that generates a certain observed

behavior, given the available dataset. This paradigm should be compared to usual

probability theory, which given a hypothesis describes the likelihood of drawing a

certain dataset. For intermittency, the Bayesian viewpoint leads to socalled Bayesian

changepoint analysis (CPA). Applied to the data from single emitters, CPA provides

the most likely segmentation into time segments, where each segment has a constant

intensity, and betweenwhich an intensity jump occurs. After the segmentation, one can

again use tools from Bayesian statistics to find the most likely description of the data

in a small number of intensity levels, where the challenge is both to find the number

of states, and their brightnesses. The toolbox can be applied to both experimental

data to quantify its behavior, and to simulated data, to investigate the implications

of intermittency models. We provide a detailed analysis of simulated quantum dot

behavior to illustrate these tools. In the spirit of Open Science, this toolbox is posted

on GitHub and Zenodo. We benchmark the toolkit with a large amount of simulated

data. We discuss that there is an upper limit to the amount of information that can be

extracted from a given data set and that this upper limit is set by the total number of

measured photons.

In Chapter 6 we report measurements on a particular type of single emitter: a

nanocrystal with chemical formula CsPbBr3 . This is one example of the emerging

class of perovskite materials, which are solution-processable semiconductingmaterials

with very advantageous properties for light emission and absorption. Sufficiently

small nanocrystals show single photon emission behavior, indicative of quantum

confinement,much like traditional colloidal quantumdots. Wemeasure a large number

of these nanocrystals individually, pumping them with blue light, The nanocrystal

under study will hold on to the energy from an absorbed photon briefly, and then

release it with a slightly lower energy. We measure the times at with these photons are

emitted, and apply the toolbox described in Chapter 5 to the resulting data.

We find that perovskite quantum dots display a large number of gray states. These

are states that are not quite bright, but not quite dark either. We see that brightness

broadly speaking correlateswith the timebetween absorption of a photon, and emission

of another. That is, an emitter in a bright state will hold on to the energy for a longer

time before re-emitting it, whereas the same emitter in a dark state will release the

energy more quickly. This behavior is markedly different from that of usual CdSe

colloidal quantum dots. At the same time, the behavior is consistent with the so-called

multiple recombination centers model, which hypothesizes that there is a multitude of

defect centers that can cause nonradiative decay. The random switching creates a large

number of intensity levels. We use our toolbox to examine the effects of aging on the

quantum dots, as well as to investigate if the behavior has some memory. We find that

dots tend to always return to the bright state before jumping to another dim state, and

that when choosing a dim state they tend to explore the entire set of states available.
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“ ’Hebben jullie niets beters te doen dan raadsels opgeven waar geen antwoord op bestaat?
Daar ga ik mĳn tĳd niet aan verspillen, hoor.’ ”

— Lewis Carroll, De Avonturen van Alice in Wonderland, 1865

L
icht speelt een belangrĳke rol in het menselĳk bestaan. Onze ogen zĳn het

dominante zintuig waarmee we de wereld waarnemen, en met de komst van

de radio, glasvezelkabels, en van nanofabricage op basis van optische lithografie, is

de veelheid aan toepassingen waarvoor we licht gebruiken sinds de 20e eeuw sterk

toegenomen. Optische fibers wikkelen zich om de aarde en verbinden ons met het

Wereldwĳd Web. Verbeteringen in nanofabricage stellen ons in staat om mobiele

telefoons bĳ ons te dragen met meer rekenkracht dan de computers die de mensheid

naar de maan bracht. De lengteschalen waarop licht toepassingen heeft gaat van het

in beeld brengen van enkele atomen en moleculen aan het fundament van het bestaan,

tot het in kaart brengen van ons heelal.

In dit proefschrift bestuderenwĳde interactie van licht enmaterie opdenanoschaal,

ter grootte van de golflengte van het licht zelf. Daarbĳ willen we een aantal ver-

schillende bouwblokken bĳ elkaar brengen. Het eerste bouwblok betreft het vangen

en opsluiten van licht in zogeheten optische hybride resonatoren. Deze combineren

verschillende methodes om licht te vangen om licht zo lang mogelĳk vast te houden

en tegelĳk in een zo klein mogelĳk volume te persen. Het tweede bouwblok gaat over

enkele fluoroforen. Dit zĳn kleine stukjes materiaal, soms zelfs een enkel molecuul, die

slechts een enkel foton per keer kunnen absorberen, en dan ook maar een enkel foton

per keer uitstralen. Dit gedrag maakt ze onmisbaar voor informatieverwerking op de

kleinste schaal. Het tweede deel van dit proefschift betreft het gedrag van een nieuw

soort fluoroforen, en statistische methoden om het beste naar hun gedrag te kĳken.

Als het gaat over het vangen en vasthouden van licht, zĳn er grofweg twee aan-

pakken te onderscheiden. De eerste aanpak is die van de optische trilholtes. Zĳ vangen

licht en houden het gedurende lange tĳd vast, terwĳl het licht honderden of duizenden

keren rondzingt in een relatief groot volume. De andere aanpak is die van optische

antennes. Zĳ houden licht maar kort vast, maar persen het in volumes vele malen

kleiner dan de golflengte.

Wanneer je deze twee methodes van licht vangen combineert, geeft dat een zo-

geheten optische hybride resonator, die onder bepaalde voorwaarden de positieve

eigenschappen van beide componenten kan combineren. In Hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen

wĳ op basis van numerieke en analytische theorie hoe klein we het licht kunnen

samenpersen en hoe lang we het vast kunnen houden in deze hybride systemen. Deze

karakteristieken samen definiëren een belangrĳke maat voor licht-materie interactie,

vaak gevangen in een getal dat "Purcell factor" heet. Op basis van Purcell factoren die
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bereikt kunnenworden beoordelenwe de geschiktheid van hybrides voor verschillende

toepassingen, waarbĳwe onsmet name afvragen of men door het gebruik van hybrides

niet hoeft te koelen tot nagenoeg het absolute nulpunt van −273.15 °C. We leiden

algemene regels af voor het ontwerp van een goede hybride en verifiëren deze regels

door te vergelĳken met numerieke simulaties van ons eigen ontwerp voor een hybride,

van silicium nitride (Si3N4) en goud. Si3N4 is, net als glas, grotendeels doorzichtig

voor zichtbaar licht, maar staat ons toe om er licht in te vangen.

Onze hybride lĳkt een beetje op een stukje glasvezel. Het is een langgerekte balk

Si3N4 waar op regelmatige afstanden gaten in zĳn geboord. Deze gaten weerspiegelen

het licht en vormen een soort halfdoorlatende spiegel. In het midden is een set gaten

met afwĳkende grootte en onderlinge afstand gemaakt, waar het licht tussen twee van

de halfdoorlatende spiegels kan worden opgesloten. Precies in het midden, bovenop

de bundel, plaatsen wĳ een gouden antenne. Deze heeft de vorm van twee ellipsen

die met de punten naar elkaar wĳzen, met slechts 20 nm er tussen. Samen vormt dit

onze optische hybride. Wĳ laten in dit hoofdstuk zien dat hybrides hun componenten

kunnen overtreffen, omdat ze de beste eigenschappen uit beide kunnen halen. Daarbĳ

laten wĳ zien dat, door de resonantie frequentie van de antenne en de trilholte ten

opzichte van elkaar te verstemmen, we het volume van de opsluiting van het licht

kunnen uitruilen tegen de duur ervan, terwĳl de verhouding hiertussen ongeveer gelĳk

blĳft. Door deze verstemming laten wĳ zien dat het mogelĳk is alle parameterwaarden

te bereiken tussen die van de onafhankelĳke componenten.

In Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 bespreken we onze experimenten aan onze optische hybrides.

We passen het ontwerp enigszins aan, zodat de trilholte op glas ligt in plaats van in de

lucht te hangen. In Hoofdstuk 3 beschrĳven we het complexe proces dat we doorlopen

om deze hybrides te realizeren door middel van nanofabricage. We beginnen met een

plakje silicium wat als een mechanisch stabiele onderlaag dient. Daarbovenop ligt een

veel dunner plakje glas, met daar weer bovenop een aller dunst plakje silicium nitride

(Si3N4) van 200 nmdik. Dit ismeer dan 100maal dunner dan eenmenselĳke hoofdhaar.

Omdat Si3N4 een hogere brekingsindex heeft dan glas kan het licht geleiden zonder

dat het weglekt in het glas. Met een gefocuseerde elektronenbundel schrĳven wĳ het

patroonvanonzenanobundel trilholtes in eenpolymeer datwevoor dit doel neerleggen

op het Si3N4, waarna we dit patroon in het Si3N4 overbrengen door middel van een

hoog-energetisch plasma dat het Si3N4 etst. We gebruiken de elektronenbundel een

tweede keer, nu met een ander polymeer, om een gat in het polymeer, in de vorm van

de antennes te schrĳven. Wanneer we goud verdampen en vervolgens laten neerslaan

op het monster, daalt het neer in de gaten, in de vorm van de antennes. De antenne en

de trilholte samen vormen onze optische hybride.

In Hoofdstuk 4 bespreken we optische experimenten aan de hybrides. We bestud-

eren de eigenschappen van de hybrides eerst onafhankelĳk van elkaar, voordat we de

hybride in zĳn geheel bestuderen. We bekĳken het gedrag van de trilholtes doormiddel

van fotoluminescentie van het Si3N4. Wanneerwe een groene laser opde Si3N4 trilholte

schĳnen, wordt het deels geabsorbeerd, en weer uitgestraald met een lagere energie, in

het geel en rood. Bĳ de golflengte waar de trilholte resonant is, wordt er een klein beetje

extra licht gestraald, waardoorwe deze resonantie kunnen aflezen. We vinden dat onze

resonanties tussen de 777 nm en de 802 nm liggen, afhankelĳk van een schaalfactor

waarmee we de trilholtes groter maken en daarmee verstemmen. We bestuderen

ook het gedrag van de antennes, waarbĳ we een zogeheten donker-veld microscoop
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gebruiken. Hierbĳ wordt licht onder een scherpe hoek op de antennes gestuurd, en het

licht dat min of meer loodrecht op het monster wordt uitverstrooid, wordt opgevangen.

Op dezemanier zorgenwe er voor dat alleen licht dat verstrooit aan de antennes, wordt

bekeken. Hiermee vinden wĳ dat de golflengte van de antennes tussen de 600 nm en

680 nm ligt, waar de resonantie schaalt met de grootte van de antenne, en grotere

antennes resoneren bĳ langere golflengtes. We bestuderen vervolgens het gedrag van

de hybrides door middel van een tweetal optische tralies, één aan elk eind van de

langwerpige trilholte. Deze tralies zorgen dat wĳ licht aan een kant van de trilholte

kunnen inkoppelen, en aan de andere kant kunnen uitlezen. Wĳ vinden dat de antenne

de resonantie vande trilholte gemiddeld verschuiftmet 1.2 nm, en verbreedtmet 1.7 nm
tot 3 nm, wat in lĳn ligt met onze verwachtingen.

Tot slot hebbenwe ook de licht-materie interactiesterkte bestudeerd door gebruik te

maken van het Raman-signaal van op de antennes aangebrachte organischemoleculen.

Organische moleculen op goud antennes geven een duidelĳk SERS (oppervlakte-

versterkte Raman verstrooiing) signaal, waarbĳ Raman verstrooiing door moleculaire

trillingen vele ordes van grootte wordt versterkt. Dit signaal is evenredig met het

product van veld versterking van het aandrĳvende pomp licht enerzĳds, en anderzĳds

de verhoging van de optische toestandsdichtheid bĳ de Raman-verschoven frequentie.

Door middel van onze verstembare diode laser kunnen we zorgen dat ofwel de pomp

laser, ofwel één van de trillingen in het Raman spectrum precies afgestemd is op de

hybride resonantie. We vinden dat als de pomp laser precies op de hybride resonatie

past alle lĳnen in het Raman spectrum op dezelfde manier door de hybride mode

worden gewĳzigd. Anderzĳds, als niet de pompmaar eenRaman lĳn resonant ismet de

hybride wordt alleen deze lĳn door de hybride mode extra versterkt. De versterkingen

latenoverhet algemeenFano-lĳnvormenzien zoals verwacht voorhybrides. Wekunnen

de Raman signalen bovendien aanspreken dooor middel van de golfgeleiders.

Het volgende bouwblok van dit proefschrift gaat in op enkele fluoroforen. Veel

toepassingen in quantum communicatie en quantum informatie technologie vereisen

het samenbrengen van fluoroforen die enkele fotonen per keer kunnen uitzenden met

een optische trilholte, antenne, of hybride. Helaas hebben veel van zulke fluoroforen,

vaak individuele moleculen of enkele quantum dots de eigenschap dat ze knipperen.

Dat wil zeggen dat ze snel en schĳnbaar willekeurig tussen helderheden wisselen. Ook

als ze steeds even sterk door pomplichtworde aangedreven stralen ze soms veel fotonen

uit, en andere periodes juist minder. Een belangrĳke uitdaging is om betere fluoroforen

te vinden als geschikte kandidaat voor bronnen van enkele fotonen. Bĳ deze zoektocht

is het belangrĳk om vast te stellen of en waarom knipperen optreedt.

In Hoofdstuk 5 bespreken wĳ een statistische analyse gereedschapskist die ge-

realiseerd is in de programmeertaal Python. Wanneer metingen van knipperende

fluoroforen worden geanalyseerd, liggen tal van artefacten op de loer, die worden

veroorzaakt doordat veel voor de hand liggende analyse methoden helaas ongemerkte

vooroordelen introduceren. De methode die hier wordt gebruikt, is maximaal vrĳ is

van vooroordeel. Dit zorgt er voor dat de maximale hoeveelheid informatie uit de data

gehaald kan worden met minimale artefacten. De basis hiervoor ligt in Baysesiaanse

statistische methoden die objectief op basis van data een uitspraak kunnen doen over

hoe waarschĳnlĳk een hypothese is over het proces waardoor de data is gegenereerd.

Dit is juist omgekeerd ten opzichte van het normale perspectief vanwaarschĳnlĳkheids

theorie, die beantwoordt hoe waarschĳnlĳk data is gegeven een hypothese, in plaats

van hoe waarschĳnlĳk een hypothese is gegeven verzamelde data.
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Toegespits opmetingen aanknipperenvanfluorforenheet demethode "Bayesiaanse

changepoint analyse (CPA)". Deze methode geeft de meest objectieve opslitting van

data in tĳdsegmenten, waarbĳ in elk blokje tĳd de helderheid van de fluorfoor even

constant is, en waartussen de fluorofoor verspringt. Na het ophakken in blokjes,

gebruiken we Bayesiaanse statistiek om te bepalen hoeveel onderliggende fysische

intensiteitsniveaus metingen het best verklaren, en wat de helderheden zĳn van deze

toestanden. De toolkit kan worden toegepast op experimentele data om het gedrag van

gemeten fluorforen in kaart te brengen, en op gesimuleerde data, om modellen voor

het gedrag van fluorforen te bestuderen. We ĳken het gedrag van onze toolkit aan de

hand van een grote hoeveelheid gemeten data. We bespreken dat er een bovengrens is

aan de hoeveelheid informatie die uit een gegeven meting gehaald kan worden, en dat

deze bovengrens afhankelĳk is van het gemeten aantal fotonen.

In Hoofdstuk 6 besprekingen we metingen aan een nieuw type recent ontdekte

fluoroforen, namelĳk nanokristallen met chemische formule CsPbBr3. Deze mate-

rialen heten perovskieten, naar hun kristalstructuur, en zĳn uniek omdat ze een-

voudig in oplossing gemaakt kunnen worden en toch uitmuntende eigenschappen

hebben als halfgeleider. Perovskieten zĳn zeer veelbelovend voor zonnecellen en LEDs.

Nanokristallen van dit materiaal die klein genoeg zĳn kunnen, door quantummecha-

nische effecten die optreden door de opsluiting van ladingsdragers in het materiaal,

zelfs enkele fotonbronnen zĳn. Wĳ bestuderen in dit hoofdstuk vele individuele

nanokristallen. Wĳ pompen om beurten steeds een ander, enkel nanokristal, die elk

een enkel fluorofoor zĳn, door aan te stralen met blauw licht, dat een relatief hoge

fotonenergie heeft. Een fluorofoor die een pompfoton absorbeert houdt het licht

eventjes vast, en straalt dan een enkel foton in het groen, wat een lagere foton energie

heeft. Deze cyclus kan zich steeds herhalen: na het uitstralen van een fonton kan

er weer een foton geabsorbeerd kan worden enzovoorts. Wĳ meten heel precies de

tĳden waarop fotonen worden uitgezonden, en gebruiken vervolgens de toolkit die in

Hoofdstuk 5 wordt besproken om deze data te analyseren.

Wĳ vinden dat deze fluorforen een zeer groot aantal helderheden hebben waar-

tussen zĳwisselen, veelal groter dan 20. Dit gedrag verschilt sterk vandat vandemeeste

bekende colloidale quantum dot stralers. Wĳ vinden ook dat de helderheid correleert

met de tĳd gedurende welke energie wordt vastgehouden voordat het weer wordt

uitgezonden. Dat wil zeggen: een fluorfoor in een heldere toestand houdt het licht

langer vast dan deze zelfde fluorfoor in een donkere toestand. Hiermee bevestigen we

het zogeheten “multiple recombination model”, dat stelt dat er in een enkel fluorofoor

rond een tiental centra zĳn die elk afhankelĳk van hun toestand niet stralend verval

kunnen veroorzaken. Dit kunnen bĳvoorbeeld defecten zĳn op het oppervlak van de

nanokristallen, of het gevolg zĳn van uitwisseling van enkele ladingsdragers met de

omgeving. Door het gezamenlĳke effect van vele centers kan effectief een groot aantal

helderheden ontstaan, en een brede verdeling aan tĳdsduren tussen knippermomenten.

Wĳ gebruiken onze toolkit om de effecten van blootstelling aan licht te bekĳken, en om

te onderzoeken of het verspringen tussen helderheden ongecorreleerd is in de tĳd, of

een geheugen kent in haar patroon. Wĳ zien dat de fluoroforen de neiging hebben om

vanuit een donkere toestand het liefst steeds naar de heldere toestand te verspringen.

Als ze daarentegen in de heldere toestand zĳn, kiezen ze steeds willekeurig uit een veel

breder scala aan minder heldere toestanden.
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